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ABSTRACT 

Membrane gas separation is now a mature technology for a number of applications 

such as hydrogen (H2) recovery from ammonia purge gas streams, natural gas 

sweetening for carbon dioxide (CO2) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) removal, and air 

separation for nitrogen (N2) enrichment. There are numerous other applications for 

which membrane gas separation technology holds promise. Mathematical models of 

membrane gas separation enable the viability, separation performance and 

membrane system characteristics to be determined for emerging gas separation 

applications, hence these models are very important in engineering membrane-based 

processes. A significant number of membrane gas separation models have been 

developed in the academic literature, but most cannot be used for a broad range of 

gas separation applications, as these models are unable to consider the influences of 

some of the most important challenges of membrane gas separation. These challenges 

either originate from the intrinsic properties of membranes or are imposed by gas 

separation operating conditions and adversely affect the separation performance. 

Consequently, any models neglecting such challenges are prone to generate 

erroneous results.   

Chapters 4 and 5 of this PhD thesis investigate the influences of the Joule-Thomson 

effect, real gas behaviour, pressure loss, concentration polarisation, plasticization, 

and competitive sorption using a rigorous membrane gas separation model. For this 

purpose, a mathematical model of gas separation in polymeric hollow-fibre 

membrane modules is developed under steady-state conditions. The rigorous 

membrane model is compared with a simplistic one, similar to conventional 

membrane gas separation models, to highlight the need to account for these 

challenges.  

For a pre-combustion CO2 capture case study (CO2/H2 separation), negligible 

deviations between the rigorous and simplistic models are reported as the difference 

in the activation energies of permeation of CO2 and H2 increases, meaning the 

deviations are not noticeable as H2/CO2 selectivity decreases. As this selectivity 

increases, 2-5% and 0.5-8% differences are calculated in CO2 concentrations on the 

feed and permeate sides, respectively. H2-selective and CO2-selective membranes are 
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chosen for further analysis. With 60% CO2 in the feed gas at 100°C and 60 bar, 

deviations as large as 20% are calculated between the rigorous and simplistic models 

in terms of permeate flow rate and purity. As the H2 fugacity coefficient is greater 

than unity, real gas behaviour results in a greater driving force for permeation for the 

H2-selective membrane. On the contrary, fugacity coefficients of CO2 are less than 

unity, meaning CO2 permeation is reduced due to a negative departure from ideal 

gas behaviour. A further analysis shows concentration polarisation effects are 

negligible even at extremely large stage-cuts within the feed flow rate range studied. 

Verified by H2 and CO2 Joule-Thomson coefficients, retentate heating and cooling 

are observed for the H2-selective and CO2-selective membranes, respectively. 

However, due to the greater Joule-Thomson coefficient of CO2, the extent of cooling 

is larger than that of heating, meaning that the Joule-Thomson effect is more 

pronounced for the CO2-selective membrane. It is concluded that deviations between 

the rigorous and simplistic models generally grow at high CO2 concentrations, low 

feed temperatures, high feed pressures and high stage-cuts, as real gas behaviour and 

Joule-Thomson effects are intensified. 

For a biogas upgrading case study, (CO2/CH4/water vapour (H2O) separation), the 

rigorous membrane model is modified to account for competitive sorption, 

plasticization, and component blocking effects in glassy polymers. A fugacity-

dependent permeability model is developed that considers the effects of plasticization 

by CO2 and component blocking by H2O. The membrane model performance using 

this fugacity-dependent permeability is compared with two simpler permeability 

scenarios: pure gas and constant permeabilities. Results show a 30% difference in 

retentate composition between the pure gas and fugacity-dependent permeability 

scenarios. Using the fugacity-dependent permeability, higher CH4 recoveries are 

predicted relative to the pure gas permeability mode, but this comes at the expense 

of less CO2 removal. At the process conditions studied, one analysis shows the 

influence of concentration polarisation on CH4 recovery and CO2 removal is the 

smallest of all effects, even in the presence of highly permeable water vapour. Real 

gas behaviour impacts CO2 removal but has no effect on CH4 recovery. A comparison 

shows competitive sorption, plasticization and component blocking effects have 

greater impact on CH4 recovery and CO2 removal than real gas behaviour.  
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In the penultimate chapter, the rigorous membrane model is exported to Aspen 

Hysys and Aspen Plus to simulate two- and three-stage membrane processes for 

Xenon (Xe) and Krypton (Kr) separation at sub-ambient temperatures provided by a 

simple propane refrigeration loop. Membrane materials with suitable separation 

properties are identified to yield 99 mol% or more of both components. For the two-

stage membrane process, Xe/Kr selectivity must be greater than 56 and 44 at pressure 

ratios 10 and 15, respectively, to fulfill this separation target. The three-stage 

membrane process shows higher potential than the two-stage process, as it needs 

moderate Xe/Kr selectivity equal to or greater than 24 at a pressure ratio 5 and 16 at 

pressure ratios 10 and 15 to ensure at least 99 mol% purity of both components. 

Energy demand of the three-stage membrane process is calculated and compared 

with that of cryogenic distillation-a commercial technology to separate Xe from Kr. 

Results show the membrane technology saves at least 20% energy.   

The present thesis’s outcomes indicate the importance of the inclusion of non-ideal 

phenomena in rigorously evaluating membrane separation performance. The thesis 

presents a model considering non-ideal effects in membrane gas separation and 

shows idealistic membrane models may result in significant errors in the simulation 

of membrane systems at industrially relevant conditions. Other than accounting for 

the non-ideal effects, the membrane model developed has two distinct advantages 

over most conventional membrane gas separation models. First, the model uses an 

equation-oriented programming language requiring much less effort to develop a 

computer code compared with an algorithm-based programming approach. 

Specifically, this becomes a significant advantage when gas separation with 

membranes is not limited to mass transport phenomenon only and complex energy 

and momentum transport phenomena affect the separation properties of the 

membranes. At such conditions, mass, energy, and momentum balance equations 

should be solved simultaneously and computer coding of these equations using the 

algorithm-based approach is not as easy as that of the equation-oriented method. 

Second, unlike most conventional membrane gas separation models, the model 

developed in the present thesis is easily interfaced with commercial process 

simulators, enabling the simulation of a broad range of single- or multi-stage 

membrane processes. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Gas separation plays a vital role in supplying components and products used in a 

broad range of industries including oil and gas, petrochemicals, mining, medicine, 

pharmaceuticals, food, biotechnology, water, etc. Gas separation technologies such 

as cryogenic distillation, require an enormous amount of energy and there is no 

surprise that research and development in chemical engineering have relentlessly 

pursued reductions in the energy demand of chemical processes. Membrane gas 

separation is an energy-efficient technology with simplicity in design and operation 

that shows considerable potential for a number of these gas separation applications 

[1].  

The first large scale use of gas separation membranes dates back to 1977 when 

Monsanto introduced its Prism membranes for syngas (carbon monoxide (CO) and 

H2) ratio adjustment in a petrochemical process [2]. A year later, Monsanto started 

testing Prism for H2 recovery from an ammonia purge stream [2].  H2 recovery by the 

aid of membrane gas separation was then used for other applications such as refinery 

off-gas purification where H2 is separated from methane (CH4) in a recycle loop from 

hydrocracker product to hydrocracker feed [3]. Membrane-based air separation 

mostly for nitrogen (N2) enrichment with purities between 95 to 99% is nowadays a 

mature technology [1] and several companies have developed commercial membrane 

modules for this application, including tetrahalogenated bisphenol-based 

polycarbonates by Generon, polyimides by Praxair , polyimide- and polyaramide-

based membranes commercially available as Medal by Air Liquide [4,5]. Natural gas 

purification is another application that the membrane technology has stepped into. 

From mid-1980s, the membrane-based removal of CO2 and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) 

from natural gas have been commercialized by W.R.Grace and Separex (now owned 

by UOP) [6]. Since then, this application has attracted global attention, as the 

membrane technology holds promise to outcompete energy-intensive absorption 

processes, particularly when the natural gas wells contain high CO2 concentrations 

[6]. Most recently, Membrane Technology Research, MTR Inc., has tested its Polaris 

membrane for CO2 capture from coal-fired power plants at pilot scale [7]. The 
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potential of membrane gas separation for several other applications, however, is still 

in the research and development phase.   

Mathematical models are useful tools to confirm the viability of membrane 

technology for emerging applications. This is achieved by models installed in process 

simulation software that perform design, optimisation and techno-economic analysis 

of membrane processes. Moreover, if experimental or pilot plant data validate the 

models, they can be applied to predict the separation performance of gas separation 

membranes at industrially relevant conditions.  

Complex thermodynamic and kinetic phenomena including, but not limited to, the 

Joule-Thomson effect resulting from the expansion of gases from the high pressure 

on the feed side to the low pressure on the permeate side, the non-ideal behaviour of 

gases and vapours, competitive permeation effects due to the difference in the 

condensability and diffusivity of penetrants and clustering effects imposed by vapour 

permeation seriously impact the separation performance of gas separation 

membranes. Specifically, these complex effects are always associated with the 

polymeric film, which is the basis of commercial gas separation membranes. 

Therefore, the success of membrane gas separation models strongly relies on 

simulating such effects. Describing these effects mathematically is complicated and 

this is probably one reason that the majority of conventional membrane gas 

separation models do not account for them. Moreover, these effects behave 

differently for different membrane separation applications, because of differences in 

polymer composition, gas separation pairs, as well as the chemical and physical 

nature of the systems. Oversimplified membrane models result in significant errors 

in designing membrane processes.  This thesis aims to provide an insight into rigorous 

versus simplistic approaches of modelling polymeric membrane gas separation, by 

developing rigorous membrane models and applying them to important gas 

separation applications. 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the principles of polymeric membrane gas 

separation and explains in detail the importance and challenges of modelling 

membrane gas separation processes. A literature review on available membrane 

models is presented and the sophistication of these models is critically examined. 

Finally, a brief discussion about membrane processes is presented.    
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Chapter 3 presents the development of a rigorous model for hollow-fibre membrane 

modules in Aspen Custom Modeller (ACM). The chapter starts with a brief 

introduction on the coding structure of the membrane model in ACM. Next, the 

individual constituents of the membrane model in ACM are further explained. The 

chapter provides information about introducing component lists and thermodynamic 

models to the membrane model, coding non-ideal effects, different levels of 

simulations that the membrane model can undertake, initialization procedure, etc. 

Finally, the membrane model resolution method is briefly explained and the export 

of the membrane model to Aspen Hysys and Aspen Plus is demonstrated.    

Chapter 4 present the mathematical model of membrane gas separation in hollow-

fibre membrane modules considering concentration polarisation, departure from 

ideal gas behaviour and non-isothermal permeation due to the Joule-Thomson effect. 

Results are compared to a simplistic model which ignores all these non-ideal effects. 

The influence of the individual and accumulated non-ideal effects on the separation 

performance of hollow-fibre membrane modules is analysed in detail.   

Chapter 5 is a complementary work to Chapter 4 where the rigorous model is 

extended to account for competitive sorption, CO2-induced plasticization, and free 

volume blocking effects by water vapour permeation. For this purpose, a fugacity-

dependent permeability model is developed and validated with experimental data. 

The fugacity-dependent permeability model is added to the rigorous membrane 

model for the simulation of a single-stage biogas upgrading process using polymeric 

membranes. Results are presented for fugacity-dependent versus constant and pure 

gas permeability scenarios. Moreover, simulations are performed using dry versus 

humidified biogas feed conditions to highlight the effect of water vapour on 

separation performance. Ultimately, the rigorous model with all non-ideal effects is 

compared to the simplistic model.  

Chapter 6 discusses the potential of membrane gas separation for Xenon (Xe) and 

Krypton (Kr) recovery at sub-ambient temperatures. The rigorous model is exported 

to Aspen Hysys for the simulation of two- and three-stage membrane processes. A 

selectivity target to achieve ≥99 mol% of Xe and Kr is determined, and an energy 

analysis is conducted. Finally, the energy demand of membrane-based process is 

compared to that of cryogenic distillation. 
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Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, highlighting the main outcomes, as well as 

recommending future works.   
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Perspective 

This chapter provides a relatively brief discussion of membrane definitions and 

parameters quantifying their separation properties. The transport mechanism in 

polymeric membranes is discussed and both empirical and theoretical models are 

presented for the solubility and diffusivity of gases and vapours in polymers. The goal 

of membrane models is to design and optimise membrane processes, thereby, single- 

and multi-stage membrane processes and important parameters for engineering them 

are explained. Then, the concept of modelling membrane gas separation is clarified 

and some of the most important aspects of simulating membrane gas separation 

systems are discussed. Challenges adversely affecting the separation performance of 

polymeric gas separation membranes are explained in detail and the significance of 

incorporating the effect of such challenges into membrane models is clarified. A 

literature review of present membrane gas separation models is conducted, and the 

limitations of these models are highlighted. Finally, the aims of this PhD thesis are 

listed.  

2.2. Definition of Membranes and their Structural Parameters 

Membranes are selective materials allowing for preferential permeation of specific 

components. Therefore, if a mixture of different components is fed to a membrane 

unit, it will split into two streams: retentate and permeate (Figure 2.1). The difference 

in the chemical potential of components on the retentate and permeate sides is the 

driving force of permeation [8]. Chemical potential is a complex function of 

molecular interactions, temperature, composition and pressure [9]. For gas 

separation membranes, permeation is often dominated by the partial pressure driving 

force [1]. For a pure gas A, the permeability ΡA, is the ability of a membrane with 

thickness 𝛿𝛿, to transport A using an applied pressure driving force Δ𝑝𝑝 and is defined 

as [1]:  

PA =
𝐽𝐽A𝛿𝛿
∆𝑝𝑝

 
Eq.2.1 
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where 𝐽𝐽A is the flux of A through the membrane and Δ𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑝F − 𝑝𝑝P. In Eq.2.1, 𝑝𝑝F and 

𝑝𝑝P represent the pressure on feed and permeate sides, respectively. For a gas mixture, 

the permeability of an individual gas is defined by replacing “total” pressures in 

Eq.2.1 with “partial” pressures (or “fugacity” in a more sophisticated approach) of 

components [1]. In membrane science, the permeability is usually expressed in terms 

of a non-SI unit, Barrer, in recognition of R.M. Barrer’s pioneering works on gas 

separation membranes [10]: 

1 Barrer = 10−10
cm3(STP).cm
cm2.s.cmHg

 
Eq.2.2 

In contrast to the transmembrane flux (𝐽𝐽A) which is dependent on the membrane 

thickness, the permeability usually does not change with the thickness and is 

considered an intrinsic property of the membrane material [1]. Permeance is a 

pressure-normalized permeability that is also used in membrane science and defined 

as the ratio of permeability to the membrane thickness. Permeance is commonly 

expressed by GPU (Gas Permeation Unit): 

1 GPU = 10−6
cm3(STP)

cm2.s.cmHg
 

Eq.2.3 

1 GPU is the permeance of a membrane with the permeability of 1 Barrer and the 

thickness of 1 µm. The permeability is an indication of permeation rate per unit 

membrane thickness per unit pressure driving force and does not provide an insight 

into the ability of the material to separate gases. For a gas pair A and B, the separation 

factor (𝛽𝛽A/B) is an index to quantify the separation of A from B [11]: 

𝛽𝛽A/B = 𝛼𝛼A/B �
𝑝𝑝F − 𝑝𝑝P �

𝑦𝑦A
𝑥𝑥A
�

𝑝𝑝F − 𝑝𝑝P �
𝑦𝑦B
𝑥𝑥B
�
� Eq.2.4 

where 𝑦𝑦 and 𝑥𝑥 represent the mole fractions of permeate and retentate sides, 

respectively, and 𝛼𝛼A/B is the “ideal selectivity” defined as:  

𝛼𝛼A/B =
ΡA
ΡB

 
Eq.2.5 
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In most membrane gas separation applications, the feed pressure is much greater than 

the permeate pressure (𝑝𝑝F ≫ 𝑝𝑝P). Therefore, Eq.2.4 is reduced to Eq.2.5, meaning it 

is the ideal selectivity that essentially represents the ability of membranes to separate 

A from B. Similar to permeability, the ideal selectivity is a structural parameter of 

membranes.    

 

Figure 2.1. A simple illustration of membrane gas separation unit. 𝑝𝑝F and 𝑝𝑝P represent the total 
pressures on the feed and permeate sides, respectively. 

Introduced by Robeson in 1991 [12], a trade-off relationship exists between the 

selectivity and permeability of different membranes. For the hypothetical gas pair, A 

and B, if A is the more permeable component, the selectivity of A over B (𝛼𝛼A/B) 

decreases with increasing the permeability of A (ΡA) and vice versa. In essence, on 

log-log plots of 𝛼𝛼A/B versus ΡA, different membranes are virtually located below a line, 

known as the “upper bound” (Figure 2.2). 

 

Figure 2.2. The upper bound line concept for gas separation membranes 
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The position of the upper bound line is not fixed, and it can be shifted with the advent 

of membranes exceeding the upper bound limit. For example, Robeson [13] revisited 

the upper bound in 2008 and reported that perfluorinated polymers resulted in 

significant upper bound shifts. Robeson concluded the slope of the 2008 upper bound 

line remained identical to that of 1991 for a given gas pair. This conclusion was in 

agreement with the fundamental upper bound theory proposed by Freeman [14] 

where they showed the slope of the upper bound is only dependent on the molecular 

size of gas pairs, thereby the upper bound line keeps its slope constant even when the 

position shifts.  

 2.3. Polymeric Gas Separation Membranes 

Over the years, thousands of inorganic and organic (polymer-based) membranes have 

been fabricated for various gas separation applications [1]. The present thesis will 

focus on polymers as commercial gas separation membranes.  

Based on their glass transition temperature, 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔, polymers are categorized as rubbery 

and glassy. The concept of rubbery and glassy polymers is illustrated in Figure 2.3 

where changes in specific volume for a hypothetical polymer is shown as a function 

of temperature. If the temperature of membrane separation is above or below 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔, 

polymers are referred to as rubbery or glassy, respectively. Rubbery polymers are soft 

and elastic since the segments of the polymer backbone can rotate freely around their 

axis. As a result, these polymers are in a thermodynamic equilibrium state [15]. 

Conversely, these segmental mobilities are restricted in glassy polymers because of 

the steric hindrance. Therefore, the polymer chains are constrained and an unrelaxed 

excess free volume (sometimes called microcavities) between the polymeric chains is 

created below 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 [15]. This makes glassy polymers operate at non-equilibrium 

conditions, meaning if temperature exceeds 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔, this excess free volume will 

disappear. Rubbery polymers usually provide high permeability to gases but exhibit 

low to moderate selectivities. Conversely, glassy polymers show high selectivites but 

low permeabilities [16]. Most commercial gas separation membranes are glassy 

polymers.  
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Figure 2.3. Qualitative variations of specific volume for a hypothetical polymer with indication of 
rubbery and glassy states  

Numerous commercially relevant polymers, such as polysulfones (PSF), 

polycarbonates (PC), cellulose acetates (CA), polyphenylene oxides (PPO), aramides 

(or aromatic polyamides) and polyimides (PI) have been developed for different gas 

separation applications [1]. The glass transition temperature and permeability of 

selected polymers for common gases are listed in Table 2.1.  

Polymeric membranes can be fabricated in three different forms: dense, asymmetric 

and composite [17]. Dense polymeric membranes are made from a non-porous 

homogenous polymer and asymmetric membranes are composed of one ultra-thin 

selective dense polymer film (e.g. 0.1-0.5 µm) supported by a polymer of identical 

structure. The configuration of composite membranes is similar to that of asymmetric 

membranes with a support layer made up of a polymer different from the ultra-thin 

film [17]. Two types of membrane modules are usually used for industrial 

applications: spiral wound and hollow-fibre membrane modules (Figure 2.4). Spiral 

wound modules consist of rolled flat sheet membranes with a porous tube in the 

centre of the modules from which the permeated components are collected.  
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Table 2.1. Glass transition temperature (𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔) and permeability (Ρ) of selected polymers to common 
gases at 35°C [18–20] 

 
𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 [°C] 

Ρ [Barrer] 

H2 He CO2 O2 N2 CH4 

PDMS -123 890 590 4550 781 351 1430 

PEO -50 1.8 - 15 0.68 0.24 0.65 

PS 95 23.8 22.4 12.4 2.9 0.52 0.78 

PMMA ~110 2.4 8.4 0.62 0.14 0.02 0.0052 

PSF 190 12.1 10.8 4.6 1.2 0.19 0.18 

CA 200 8 16 4.75 0.82 0.15 0.15 

PTMSP ~200 13200 5080 28000 7730 4970 13000 

PI 420 27.2 25 7 1.9 0.275 0.2 

PDMS: poly(dimethylsiloxane), PEO: poly(ethyleneoxide), PS:poly(styrene), PMMA: 
poly(methylmetacrylate), PSF: bisphenol-A-polysulfone, PTMSP: poly(trimethylsilyl propyne), PI: Matrimid 
5218 (3,3′-4,4′-benzophenone tetracarboxylic-dianhydride diaminophenylindane (BTDA-DAPI)) 

Hollow-fibre membrane modules are more common than the spiral wound modules 

due to their cost-effectiveness and higher packing density (i.e. surface area per unit 

volume). The production cost of hollow fibre modules is $2-5/m2 which is less than 

the production cost of spiral-wound module with $10-100/m2 [5]. Moreover, the 

packing density of hollow-fibre modules is 30-50 times greater than that of the spiral 

wound modules which partly eliminates the necessity of fabricating an ultra-thin 

selective layer [11]. Similar to the design of shell and tube heat exchangers, the hollow 

fibre membranes with asymmetric or composite configurations are placed inside a 

housing, i.e. shell. Depending upon the pressure of gas separation, the feed gas may 

be introduced to the shell or lumen side. As a rule of thumb, if the pressure is less 

than 15 bar, the lumen-side feed is preferred and if it exceeds 15 bar, the feed should 

enter the shell side [21].  
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Figure 2.4. Simplified representations of (a) hollow-fibre membrane modules with the lumen-side 
feed (b) spiral wound membrane modules 

2.4. Transport Mechanism in Polymeric Gas Separation Membranes 

Solution-diffusion is the commonly accepted gas transport mechanism in non-porous 

dense polymers. For a polymer of a given thickness, gases are initially dissolved 

(sorbed) in one side of the polymer layer, then diffuse through the free volume of the 

polymer and ultimately appear on the other end. If the downstream pressure (i.e. 𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃 

in Figure 2.1) is much smaller than the upstream pressure (i.e. 𝑝𝑝F in Figure 2.1), then 

the permeability of a pure gas A is described as [11]: 

ΡA = 𝑆𝑆A𝐷𝐷A                                                                                                                             Eq.2.6 

in which 𝑆𝑆 and 𝐷𝐷 denote the solubility and diffusivity in the polymer, respectively. 

Eq.2.6 clearly shows permeation in polymeric membranes is described by one 

“thermodynamic” factor, 𝑆𝑆, and one kinetic factor, 𝐷𝐷. In Eq.2.6, 𝑆𝑆 is defined by [11]:  

𝑆𝑆A =
𝐶𝐶A
𝑝𝑝

 
Eq.2.7 

where 𝐶𝐶A indicates the concentration of A inside the polymer. For a mixture of gases, 

Eq.2.7 will use the partial pressure (or fugacity) instead of the total pressure.  

The solution-diffusion mechanism considers a “concentration-averaged” diffusivity 

of components in polymers, as sophisticated treatments show the diffusivity can be a 
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function of the concentration of components sorbed into polymers. In the membrane 

literature, 𝐶𝐶 and 𝐷𝐷 are usually described in terms of cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) and 

cm2(polymer)/s, respectively. Substituting Eq.2.6 into Eq.2.5 results in: 

𝛼𝛼A/B =
𝑆𝑆A
𝑆𝑆B
𝐷𝐷A
𝐷𝐷B

= 𝛼𝛼A/B
𝑆𝑆 𝛼𝛼A/B

𝐷𝐷  
Eq.2.8 

Eq.2.8 shows the overall selectivity of polymeric membranes is composed of a 

solubility selectivity (𝛼𝛼A/B
𝑆𝑆 ) and a diffusivity selectivity (𝛼𝛼A/B

𝐷𝐷 ). Depending upon the 

polymer structure and permeating gases, one of these selectivities can dominate the 

overall selectivity of A over B. Fortunately, the diffusivity, solubility and permeability 

can be correlated with the structural characteristics of polymers (e.g. 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 and free 

volume), as well as the molecular size and physical properties of permeating 

components. Table 2.2 provides gas and vapour properties that the diffusivity, 

solubility, and permeability are frequently correlated with.  

2.5. Solubility in Polymers     

Solubility is a measure of the energy required for a component to be sorbed into a 

polymer and changes with temperature according to [22]:  

𝑆𝑆A = 𝑆𝑆0,A 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆,A

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
) 

Eq.2.9 

with  𝑆𝑆0 as a temperature-independent pre-exponential factor, ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 as the heat of 

sorption, 𝑅𝑅 as the ideal gas law constant and 𝑇𝑇 as the absolute temperature. From a 

thermodynamic point of view, sorption is presumed a two-step process upon which 

a pure gas is initially condensed into a quasi-liquid phase followed by mixing within 

the polymer structure: 

∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆,A = ∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,A + ∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚,A                                                                                                       Eq.2.10 

where ∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐 and ∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚 are the condensation and mixing enthalpies, respectively. If the 

sorption temperature is higher than the critical temperature of gases (i.e. gases are 

above their critical temperatures), ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 is a positive value (typically between 0 and 10 

kJ/mol) [22]. 
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Table 2.2. Selected gas and vapour properties correlated with the solubility, the diffusivity and the 
permeability in polymers 

Gas 

Critical 

Temperature, 

𝑻𝑻𝒄𝒄 [K] 

Lennard-

Jones Well 

Depth, 
𝜺𝜺
𝒌𝒌
 

[K] 

Critical 

Volume, 𝑽𝑽𝒄𝒄 

[cm3/mol] 

Kinetic 

Diameter, 

𝒅𝒅𝒌𝒌 [Å] 

Lennard-

Jones 

diameter, 

𝒅𝒅𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳 [Å] 

He 5.2 10.2 57.5 2.551 3.123 

H2 33.2 59.7 64.9 2.827 3.251 

O2 154.6 106.7 73.5 3.467 3.389 

N2 126.2 71.4 89.3 3.798 3.616 

CO 134.5 91.7 90.1 3.69 3.627 

CO2 304.2 195.2 91.9 3.941 3.651 

CH4 190.6 148.6 98.6 3.758 3.737 

C2H6 305.3 215.7 147 4.443 4.27 

C3H8 369.9 237.1 200 5.118 4.731 

H2O 647 809.1 55.9 2.641 3.093 

H2S 373.3 301.1 87.7 3.623 3.594 

 

As a result, the solubility mildly increases with temperature. On the contrary, ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 

becomes negative for more soluble gases, thus the solubility decreases with increasing 

temperature [20]. Table 2.3 provides the sorption enthalpy of common gases in some 

polymers.  

For the majority of gases, |∆𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚| ≪ |∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐|, thus the condensability of gases essentially 

determines their solubilities in polymers [22]. It has been shown that the 

condensation enthalpy is well-correlated with the boiling point and critical 

temperatures of gases, 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏 and  𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐, respectively, as well as with the Lennard-Jones 

potential, 
𝜀𝜀
𝑘𝑘
 given by: 
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∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,A

𝑅𝑅
= 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏,A Eq.2.11 

∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,A

𝑅𝑅
= 𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,A Eq.2.12 

∆𝐻𝐻𝑐𝑐,A

𝑅𝑅
= 𝑐𝑐(

𝜀𝜀A
𝑘𝑘

) Eq.2.13 

where 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏 and 𝑐𝑐 are adjustable parameters. Substituting Eq.2.11-2.13 into Eq.2.9 

results in: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆A = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆0,A + 𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏,A Eq.2.14 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆A = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆0,A + 𝑏𝑏𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐,A Eq.2.15 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆A = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑆𝑆0,A + 𝑐𝑐(
𝜀𝜀A
𝑘𝑘

) Eq.2.16 

Table 2.3. Enthalpy of sorption for selected polymers and gases 

 
∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 [kJ/mol] 

Reference 
H2 He CO2 O2 N2 CH4 

HAB-6FDA −6.5 - −11 - −13 −11 [23] 

PVAC 10.2 8.8 - −4.6 −6.7 - [24] 

PVC 0 9.1 −7.9 1.3 7 - [24] 

Matrimid 5218 - - −15.3  −3.4 −11 [25] 

TFE/BDD 87  −8.6 - −14.8 −8.7 −11.3 −13.2 [26] 

PC −2.5 - −5.3 −2.6 −3.7 −3.8 [27] 

PDMS 4.4 6.7 −12.1 −0.4 −0.3 −5.8 [28] 

Teflon AF1600 - - −16.8 −5 −7.4 −8.1 [29] 

HAB-6FDA: a polyimide synthesized from 3,3 dihy-droxy-4,4-diamino-biphenyl (HAB) and 2,2-bis-(3,4-
dicarboxyphenyl) hexafluoro propanedianhydride (6FDA), PVAC: poly(vinylacetate), PVC: poly(vinylchloride), 
TFE/BDD: poly(2,2-bis(trifluoromethyl)-4,5-difluoro-1,3-dioxole-co-tetrafluoroethylene), PC: bisphenol-A-
poly(carbonate)  

These equations indicate that the solubility of gases in polymers is directly 

proportional to 𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏, 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 and 
𝜀𝜀
𝑘𝑘
, meaning 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆 will increase almost linearly with increasing 
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𝑇𝑇𝑏𝑏, 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐 and 
𝜀𝜀
𝑘𝑘
. These correlations, however, usually fail for components undergoing 

specific interactions with polymers such as hydrogen bonding [22]. The dependence 

of solubility on the condensability of polymers implies that the solubility should also 

increase with the molecular sizes of gases, as larger molecules are usually more 

condensable than the smaller ones [30].   

The amount of gases that can be sorbed in polymers is usually a strong function of 

pressure and four types of gas sorption isotherms are normally observed (Figure 2.5).  

1. Linear isotherms: As shown by isotherm type A in Figure 2.5, the concentration of 

light, less-soluble gases such as He, H2, O2, N2 and CH4 in rubbery polymers obeys 

Henry’s law and linearly changes with pressure given by [11]: 

𝐶𝐶A = 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝                                                                                                                         Eq.2.17 

where 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷 and 𝑝𝑝 represent the Henry’s law sorption parameter and pressure, 

respectively. From Eq.2.17, the solubility coefficient is given by: 

𝑆𝑆A = 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷                                                                                                                              Eq.2.18 

In this type of sorption, the thermodynamic interactions between components, as 

well as the components and rubbery polymers are weak, thus the solubility (𝑆𝑆) is 

constant at a fixed temperature. Henry’s law, however, holds valid only at low 

pressures and small amounts of sorption (<0.2% in volume fraction [20]). For highly 

soluble gases and vapours, the swelling of rubbery polymers may result in significant 

deviations from Henry’s law. 

2. Isotherms convex to the pressure axis: The concentration of highly soluble gases and 

vapours in rubbery polymers is normally described by the Flory-Huggins model that 

is convex to the pressure axis as indicated by isotherm type B in Figure 2.4. For the 

sorption of pure component A in polymer P, the Flory-Huggins model is given by 

[31]: 
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Figure 2.5. Four different types of isotherms for gas and vapour sorption in polymers. (A) Henry's 
law for light gases in rubbery polymers, (B) The Flory-Huggins model for highly soluble gases in 

rubbery polymers, (C) The dual mode sorption model of glassy polymers for common gases and (D) 
water and organic vapour sorption in glassy polymers with the possibility of clustering effect.   

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝Asat = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A + (1 −

𝑉𝑉A
𝑉𝑉B

)𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P + 𝜒𝜒A𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P
2  

Eq.2.19 

in which 𝑝𝑝 and 𝑝𝑝A𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜 show the total pressure and the saturation pressure of A at the 

sorption temperature, respectively. 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉 represents the volume fraction of the sorbed 

gas in the rubbery polymer and is defined by: 

𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A = 𝐶𝐶A𝑉𝑉A                                                                                                                         Eq.2.20 

with 𝑉𝑉 as the molar volume of the sorbed gas and 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A + 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P =1. 𝜒𝜒 is an interaction 

parameter obtained from fitting Eq.2.18 to experimental solubility data. The molar 

volume of A is usually insignificant with that of the polymer (𝑉𝑉A ≪ 𝑉𝑉P). Therefore, 

Eq.2.19 is reduced to: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑝
𝑝𝑝Asat = 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A + 1 − 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A + 𝜒𝜒A(1 − 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A)2 Eq.2.21 

Combining Eq.2.7 with Eq.2.21, the solubility coefficient is given by [32]: 
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𝑆𝑆A =
1

𝑉𝑉A𝑝𝑝A𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜
𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝{𝜙𝜙A(1 + 2𝜒𝜒A) − (1 + 𝜒𝜒A)} Eq.2.22 

In the absence of strong component-polymer interactions, regular solution theory can 

be successfully employed to estimate the interaction parameter, 𝜒𝜒. According to this 

theory, 𝜒𝜒 is given by [20]: 

𝜒𝜒A =
(𝛿𝛿A − 𝛿𝛿P)2𝑉𝑉A

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
 Eq.2.23 

where 𝛿𝛿𝐴𝐴 and 𝛿𝛿P are the Hildebrand solubility parameters of the sorbed gas and 

polymer, respectively. The solubility parameters of selected polymers and gases at 

25°C are listed in Table 2.4. As 𝛿𝛿𝐴𝐴  approaches 𝛿𝛿P, the solubility in polymers 

increases. Conversely, as 𝛿𝛿𝐴𝐴 diverges from 𝛿𝛿P, the solubility decreases. Therefore, 

lower values of 𝜒𝜒A means greater solubilities and vice versa. 

Table 2.4. Hildebrand solubility parameters of selected gases and polymers at 25°C [33] 

Gas 𝛿𝛿 [MPa1/2] Polymer 𝛿𝛿P [MPa1/2] 

CO2 12.3 PAN 26 

O2 8.2 BR 17 

N2 5.3 PDMS 15.5 

CH4 11.6 PEO 24 

C2H6 13.5 PTFE 13 

C2H4 13.5 CA 24 

Ar 10.9 PE 17 

Kr 13.1 PVC 19.5 

CO 6.4 PP 16.5 

PAN: poly(acrylonitrile), BR: butadiene rubber or poly(butadiene), PEO: poly(ethyleneoxide), PTFE: 
poly(tetrafluoroethylene), PE: poly(ethylene), PP: poly(propylene) 

Although the Flory-Huggins model provides a good framework for interpreting the 

solubility of many gases and vapours in polymers, it is less appropriate for systems 

with component-component interactions stronger than component-polymer 
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interactions. One well-known example of such behaviour is water vapour sorption in 

non-polar polymers that creates hydrogen bonds and subsequently clusters in the 

polymers [20]. Hence, more sophisticated models are required to describe water 

vapour sorption with hydrogen bonds in polymers [34].    

3. Isotherms concave to the pressure axis: Isotherm type C in Figure 2.5 is a representative 

of the dual-mode sorption (DMS) model which is extensively used to describe the 

solubility of gases in glassy polymers. According to this model, the sorbed 

concentration of gases is distributed in the polymer matrix and the non-equilibrium 

excess free volume of glassy polymers (also known as microvoids). The concentration 

sorbed in the polymer matrix is described by the Henry’s law. The concentration of 

gases in the excess free volume, however, obeys a Langmuir-type adsorption 

isotherm. The total concentration of gases sorbed in glassy polymers is therefore 

given by [35]: 

𝐶𝐶A = 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A𝑝𝑝 +
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝
1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝

 Eq.2.24 

in which 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻 and 𝑏𝑏 are the Langmuir sorption capacity and affinity parameter, 

respectively. The solubility is simply obtained from Eq.2.24 as:  

𝑆𝑆A = 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A +
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A𝑏𝑏A

1 + 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝
 

Eq.2.25 

As Eq.2.25 shows, the “total” solubility is controlled by the Langmuir mechanism at 

low pressures, particularly for polymers with high 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔, and by the Henry-type sorption 

at high pressures (i.e. 𝑝𝑝 → ∞⟹ 𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A) [22]. An alternative to the DMS model is 

Non-equilibrium Thermodynamics for Glassy Polymers (NET-GP) presented by 

Doghieri and Sarti [36]. To represent the non-equilibrium state of glassy polymers, 

this model treats the polymer density as a “state” variable and calculates penetrant 

solubilities using equations of states such as Sanchez-Lacombe Lattice Fluid Model 

[36].  

4. Isotherms with alternate shapes: Isotherm type D in Figure 2.5 is concave and convex 

to the pressure axis at low and high pressures, respectively. Such isotherms are typical 

of components with high critical temperatures, i.e. higher condensabilities and 

therefore solubilities. For example, water and organic vapour sorption in polymers 
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obeys this type of isotherms. One way to interpret the sorption data in such 

circumstances is to use the dual mode sorption at low pressures and the Flory-

Huggins model at high pressures [22]. Other modelling methods include multi-layer 

adsorption theory, such as the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model [37], or its 

modified form, Guggenheim-Anderson-de Boer (GAB) model [38]. These models, 

however, are unable to compare the intrinsic sorption properties of glassy polymers 

[39]. Feng [40] proposed a model which successfully interprets the solubility of water 

and organic vapours in glassy polymers. Underpinned by the assumptions of the 

GAB model [39], the Feng’s model for vapour sorption in glassy polymers is 

described by:  

𝐶𝐶A =
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝,A𝑘𝑘A′ (𝑝𝑝/𝑝𝑝Asat)
1 − 𝑘𝑘A′ (𝑝𝑝/𝑝𝑝Asat)

+
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝,A𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝
1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝

 Eq.2.26 

where 𝐶𝐶�̅�𝑝 is the weighted mean value of the sorption capacity, 𝑘𝑘′ is an interaction 

parameter between vapour and polymer and 𝑏𝑏 is the microvoid affinity constant. 

These are three adjustable parameters that are found by fitting Eq.2.26 to 

experimental vapour sorption data. The solubility of vapours in polymers can be also 

interpreted by the Engaged Species Induced Clustering (ENSIC) model by Favre et 

al. [34]. The critical assumption of this model is that the molecules sorbed into the 

polymer show affinity to either the polymer segments or other previously sorbed 

molecules. Hence, the model enables modelling cluster formation in the polymer.    

2.6. Diffusivity in Polymers 

Diffusivity is a measure of the mobility of gases in polymers which is strongly affected 

by their size. As the size of gases decreases, the diffusivity increases and vice versa 

[22]. There are several arguments in the academic literature about using an 

appropriate measure of the gas size. Numerous studies show that the kinetic and 

Lenard-Jones diameters of gases, 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘 and 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿, respectively, provide better correlations 

with diffusivity. For most simple gases, e.g. H2, He, O2, CO2, N2, CH4, there is a 

linear relationship between 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷 and 𝑑𝑑𝑘𝑘2 [41]. However, the diffusivity of large 

molecules such as propylene and propane does not obey this linear relationship. For 

propylene and propane diffusion in polymers, although the kinetic diameter of 
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propylene (4.5Å) is larger than that of propane (4.3Å), the diffusivity of propylene is 

always greater than that of propane regardless of the type of the polymer [22].  

Described by the Cohen-Turnbull model, the diffusivity is a strong function of the 

free volume of polymers [42]: 

𝐷𝐷A = 𝐵𝐵A 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 ∗
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉

) Eq.2.27 

where 𝐵𝐵 is a constant depending on the polymer geometry and the gas kinetic 

velocity, 𝛾𝛾∗ is a parameter related to the molecular size of gases, 𝛾𝛾 is a parameter to 

avoid double counting of free volume elements, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 is the dimensionless fractional 

free volume defined by [15]: 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 =
𝑉𝑉 − 𝑉𝑉0
𝑉𝑉

 Eq.2.28 

with 𝑉𝑉 as the specific volume of polymer obtained from experimental measurements 

and 𝑉𝑉0 as the volume occupied by the polymer chains. Bondi proposed a method to 

calculate 𝑉𝑉0 based on the group contribution theory [43]: 

𝑉𝑉0 = 1.3∑𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤                                                                                                                  Eq.2.29 

where 𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤 is the van der Waal’s volume of groups comprising the polymer chain. In 

Table 2.5, the 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 of selected polymers is listed. Eq.2.27 shows a linear relationship 

between 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐷𝐷 and 1/𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉. This relationship is particularly valid for polymers with 

similar backbone structures [44]. A major benefit of the free volume theory is that it 

provides a qualitative framework for tracking the trend of diffusivity with changing 

temperature and component concentration [22]. 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 increases with temperature for 

any system, hence the diffusivity also increases with temperature [22]. Equally 

importantly, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 is inversely proportional to the glass transition temperature, 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔, 

meaning it increases as 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 decreases. Consequently, the diffusivity of gases is greater 

in polymers with lower 𝑇𝑇𝑔𝑔 [22]. Moreover, 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 increases with increasing the volume 

fraction of gases in polymers [20], reflecting the diffusivity should subsequently 

change with the concentration of components in polymers. However, the diffusivity 

may be independent of, or dependent on the concentration. 
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Table 2.5. Fractional free volume (FFV) of selected polymers used for gas separation [45–48] 

Polymer 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉 

PTMSP 0.343 

PPP 0.221 

PSF 0.159 

PC 0.166 

PET 0.152 

Teflon AF2400 0.33 

Hyflon AD80 0.23 

PS 0.178 

Matrimid 5218 0.17 

PEO 0.139 

PPP: poly(1-phenyl-1-propyne), PET: poly(ethylene terephthalate)  

 

Figure 2.6 provides three typical trends in the diffusivity as a function of the 

concentration in polymers. The diffusivity of less-soluble permanent gases in rubbery 

polymers (which undergo weak thermodynamic interactions with polymers) 

normally does not change with concentration (type A-e.g. N2 diffusivity in PDMS 

[49]). Conversely, organic vapour-polymer thermodynamic interactions are often 

significant resulting in the high solubility of vapours in rubbery polymers. In such 

circumstances, the diffusivity of vapours is considerably affected by their sorbed 

concentration [50]. Moreover, the diffusivity of highly-soluble gases also increases 

with concentration (type B-e.g. CO2 diffusivity in Matrimid [51]). This behaviour is 

usually known as plasticization. For plasticized polymers, a commonly-accepted 

model for the diffusivity based on empirical, rather than theoretical grounds is [52]: 

𝐷𝐷A = 𝐷𝐷0,A 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽A𝐶𝐶A)                                                                                                                 Eq.2.30 

where 𝐷𝐷0 represents the diffusivity at infinite dilution (𝐶𝐶 →0) and 𝛽𝛽 is the 

plasticization factor which depends on the temperature and polymer-component 

interactions [52]. There is also a possibility of decreasing diffusivity with increasing 
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concentration due to the clustering effect (type C-e.g. water vapour diffusivity in 

polyimides  [39]). At such conditions, clusters of the diffusing component are formed 

inside the polymer matrix leading to the enlargement of the component size and 

subsequently diffusivity hinderance.  

 
Figure 2.6. Three types of gas diffusivity in polymers (A) concentration-independent diffusivity for 
less-soluble gases, (B) diffusivity of highly soluble components under plasticization conditions and 

(C) diffusivity hinderance due to the clustering effect. 

Similar to the temperature-dependence of solubility, the influence of temperature on 

diffusivity is also described by an Arrhenius-type model as [53]: 

𝐷𝐷A = 𝐷𝐷0,A 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷,A

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
) 

Eq.2.31 

where 𝐷𝐷0 and 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 represent a pre-exponential temperature independent factor and 

activation energy of diffusion, respectively. Table 2.6 provides the activation energy 

of diffusion for some polymeric membranes. 
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Table 2.6. Activation energy of diffusion for selected polymers and gases 

Polymer 
  

𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 

[kJ/mol] 
   

Reference 

H2 He O2 CO2 N2 CH4 

Matrimid 5218 - 13.6 - 9.8 20.7 26.3 [54] 

m-PBI 17.4 18.3 - 17 30.2 40 [55] 

PC 20.8 - 32 37.4 36.2 - [24] 

PTFE 26.2 - - 28.3 29.5 - [24] 

PPE - - 35.6 35.3 45.3 47.8 [56] 

TFE/BDD87 11.7 - 15 15.7 20.2 23 [26] 

AF1600 - - 8.4 15 12 18.4 [29] 

PAE 16.3 16.4 26.1 24.8 29.5 29.65 [57] 

PBI: poly(benzimidazole), PC: poly(bisphenol-A-carbonate), PPE: poly(1-4-phenylene sulfide), PAE: 
poly(arylene ether) containing diphenylfluorene (FBP) and 2,5-bis(3-trifluoromethylphenylene) thiophene 
(6FPT) groups in the main chain. 

Unlike the value of Δ𝐻𝐻𝑠𝑠 that can be negative or positive, 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 is always positive, 

reflecting the diffusivity always increases with increasing temperature according to 

Eq.2.27 [22]. Whereas 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 is typically temperature-independent for diffusion in glassy 

polymers, it may become temperature-dependent for the diffusion of vapours in 

rubbery polymers [22,58].  

2.7. Permeability in Polymers 

Depending upon the chemical structure of polymers, when being correlated to the 

component properties such as critical temperature, kinetic diameter, etc., the 

permeability mimics either the solubility or the diffusivity. For example, similar 

dependence of permeability and solubility on the critical volume of components is 

observed for flexible high free volume rubbery polymers (e.g. PDMS) and some 

glassy polymers with free volumes greater than 15% (e.g. PTMSP and  poly(4-methyl-

2-pentyne) (PMP)) [26,59,60]. As a result, for these polymers, the solubility-

selectivity, 𝛼𝛼A/B
𝑆𝑆 ,  dominates the overall selectivity, 𝛼𝛼A/B, and is normally inclined to 
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components with larger molecular size, higher boiling and critical temperatures and 

the Lenard-Jones constants. In such polymers, larger elements of free volume are 

available to accommodate both small and large molecules and therefore, a weak size-

sieving ability is observed. This reflects that rubbery polymers preferentially enrich 

the permeate stream from organic vapours when separating them from N2 [15]. 

Conversely, the permeability in rigid low free volume glassy polymers obeys the trend 

that the diffusivity is correlated with the kinetic diameter, critical volume and the 

fractional free volume. For these polymers, the diffusivity-selectivity, 𝛼𝛼A/B
𝐷𝐷 , controls 

the overall selectivity, 𝛼𝛼A/B. This is because the restricted chain mobility in such 

polymers results in smaller free volume elements which are predominantly available 

for the diffusion of smaller molecules. Therefore, when these glassy polymers are 

used to separate N2 from organic vapour, the permeate stream is preferentially 

enriched from N2 [15].  

The effect of pressure on permeability is qualitatively illustrated in Figure 2.7. Type 

A refers to the permeability of less-soluble components in rubbery or glassy polymers 

(e.g. N2 in PDMS as a rubbery polymer [49] or H2 in PTMSP as a glassy polymer 

[61]). For gases whose solubilities can be described by the Flory-Huggins model, the 

permeability progressively increases with the pressure as shown by type B. One 

example of type B is C3H8 permeability in a rubbery polymer, 1,2-polybutadiene [62]. 

If the diffusivity is independent of concentration, for a situation at which the 

permeate pressure is far less than the feed pressure, the permeability of gases in glassy 

polymers can be predicted by [20]:  

ΡA = 𝐷𝐷A(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A +
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A
′ 𝑏𝑏A

1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝
) 

Eq.2.32 

which is a direct consequence of the solution-diffusion model. Eq.2.32 is typically 

valid for low-sorbing components (e.g. CH4 in PTMSP [61]) that do not plasticize the 

glassy polymers and whose permeabilities continuously decrease with pressure (type 

C).  
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Figure 2.7. Effect of pressure on the permeability in polymers (A) low-sorbing gases in rubbery or 
glassy polymers, (B) highly soluble gases and vapours in rubbery polymers, (C) gases in 

unplasticized glassy polymers and (D) highly soluble gases in plasticized glassy polymers 

If the diffusivity varies with the concentration as in Eq.2.30, which is the case for 

highly soluble components (e.g. CO2 [63]), the permeability in glassy polymers is 

described as [20]:  

ΡA =
𝐷𝐷0,A

𝛽𝛽A𝑝𝑝
[𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝{𝛽𝛽A(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A +

𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A
′ 𝑏𝑏A

1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝
)𝑝𝑝} − 1] Eq.2.33 

which is indicated by type D where the permeability initially decreases up to a certain 

pressure (known as the plasticization pressure) and then increases by further increase 

in pressure.  

Similar to the solubility and the diffusivity, the permeability is a strong function of 

temperature and its relationship with temperature is described by: 

ΡA = Ρ0,A 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃,A

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇
) Eq.2.34 

where Ρ0 and 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 denote the temperature-independent pre-exponential factor and the 

activation energy of permeation, respectively. Using the solution-diffusion model, 
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the activation energy of permeation is the sum of the heat of sorption and the 

activation energy of diffusion: 

𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃,A = ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆,A + 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷,A                                                                                                               Eq.2.35 

As mentioned previously, 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 is always positive, while ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆 can be negative or 

positive. Therefore, depending upon the magnitude of ∆𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 can also accept 

negative values. Similar to 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷, 𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃 is independent of temperature in glassy polymers 

but can change with temperature in rubbery polymers [58].  

2.8. Membrane Processes 

Membrane processes need a suitable means of generating permeation driving force. 

Three methods for the generation of permeation driving force is usually suggested: 

pressuring the feed using compressors, creating sub-ambient pressures using vacuum 

pumps and introducing a sweep gas [64]. These methods, illustrated in Figure 2.8, 

are based on creating a difference in the partial pressure of components on feed and 

permeate sides.  

 

Figure 2.8. Means of permeation driving force generation in membrane gas separation processes 

Feed compression is the most common way of generating driving force of permeation 

in membrane processes and particularly beneficial for applications where the 

retentate stream at high pressures is required. For example, in biogas upgrading, the 

final product which is rich in CH4 should be injected to natural gas pipelines at high 
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pressures and the feed compression is a suitable method of supplying the permeation 

driving force [64]. Vacuuming the permeate stream is usually chosen for the removal 

of small amounts of quickly permeating gases [64]. Permeate vacuuming approach 

should be used with caution, given the isentropic efficiency of vacuum pumps ranges 

from 10% to 50% which is far less than that of compressors with 72% to 75% [65]. 

Therefore, it is always a good idea to compare the energy requirements of feed 

compression and permeate vacuuming methods prior to designing membrane 

processes. Scholz [64] calculated the specific energy demand (electrical power per 

product flow rate, kWh/kmol) of the feed compression and permeate vacuuming 

configurations for CO2/CH4 separation. Scholz assumed feed pressures of 10 and 1.1 

bar and the permeate pressures of 1 and 0.2 bar for the feed compression and 

permeate vacuuming configurations, respectively. Based on 96% CH4 purity in the 

retentate stream, the specific energy demand was plotted against the mole fraction of 

CO2 in the feed. The calculations showed the specific energy demand of permeate 

vacuuming was considerably greater than that of feed compression over the entire 

range of CO2 mole fraction in the feed except for 15% or less CO2 in the feed at which 

the specific energy demand of permeate vacuuming was slightly (and almost 

negligibly) lower than that of feed compression. Using a sweep gas, the partial 

pressure of components for which the membrane is selective decreases, resulting in 

the enlargement of the permeation driving force [66], but the use of sweep gas may 

contaminate the permeate stream.      

There are three parameters playing key roles in the design of membrane process: ideal 

selectivity, pressure ratio and stage-cut [15]. Ideal selectivity (Eq. 2.5) is the measure 

of the membrane ability to preferentially separate components and its importance is 

obvious. Pressure ratio (θ) is another important parameter defined by the ratio of feed 

to permeate pressure:      

θ =
𝑝𝑝F
𝑝𝑝P

 Eq.2.36 

The transport of components through the membrane occurs only if the partial 

pressure of components on the feed side is greater than that of the permeate side. In 

the binary mixture of A and B, this means: 

𝑥𝑥A𝑝𝑝F ≥ 𝑦𝑦A𝑝𝑝P                                                                                                                  Eq.2.37 
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which can be rearranged as: 

𝑦𝑦A
𝑥𝑥A

≤
𝑝𝑝F
𝑝𝑝P

 ⇒  
𝑦𝑦A
𝑥𝑥A

≤ θ Eq.2.38 

Eq.2.38 describes an important conclusion: the maximum achievable purity on the 

permeate side can never exceed the pressure ratio, θ, regardless of how selective the 

membrane is [67]. If components A and B show ideal gas behaviour, the membrane 

transport model will be given by [53]: 

𝐽𝐽A =
ΡA
𝛿𝛿

(𝑥𝑥A𝑝𝑝F − 𝑦𝑦A𝑝𝑝P) Eq.2.39 

and                                                                                                  

𝐽𝐽B =
ΡB
𝛿𝛿

(𝑥𝑥B𝑝𝑝F − 𝑦𝑦B𝑝𝑝P) Eq.2.40 

for components A and B, respectively. From mass balance considerations, the ratio 

of transmembrane flux of A to that of B is: 

𝐽𝐽A
𝐽𝐽B

=
𝑦𝑦A
𝑦𝑦B

=
𝑦𝑦A

1 − 𝑦𝑦A
 Eq.2.41 

Combining Eq.2.39-2.41 yields an expression for the mole fraction of A on the 

permeate side as a function of θ and 𝛼𝛼A/B: 

𝑦𝑦𝐴𝐴 =
θ
2
�𝑥𝑥A +

1
θ

+
1

𝛼𝛼A/B − 1
−��𝑥𝑥A +

1
θ

+
1

𝛼𝛼A/B − 1
�
2

−
4𝛼𝛼A/B𝑥𝑥A

�𝛼𝛼A/B − 1�θ
 � 

 

Eq.2.42 

 

If the membrane selectivity is much greater than the pressure ratio, membrane 

processes become pressure-ratio-limited and Eq.2.42 is reduced to [15]: 

𝑦𝑦A = 𝑥𝑥Aθ                                                                                                                           Eq.2.43 

In pressure-ratio-limited processes, the degree of separation is primarily controlled by 

changes in the pressure ratio and does not depend on the selectivity of membranes 

[15]. Conversely, in selectivity-limited processes, the membrane selectivity is much 

smaller than the pressure ratio and the separation performance of membranes is 
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determined only by the selectivity, rather than the pressure ratio [15]. In such 

processes, the purity of A on the permeate side is approximated by [15]: 

𝑦𝑦A =
𝛼𝛼A/B𝑥𝑥A

1 − 𝑥𝑥A(1 − 𝛼𝛼A/B)
 Eq.2.44 

Real membrane processes are neither pressure-ratio-limited nor selectivity-limited 

but the combination of these two. The importance of the relationship between 

pressure ratio and selectivity is in the practical pressure ratio attainable in membrane 

gas separation. Generating very large pressure ratios to achieve high permeation rates 

imposes high energy consumptions in compressors or requires expensive vacuum 

pumps. Either way, the cost of membrane processes significantly increases, thus even 

if very selective membranes are chosen, since the pressure ratio is limited, membrane 

processes cannot fully take advantage of the membrane selectivity [15,68]. In other 

words, when comparing the viability of membrane processes with other technologies, 

highly selective membranes do not necessarily provide the target purity.   

The third key parameter, stage-cut (𝜓𝜓), is defined as the ratio of permeate to feed flow 

rate [15]: 

𝜓𝜓 =
𝐹𝐹F
𝐹𝐹P

 Eq.2.45 

 in which 𝐹𝐹F and 𝐹𝐹P represent the feed and permeate flow rates, respectively. Baker 

[15] describes the stage-cut as the membrane system attribute that characterizes the 

trade-off between the “purity” and “recovery” of desirable components. Based on 

this trade-off relationship, which basically originates from the selectivity-permeability 

trade-off, it is impossible to simultaneously achieve both high purity and recovery of 

specific components using a single-stage membrane process [15]. In separating the 

binary mixture of A and B, if A is the more permeable component and the membrane 

area is fixed, increasing the stage-cut results in a decrease in the mole fraction of A 

in the retentate stream. This is desirable but comes at the expense of a lower mole 

fraction of A in the permeate stream, as the permeation rate of B is also increased at 

the higher stage-cut. This trade-off relationship was experimentally and theoretically 

shown in different studies, for example by Pan [69], Gillassi et al. [70], Coker et al. 

[66].  
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While single-stage membrane processes cannot fulfil high purity and recovery 

simultaneously, these targets can be achieved using multi-stage membrane processes. 

Common two-stage membrane processes are illustrated in Figure 2.9. When the 

problem is to remove a specific amount of the more permeable component, the 

process shown in Figure 2.9a is usually used [15]. For example, if there are impurities 

in the feed which are required to be removed by 99% or greater, the two-stage process 

shown in Figure 2.9a would be suitable. In this process configuration, part of 

impurities is separated in the first membrane unit and the retentate stream from the 

first membrane unit enters the second membrane unit for further purification. The 

permeate stream of the second membrane unit is relatively dilute, as the feed to the 

second membrane unit has lower concentrations of impurities. Therefore, the 

permeate is recycled and mixed with the feed to effectively achieve the separation 

target [15]. If a lower removal of impurities, for example, 90%, is acceptable but a 

more enriched permeate stream is required, the process configuration shown in 

Figure 2.9b would be chosen [15]. Here, the permeate stream from the first 

membrane is compressed and sent to the second membrane unit where a more 

enriched permeate stream is obtained. For the most efficient separation, the 

composition of the retentate stream from the second membrane unit is reached to 

about the same concentration as the feed gas. This retentate stream is mixed with the 

feed gas and this way the gas processing loop is completed [15]. Deng and Hägg [71] 

simulated these two-stage membrane processes for biogas upgrading with type (b) 

showing greater CH4 recoveries but higher compression duties and larger membrane 

areas at specified CH4 purities. Other two-stage membrane processes were suggested 

for different applications and can be found for example in Yang et al. [72], Zhang et 

al. [73] and Merkel et al. [7] works for post-combustion CO2 capture.   

Three-stage membrane processes were suggested for a number of applications but 

Favre [20] outlines that the use of membrane processes with more than three 

membrane units significantly adds to the complexity of these processes. A simple 

three-stage membrane process was proposed by Scholes and Ghosh [74] for the 

recovery of He from the N2 recovery unit (NRU) exit gas in natural gas processing 

plants. This process used three compression stages: one for the feed and two for the 

two permeate streams from the first and second membrane units (Figure 2.10). 
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Consequently, the energy requirement of the three-stage membrane process 

significantly increased compared to that of the two-stage membrane process.    

 

Figure 2.9. Common two-stage membrane processes (a) to achieve a high or even complete removal 
of the more permeable component without the need for obtaining a concentrated permeate stream 

(b) to achieve a reasonable removal of the more permeable component with a concentrated permeate 
stream 

 

Figure 2.10. A three-stage membrane process for helium recovery from N2 recovery unit (NRU) exit 
gas in the natural gas processing plant [74]  
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2.8. Membrane Gas Separation Models and their Important Aspects 

Membrane gas separation models are of central importance to engineering 

membrane-based processes. Using membrane models, the design of membrane 

modules, techno-economic analysis and optimization of membrane processes are 

accomplished, and membrane processes are simulated either at steady-state or 

dynamic conditions. These models can be used to validate experimental or pilot plant 

data of membrane performance and enable the separation performance of 

membranes to be anticipated at industrial conditions.  

Unfortunately, the unit operation of membrane gas separation does not exist in the 

model library of commercial process simulators such as Aspen Plus, Aspen Hysys, 

etc. Therefore, it is necessary to develop custom models of membrane gas separation 

from scratch. A generic approach of modelling membrane modules requires solving 

differential equations of mass, energy and momentum conservation along with a 

membrane transport model simultaneously [75]. These equations are solved on feed 

and permeate sides and this way flow rate, composition, temperature and pressure 

distributions within membrane modules are obtained.  

Membrane gas separation models can be coded in either object- or equation-oriented 

programming languages, but it is crucial that coded models should have the ability 

to be installed in commercial process simulators; otherwise, they cannot be used in 

broad process simulations in which multi-stage membrane processes along with 

compressors, heat exchangers, separators, etc. are required. One important benefit of 

integrating membrane models to commercial process simulators is to have access to 

their massive database of chemical components and library of fluid packages (i.e. 

Equations of State) that provide physical and transport properties required in the 

mathematical model of membrane gas separation. Fortunately, most commercial 

process simulation software provides extension capability, meaning user models can 

be exported to their libraries. For example, C++ and Visual Basic codes can be 

interfaced with Aspen Hysys, and Fortran codes are compatible with Aspen Plus 

[76]. The importance of computer-aided process engineering (CAPE) has led to the 

creation of a standard system, known as CAPE-OPEN, which allows plug and play 

inter-operability between a given process modelling environment and a third-party 

process modelling component. It is with the use of CAPE-OPEN standards that the 
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custom models coded in C++ and Visual Basic are interfaced with Aspen Plus [76]. 

However, apart from the complexity of writing algorithms for numerical schemes to 

solve the mathematical equations of membrane gas separation, interfacing custom 

models coded in object-oriented programming languages with commercial process 

simulators is not always easy and requires in-depth knowledge of computer 

programming. In contrast, equation-oriented programming languages supported by 

commercial process simulators do not need users to write algorithms to solve 

numerical schemes. Instead, these equation-oriented programming languages have 

numerical solvers based on Newton’s method or sparse matrix techniques that solve 

model equations [77]. Developed by Aspen Tech, Aspen Custom Modeller (ACM) 

employs an equation-oriented (sometime called “declarative”) approach of 

programming and uses an easy procedure enabling custom models to be integrated 

into Aspen Hysys and Aspen Plus. There are other equation-oriented programming 

languages, for example gPROMS by Process Systems Enterprise (PSE). However, 

mathematical models coded in equation-oriented programming languages require 

accurate initialization procedures, as their solvers heavily rely on appropriate “guess” 

values for unknown variables and automatically generated initial guesses by their 

solvers may result in the divergence of mathematical equations. Moreover, these 

equation-oriented programming languages usually use relatively simple numerical 

schemes that might not be suitable for advanced mathematical models, thereby 

restricting their wider use. On the contrary, object-oriented programming languages 

are very flexible and can code numerical schemes with any level of complexity. 

Therefore, depending upon the complexity of membrane models, the pros and cons 

of these programming approaches, object- or equation-oriented, should be assessed 

carefully prior to developing membrane models.   

In membrane gas separation modules, gas and vapour flow in three dimensions; 

hence, the most accurate approach of modelling membrane gas separation requires 

mathematical models to be solved in three dimensions using Computational Fluid 

Dynamics (CFD) techniques. This becomes complicated, given the complex 

geometry of membrane gas separation modules. However, Haddadi et al. [78] 

showed there was only a 2 percent difference between three- and one-dimensional 

CFD analysis of hollow-fibre membrane modules and concluded the one-
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dimensional analysis could appropriately be used for process simulation purposes, 

while the three-dimensional analysis was only useful for providing detailed insight 

into the flow behaviour within membrane modules. Haddadi et al. [78] remarked that 

due to low Reynolds numbers, the gas flow regime was laminar inside membrane 

modules. Numerous studies have shown that laminar plug flow on both feed and 

permeate sides is a valid assumption that does not compromise on the accuracy of 

membrane models when being validated with experimental or pilot plant data 

[69,79–81]. Using this assumption, complex momentum balance equations are 

reduced to a simple Hagen-Poiseuille equation given by:  

∆𝑝𝑝 =
128𝜇𝜇𝑙𝑙𝜇𝜇
𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦4  Eq.2.46 

where 𝜇𝜇, 𝑙𝑙, 𝜇𝜇 and 𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 represent viscosity, length, volumetric flow rate and hydraulic 

diameter, respectively. These pressure losses are unavoidable and always occur as a 

consequence of friction forces. The pressure drop on the feed side reduces the 

effective driving force of permeation and the transport of components across the 

membrane [69]. In particular, the pressure drop inside hollow-fibre membranes can 

be significant and should be always considered in modelling membrane gas 

separation because these hollow fibres are very fine and can cause a large pressure 

drop according to Eq.2.46.   

Four flow configurations, fully mixed [82], cross flow, co-current and counter-current 

flow [83] (Figure 2.11), are often used to simulate membrane modules. Assuming 

fully-mixed flow results in substantial error in predicting the true separation 

performance of membrane modules [76]. Counter-current flow provides the highest 

separation efficiency and requires lowest membrane area compared to other flow 

configurations at similar operating conditions [84]. Counter-current and co-current 

flow configurations are usually achievable within hollow-fibre membrane modules, 

while spiral wound membrane modules are better simulated by cross flow 

configuration. Therefore, membrane gas separation models simulating a broad range 

of flow configurations have more versatility.   

Similar to other unit operations, membrane models can be used for “rating” or 

“design” simulation modes. In the rating method, detailed geometrical 
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characteristics of membrane modules are available. For example, when developing a 

model of hollow-fibre membrane modules, the internal and external diameters of 

fibres, shell diameter and length of module, and number of fibres are known. This 

information, as well as, feed conditions are input to membrane models to calculate 

the purities and recoveries of individual components. Conversely, in the design 

method, detailed information of membrane modules is unknown and only the active 

membrane area for permeation, membrane thickness and packing density may be 

available. This method is usually used to calculate the required membrane area at 

fixed purities or recoveries of specific components.   

 

Figure 2.11. Schematic representations of different flow configurations for membrane gas separation 
models: (a) fully mixed flow, (b) cross flow, (c) co-current flow and (d) counter-current flow 

2.9. Non-ideal Effects in Polymeric Membrane Gas Separation 

Models  

The permeation of gases is accompanied by non-ideal effects that adversely impact 

the separation performance of membranes. These non-ideal effects should be 

addressed in membrane gas separation models; otherwise, significant errors between 

the real performance of membrane modules and simulation results might be 

generated. These non-ideal effects particularly exist in commercial membrane 

modules that are larger than experimental membrane modules. Moreover, industrial 

processes operate with multicomponent mixtures at high pressure or temperature 
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conditions; in contrast to experimental membrane modules; which may intensify 

non-ideal effects. The inclusion of non-ideal effects into membrane models is 

challenging, as they add extra complexity to membrane gas separation models and 

sometimes depend on empirical correlations that are only valid under certain 

circumstances.  Here, important non-ideal effects are introduced.  

2.9.1. Mixed Gas Permeation Effects  

The permeability of a component in a gas mixture may differ from that of a pure 

component due to complex component-polymer and/or component-component 

interactions. This means that the ideal selectivity determined from pure gas 

permeation experiments may not be the true membrane selectivity under mixed gas 

conditions. According to the solution-diffusion mechanism, the permeability is the 

product of solubility and diffusivity, so the difference between the permeability at the 

pure and mixed gas states may be associated with “competition” between 

components for the sorption sites which in turn influences the diffusivity of 

components through polymers.  

Competitive sorption is simply described as a situation that the sorption of 

component A is affected due to the presence of component B. For the sorption of 

binary mixture A and B in rubbery polymers, the solubility of A can be evaluated 

using the Flory-Huggins model [11]: 

𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑝A
𝑝𝑝A𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜

= 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A + 1 − 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A −
𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉𝐵𝐵
𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,B −

𝑉𝑉𝐴𝐴
𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃
𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P + 

(𝜒𝜒AB𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,B + 𝜒𝜒𝐴𝐴𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P)(𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,B + 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P) −
𝜒𝜒B𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,B𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,P𝑉𝑉A

𝑉𝑉B
 

Eq.2.47 

where 𝑝𝑝A is the partial pressure of A in the mixture. 𝜒𝜒𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 represents an interaction 

parameter between components A and B which can be found from fitting Eq.2.47 to 

experimental sorption data. The component-polymer interaction parameters, 𝜒𝜒A and 

𝜒𝜒B, are identical to the interaction parameters for the sorption of pure A and B in 

polymer P [11]. Normally, the molar volume of A and B is much smaller than that 

of polymer P (𝑉𝑉A ≪ 𝑉𝑉P and 𝑉𝑉B ≪ 𝑉𝑉P). Also, the volume fraction of A and B in the 

polymer is much less than one (𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A ≪1 and 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,B ≪1). Therefore, Eq.2.47 is reduced 

to:  
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𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑝A
𝑝𝑝A𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜

= 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A − 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,A(1 + 2𝜒𝜒A) + 

1 + 𝜒𝜒A − 𝜙𝜙𝑉𝑉,B[𝜒𝜒A − 𝜒𝜒AB + (1 + 𝜒𝜒B)
𝑉𝑉A
𝑉𝑉B

] 

Eq.2.48 

From Eq.2.48, the solubility of A is obtained as [11]: 

𝑆𝑆A =
1

𝑉𝑉A𝑝𝑝A𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜
𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝{𝜙𝜙A(1 + 2𝜒𝜒A) − (1 + 𝜒𝜒A)} × 

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝{𝜙𝜙B[𝜒𝜒A − 𝜒𝜒B + (1 + 𝜒𝜒B)
𝑉𝑉A
𝑉𝑉B

]} 

Eq.2.49 

Comparing Eq.2.49 with Eq.2.22, the solubility of A in the mixture is the product of 

its solubility at the pure state and an extra term exp{𝜙𝜙B[𝜒𝜒A − 𝜒𝜒B + (1 + 𝜒𝜒B) 𝑉𝑉A
𝑉𝑉B

]}, 

representing the effect of the presence of B on the solubility of A. Competitive 

sorption has been demonstrated in many rubbery polymers. For example, the 

permeability of CO2 in PDMS was significantly reduced due to exposure to hydrogen 

sulfide (H2S), carbon monoxide (CO) and water vapour (H2O) [32]. Conversely, 

competitive sorption effects were not reported for Pebax, a commercially available 

rubbery polyether/polyamide block copolymer, for the simultaneous separation of 

CO2, CH4 and H2S [85].  

The diffusivity of some components, for example organic vapours, in rubbery 

polymers can be a strong function of their sorbed concentrations and sophisticated 

transport models, usually based on the difference between the chemical potential of 

components, should be combined with the Flory-Huggins model to derive a suitable 

mathematical model for the mixed gas permeability. For example, Ribeiro et al. [86] 

derived a permeability model by combining the Flory-Huggins model, the Maxwell-

Stefan transport model and a concentration-dependent diffusivity model. They 

successfully validated this permeability model for CO2/C2H6 separation using cross-

linked PEO.  

The competitive sorption effect is more pronounced in glassy polymers due to 

competition between components for occupying the excess free volume of glassy 

polymers. Studies almost unanimously agree that the competitive sorption in glassy 

polymers reduces membrane selectivity under mixed gas conditions [87], although 
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the majority of these studies do not provide experimental mixed gas sorption data 

due to the difficulty in obtaining this information. An exception is Ricci et al. [88] 

who measured mixed CO2/CH4 sorption experimentally and reported that the 

solubility of CH4 in HAB-6FDA polyimide and its thermally rearranged derivative, 

TR450, was significantly reduced, while the solubility of CO2 remained unchanged. 

Their work showed that the decrease in CO2/CH4 selectivity was basically due to 

competitive sorption effects.  

A simple, yet useful way to account for the competitive sorption effect in glassy 

polymers is to extend the DMS model to gas mixtures. For a binary mixture of A and 

B, the DMS model is rewritten as [89]: 

𝐶𝐶A = 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A𝑝𝑝A +
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A
′ 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝A

1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝A + 𝑏𝑏B𝑝𝑝B
 Eq.2.50 

If the diffusivity is concentration-independent, the mixed gas permeability of A is 

given by [89]: 

ΡA = 𝐷𝐷A(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A +
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A
′ 𝑏𝑏A

1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝A + 𝑏𝑏B𝑝𝑝B
) Eq.2.51 

where 𝑝𝑝A and 𝑝𝑝B are the partial pressures of A and B in the mixture, respectively. The 

inclusion of term 𝑏𝑏B𝑝𝑝B shows the effect of competitive sorption from B on the 

permeability of A.  

In addition to competitive sorption, the plasticization of polymers often adversely 

affects their separation properties (i.e. selectivity). In the presence of a highly 

condensable (soluble) component in a multicomponent system, the plasticization of 

polymer matrix is inevitable, and several studies report significant loss of the 

selectivity of polymers due to the changes in the permeability of other inert 

components. For instance, Bos [90] reported that Matrimid was plasticized when 

separating 55% CO2 from 45% CH4 and showed the permeability of both components 

increased but the extent of increase in CH4 permeability was higher than that of CO2, 

leading to a decrease in CO2/CH4 selectivity. Similar observations were reported in 

Donohue et al. [91] and Sada et al. [92] works. For the permeation of a binary 

mixture composed of A, as a plasticizing component, and B, as an inert component, 
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the diffusivity of A becomes concentration-dependent as described by Eq.2.30. The 

mixed gas permeability of A is then given by [93]:  

ΡA =
𝐷𝐷0,A

𝛽𝛽A𝑝𝑝A
�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽A(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A +

𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻′ 𝑏𝑏A
1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝A + 𝑏𝑏B𝑝𝑝B

)𝑝𝑝A� − 1� Eq.2.52 

where the influence of plasticization and competitive sorption on the permeability of 

A is considered simultaneously. For the plasticized polymer, the diffusivity of B also 

depends on the concentration of A sorbed in the polymer and can be modelled as 

[86]:  

𝐷𝐷B = 𝐷𝐷0,B 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽B𝐶𝐶A)                                                                                         Eq.2.53                                                                                        

The mixed gas permeability of B is then given by: 

ΡB = 𝐷𝐷0,B × 

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽B �𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,A +
𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,A
′ 𝑏𝑏A

1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝A + 𝑏𝑏B𝑝𝑝B
� 𝑝𝑝A��𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,B +

𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,B
′ 𝑏𝑏B

1 + 𝑏𝑏A𝑝𝑝A + 𝑏𝑏B𝑝𝑝B
� 

Eq.2.54 

 In summary, using pure gas permeabilities to model membrane gas separation is not 

an accurate hypothesis and may lead to significant errors in designing membrane 

processes. More importantly, mixed gas permeabilities are strongly dependent on the 

operational conditions of membrane separations, i.e. temperature, pressure, and 

composition, which undergo significant changes as the gas flows within membrane 

modules [66]. This reflects the importance of employing “variable” rather than 

“constant” permeability values in modelling membrane gas separation [94].   

2.9.2. Real Gas Behaviour 

A simplistic membrane transport model defines the difference in the partial pressure 

of components on retentate and permeate sides as the driving force of permeation 

[53]. This model is reasonably applicable to gases showing ideal behaviour, but 

overpredicts the amount of gases transported through membranes at circumstances 

where the departure from ideal gas behaviour is noticeable. Due to real gas 

behaviour, the effective driving force of permeation is reduced leading to a decrease 

in transmembrane flux [95]. With a more sophisticated approach, the chemical 

potential difference across membranes may better describe the driving force of 
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permeation [96]. Wang et al. [95] showed one effective way to account for the real 

gas behaviour effects was to describe the driving force of permeation as the difference 

in the fugacity of components present on feed and permeate sides. Therefore, the 

membrane transport model considering real gas behaviour can be given by: 

𝐽𝐽A =
ΡA
𝛿𝛿

(𝑓𝑓A,F − 𝑓𝑓A,P) 
Eq.2.55 

where 𝑓𝑓A,F and 𝑓𝑓A,P represent the fugacity of A in the gas mixture on feed and 

permeate sides, respectively. Eq.2.55 can be rewritten in terms of fugacity 

coefficients, 𝜑𝜑: 

𝐽𝐽A =
ΡA
𝛿𝛿

(𝜑𝜑A,R𝑥𝑥A𝑝𝑝R − 𝜑𝜑A,P𝑦𝑦A𝑝𝑝P) Eq.2.56 

When the real gas behaviour is significant, the fugacity coefficient becomes less than 

one (𝜑𝜑 <1). For ideal gas behaviour  𝜑𝜑 =1. Eq.2.56 is mathematically simple and 

can be readily used in membrane gas separation models. To calculate fugacity 

coefficients, an appropriate EoS is required, depending upon the chemistry of 

components and gas separation operating conditions. By exporting membrane 

models to commercial process simulators, the EoS can be simply called and directly 

used in the models without having to write a piece of code to calculate fugacity 

coefficients.  

2.9.3. Concentration Polarisation 

Components in contact with membranes permeate at different rates, creating 

concentration gradients in the feed and permeate boundary layers. This phenomenon 

is known as concentration polarisation. Because of concentration polarisation, the 

concentration of more permeable components progressively decreases in the feed 

boundary layer, reducing their driving force of permeation. Conversely, less 

permeable components are accumulated in the feed boundary layer, increasing their 

concentrations, and subsequently driving force of permeation. Figure 2.12 

schematically illustrates concentration polarisation in composite membranes in 

which an ultra-thin dense polymer film is more selective to component A whose 

concentration decreases in the feed boundary layer, the porous support and the 

permeate boundary layer. In contrast, the concentration of component B for which 
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the membrane is less selective increases within the feed and permeate boundary 

layers, as well as inside the porous support. If concentration polarisation did not exist, 

the purities of A and B on the permeate side would be higher and lower, respectively, 

than those of Figure 2.12.   

For low-flux dense polymeric membranes, concentration polarisation may be 

negligible in the presence of permanent gases due to the significantly greater 

diffusivity of gases in the gas phase compared to that in the polymer film which results 

in neither depletion nor accumulation of gases in the boundary layer [97]. Chern et 

al. [98] did not observe any concentration polarisation for the selective permeation 

of CO2 and CH4 through Kapton polyimide, even at the highest permeation fluxes 

studied. However, with a conservative approach, the concentration polarisation 

phenomenon should be considered in modelling membrane gas separation. Here are 

three main reasons: 

1. In their mathematical model for the binary separation of hypothetical components 

A (more permeable) and B (less permeable), Mourgues and Sanchez [99] 

theoretically indicated that concentration polarisation became more pronounced 

when the permeance of A and the selectivity of A over B exceeded 1000 GPU and 

100, respectively. This theoretical conclusion was verified, for example, by Droudian 

et al. [100] work where they reported permeances as high as 1300 GPU, achieved by 

ultra-thin dense PDMS, resulted in apparent selectivity loss due to concentration 

polarisation. Therefore, with the advances in materials science, the fabrication of 

highly permeable membranes is feasible, hence concentration polarisation effects 

cannot be ignored in modelling membrane processes utilizing these high-

performance membranes.  

2. Most commercial membrane modules are made up of composite membranes with 

a dense layer coated on a porous support. Studies show concentration polarisation 

effects can be significant in porous membranes. For example, Haraya et al. [101] 

observed significant concentration polarisation existed in a glassy porous polymer 

when separating H2 from CO. Dehkordi et al. [102] showed the greatest resistance 

against mass transport was inside the porous support of the composite hollow-fibre 

membranes resulted from concentration polarisation effects.   
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3. Gas mixtures usually contain certain amounts of vapours. Very high permeabilities 

of vapours cause concentration polarisation [103]. Lütdke et al. [104] designed a new 

membrane test cell to capture the influence of concentration polarisation and 

reported the separation performance of PDMS was significantly reduced during the 

separation of organic vapours from N2. Using polyimide membranes to separate 

CO2/CH4 under humidified conditions, Chen et al. [17] observed the permeability of 

water vapour increased as feed flow rate increased up to 100 cm3/min which was 

indicative of concentration polarisation. Beyond this feed flow rate, the permeability 

of water vapour remained constant, reflecting the effect of concentration polarisation 

was diminished.  

Concentration polarisation results in losing the desired purity of more favourable 

components on the permeate side. Therefore, a rigorous approach of modelling 

membrane gas separation necessitates describing the “true” driving force of 

permeation as the difference in the chemical potential of components at the 

membrane surface, rather than in the bulk gas [105]. To calculate these chemical 

potentials, the concentration of components at the membrane surface is required. 

These concentrations are obtained using mass balance equations in the boundary 

layer and inside the membrane itself (including the porous support). The balance 

equations are well presented by Melin and Rautenbach [21].   

 

Figure 2.12. Schematic diagram of concentration polarisation in composite membranes 
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2.9.4. Joule-Thomson Effect  

The permeation of gases from the high pressure at the feed side to the low pressure 

at the permeate side is comparable to a throttling process in which a non-ideal gas 

passes through an adiabatic pressure-reducing valve and its pressure is significantly 

dropped, resulting in an immediate change of the gas temperature. This phenomenon 

is known as the Joule-Thomson effect. During the throttling process, the enthalpy of 

the gas remains constant but its pressure, temperature, and specific volume change. 

Applying the first law of thermodynamics, the temperature change across the 

pressure reducing valve is given by: 

∆𝑇𝑇 = 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽∆𝑝𝑝                                                                                                                   Eq.2.57 

where 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽 is the Joule-Thomson coefficient and can be calculated by the use of an 

appropriate EoS [105–107]. In Eq.2.57, ∆𝑝𝑝 is always chosen to be positive, so the 

sign of ∆𝑇𝑇 is identical to that of 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽. Depending upon the physical and chemical 

characteristics of gases, 𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽 can be positive or negative, meaning the gas can be cooled 

or heated when passing through a throttling valve. As a result of the Joule-Thomson 

effect, membrane gas separation occurs at non-isothermal conditions (Figure 2.13). 

The non-isothermal nature of membrane gas separation enforces the permeability 

(and subsequently the selectivity) of membranes to change with temperature. 

Therefore, any membrane gas separation model assuming isothermal operation is 

prone to generate errors in predicting the real separation performance of membranes.  

 

Figure 2.13. A simple representation of the Joule-Thomson effect in membrane gas separation 
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There are arguments in the academic literature as to whether membrane gas 

separation is an isenthalpic process, and whether the expansion-driven temperature 

changes can be calculated using the values of the Joule-Thomson coefficients of 

gases. Cornelissen [108] modelled heat transfer in spiral wound membrane modules 

and concluded membrane gas separation was not necessarily isenthalpic and 

therefore, temperature changes associated with the expansion of permeating gases 

could not be calculated by the use of their Joule-Thomson coefficients. Cornelissen 

suggests this is because in a real Joule-Thomson process no separation of gases occurs 

and the “total” mass of gases passes through pressure-reducing valves, while gases 

“partially” permeate through membranes and do not experience the Joule-Thomson 

effect. On the contrary, Gorissen conducted a thermodynamic analysis and indicated 

membrane gas separation was isenthalpic. Gorissen showed the separation of binary 

gas mixtures H2/CO, O2/N2 and CO2/CH4 in a crossflow membrane module was 

accompanied by temperature changes. In particular, due to the high Joule-Thomson 

coefficient of CO2, a temperature drop as great as 30°C was calculated for CO2/CH4 

separation. However, the influence of the temperature changes on the separation 

performance of the membrane module was not reported, as the permeability was 

assumed as a constant. Rautenbach and Dahm [109] simulated CO2/CH4 separation 

in cross flow membrane modules and used the Joule-Thomson coefficients to 

calculate temperature changes. They employed temperature-dependent 

permeabilities and concluded that the composition of permeate could be affected by 

20% due to temperature variations. Although providing insights into temperature 

gradients in membrane modules, the studies just mentioned did not consider 

conductive heat transfer between the retentate and permeate streams. In the 

Rautenbach and Dahm work, a temperature distribution within the membrane 

module was not obtained from performing an energy balance. Instead, only an 

estimate of temperature variation using the Joule-Thomson coefficient was 

presented. Such assumptions may give rise to considerable errors in calculating 

temperature changes and subsequently separation performance of membrane 

modules. By discretising a hollow-fibre membrane module to a specific number of 

“perfectly mixed” stages, Coker et al. [110] accounted for the conductive heat transfer 

between retentate and permeate streams, solved the energy balance equations within 

each stage of the membrane module and determined the temperature distribution in 
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the axial direction of flow. For a natural gas sweetening case study, they calculated 

over 40°C and 30°C drop in the feed gas temperature under some circumstances using 

constant and temperature-dependent permeabilities, respectively. Such temperature 

reductions were shown to impact the amount of feed gas that should be treated to 

achieve a fixed retentate purity. More importantly, Coker et al. presented a general 

approach to simulate non-isothermal membrane gas separation and determined the 

temperature distribution inside membrane modules without requiring the values of 

Joule-Thomson coefficients.  

The inclusion of the Joule-Thomson effect in modelling membrane modules becomes 

crucial when simulating a gas separation application with minor highly condensable 

vapours (e.g. water) or heavy hydrocarbons which accumulate on the retentate side 

and result in an increase in the dew point of the feed gas. Expansion-driven cooling 

due to the Joule-Thomson effect reduces the temperature of the gas being processed, 

so that the gas may reach its dew point and condense. This undesirable condensate 

damages membrane modules [6]. Therefore, membrane models accounting for the 

Joule-Thomson effect, i.e. operating at non-isothermal conditions, are able to predict 

whether or not condensation will occur inside membrane modules.     

2.10. Conventional Polymeric Membrane Gas Separation Models 

While numerous membrane models are available in the academic literature, almost 

none of them can comprehensively be used to simulate all membrane gas separation 

applications. A substantial number of conventional membrane models can only be 

used for simulating binary separations in hollow-fibre membrane modules, thereby 

these models are unable to perform design mode simulations which can be applied 

for any kind of membrane modules. Furthermore, conventional models neglect most 

or all non-ideal effects and assume that the permeability of components is constant. 

As a result, they are too simplistic and cannot be applied to the simulation of the 

majority of gas separation applications.  

Pan [111] reported a membrane model for binary gas separations that considered 

cross, co-current and counter-current flow configurations and simulated both hollow-

fibre and spiral wound membrane modules. This model, however, assumed 

isothermal operation, neglected pressure loss on the feed side, treated permeability as 
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a constant parameter and was not exported to commercial process simulators, as far 

as it is reflected from Pan’s article. Later, employing the assumptions mentioned 

above, Pan [69] modified the model of hollow-fibre membrane modules, so that it 

was enabled to undertake multicomponent separations but the modified model still 

had serious limitations. Chern et al. [112] developed the model of an isothermal 

hollow-fibre membrane module without considering concentration polarisation 

effects. They obtained a concentration-dependent permeability model using dual 

mode sorption and transport models, so that the model captured the competitiveness 

of permeation between components in mixed gases. However, plasticization effects 

were not reflected from the permeability model. Consequently, the changes of the 

separation performance of membranes imposed by the plasticization effects were not 

anticipated by their membrane model. Boucif et al. [113] developed a mathematical 

model which simulated hollow-fibre membrane modules only and operated with co-

current and counter-current flow configurations. Their model was only used for 

binary separations and neglected all non-ideal effects except pressure loss on the 

lumen side of hollow-fibre membrane modules. Similar models were developed by 

Haraya et al., Sidhoum et al. and Lababidi et al. [114–116]. Li et al. [117] suggested 

a membrane gas separation model for multicomponent separation which was 

independent of the type of membrane modules, thereby provided design mode 

simulations. Their model provided the simulation of five different flow patterns: fully 

mixed flow, cross flow, co-current flow, counter-current flow and one side mixed 

flow in which the feed gas stream was in plug flow, whereas the permeate gas stream 

remained fully mixed, meaning its composition was uniform at all points along the 

membrane module. In contrast to the previous models which at least accounted for 

the pressure loss on one of or both feed and permeate sides, Li et al. [117] model was 

oversimplified, in that it did not calculate the pressure drop inside the membrane 

modules. Coker et al. [66] presented a model for hollow-fibre membrane modules 

that performed the simulation of multicomponent systems. They considered the 

pressure drop on both shell and lumen sides of hollow-fibre membrane modules but 

neglected other non-ideal effects. It was unclear that in which programming language 

their membrane model was coded, thereby it was not possible to judge whether the 

membrane model could be used for broader process simulations or not. In their next 

study, Coker et al. [110] presented a detailed approach to model non-isothermal 
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hollow-fibre membrane modules, thus considered the Joule-Thomson effect. 

Although simulating natural gas sweetening using polyimide membranes at high 

pressures and in the presence of components such as CO2, C2H6 and C3H8 that 

normally impose non-ideal gas behaviour, this model described the driving force of 

permeation as the difference in the partial pressure of components and also neglected 

concentration polarisation effects. Furthermore, those components usually induce 

significant plasticization to polyimide membranes, but Coker et al. explicitly 

mentioned their model did not consider the plasticization effects. Kaldis et al. [118] 

suggested that the use of orthogonal collocations to solve the mathematical equations 

ensured the stability of the solutions and reduced the time of computations. They 

used temperature-dependent permeabilities of components, but their model did not 

account for the non-isothermal separation of non-ideal gases.  Feng et al. [119] used 

integrally asymmetric hollow-fibre membranes for air separation and concluded that 

when the feed gas was introduced to the lumen-side and the membrane module 

operated at counter-current fashion, concentration polarisation became a major 

concern. Hence, they formulated concentration polarisation and added its effect to 

their membrane model. However, their formulation of concentration polarisation 

was limited to binary gas mixtures, thus the resulting membrane model could not 

simulate applications with more than two components. Wang et al. [95] studied 

CO2/CH4 permeation through hollow-fibre membrane modules. They aptly provided 

an approach to characterize the “true” separation performance of hollow-fibre 

membrane modules by incorporating the influences of pressure loss within the hollow 

fibres, real gas behaviour and concentration polarisation into their membrane model.  

More significantly, conventional membrane models are rarely able to be exported to 

commercial process simulation software, so they cannot perform the full design of 

membrane processes. In the academic literature, there are a few successful 

demonstrations of membrane gas separation models with extensibility to commercial 

process simulators. Chowdhury et al. [120] introduced a new numerical approach to 

solve their membrane model in Fortran. The model was validated against a set of 

experimental data and successfully exported to Aspen Plus but the assumptions 

underpinning the model remained essentially identical to the first Coker et al. work 

[66]. As a result, the model still oversimplified the membrane permeation process. 
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Marriot [121] presented a generic mathematical model based on rigorous mass, 

momentum and energy balances that was not process-specific. This model was 

programmed in gPROMS simulation software (Process Systems Enterprise Ltd 

(PSE)) and the Multiflash physical properties package (Infochem Computer Services 

Ltd) as interfaced to gPROMS was used to provide fluid packages and physical 

properties. Therefore, Marriot’s model could perform literally any membrane process 

simulations including gas separation, pervaporation, reverse osmosis, etc in hollow-

fibre and spiral wound membrane modules. Outlined by Chowdhury [76], the major 

drawback of Marriot’s model was that it required the molecular diffusivity and 

solubility of components, instead of their permeabilities, to be input to the model. 

Therefore, as Chowdhury [76] explained, the applicability of Marriot’s model was 

constrained by uncertainties in obtaining such parameters. Scholz et al. [122] 

developed a membrane gas separation model in Aspen Custom Modeller (ACM) by 

linking non-ideal effects such as real gas behaviour, concentration polarisation, the 

Joule-Thomson effect and pressure loss due to friction forces. The Scholz et al. model 

had a distinct advantage over the Chowdhury et al. [120] work, not only because it 

considered important non-ideal effects but also because the Scholz et al. model could 

be exported to Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys using a very simple procedure, while 

exporting the Fortran code in Chowdhury et al. [120] work needed a complex 

procedure. Bounaceur et al. [94] suggested a membrane model employing different 

permeability scenarios: the constant permeability, dual mode sorption, Flory-

Huggins and ENSIC (a generic solubility/diffusivity model). The mathematical 

equations of this model were solved using MEMSIC, an in-house computer program 

coded in Fortran 90, with an ability to be integrated to PSE process simulator using 

Cape-Open standards. The model, however, neglected plasticization effects and 

assumed constant diffusivities.  

2.11. Aims of the Thesis 

Polymeric membrane gas separation faces challenges that adversely affect their 

separation performance. Part of these challenges is associated with the intrinsic 

separation properties of membranes. Equally importantly, there are other challenges 

imposed by the operational conditions of gas separations. This project aims to 

develop and implement a membrane gas separation model for different gas 
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separation case studies. The model will consider the influence of these challenges on 

the separation performance of membranes to provide a realistic, rather than an 

idealistic, picture of gas separation membranes. This is accomplished by: 

 Building the mathematical model of hollow-fibre membrane systems 

operating at non-ideal conditions due to the presence of real gas behaviour, 

concentration polarisation, friction-driven pressure losses and the Joule-

Thomson effect with a temperature-dependent permeability scenario 

 Modifying the membrane model to consider the influences of competitive 

sorption and plasticization, as well as free volume blocking effect by water 

vapour in glassy polymers using a fugacity-dependent permeability model 

 Exporting the membrane model to Aspen Hysys and Aspen Plus with the 

ability to simulate membrane gas separation under different scenarios 

including “isothermal” or “non-isothermal” conditions, “constant” or 

“variable” permeability scenarios, “with” or “without” a sweeping gas, and, 

“co-current” and “counter-current” flow configurations  

 Simulating a single-stage membrane process for CO2/H2 separation with the 

new model, representative of pre-combustion CO2 capture, and comparing 

model predictions with those of a simplistic model 

 Simulating a single-stage membrane-based biogas upgrading process under 

humidified conditions at which CO2 and water vapour induce plasticization 

and component blocking effects, respectively. 

 Investigating membrane gas separation potential for Xe and Kr separation at 

sub-ambient temperatures using the exported model in Aspen Hysys and 

comparing the membrane-based separation with commercialised technology 

for Xe and Kr separation-cryogenic distillation  
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CHAPTER 3: Development of the Membrane Gas 

Separation Model 

3.1. Perspective 

This chapter aims to present the details of the membrane gas separation model 

developed in Aspen Custom Modeller (ACM). The main constituents of the ACM 

code containing the membrane gas separation model are explained in detail. The 

resolution procedure of the model is briefly explained and the interface between the 

ACM membrane model and Aspen Hysys and Aspen Plus is demonstrated. 

3.2. Modelling Language 

In developing the membrane model in this thesis, ACM was preferred to object-

oriented programming languages such as C++ and Fortran for two major reasons:  

(1) In contrast to object-oriented programming languages in which mathematical 

equations are numerically solved by the aid of computer algorithms, ACM enables 

users to choose built-in numerical schemes that solve algebraic or differential 

equations. In other words, ACM does not require calculation algorithms for 

numerical schemes and uses a declarative programming language; equations are 

introduced as they are written. This makes coding easier compared to procedural 

programming languages.  

(2) ACM is easily interfaced with Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys unlike procedural 

programming languages. ACM is a powerful tool to quickly develop mathematical 

models of chemical engineering processes and provides a complete flowsheet 

modelling environment. Figure 3.1 shows the ACM environment where there are 

three main windows: (1) the simulation explorer that contains models, component 

lists, libraries, solver options, etc., (2) the main simulation window to which ACM 

blocks can be dragged and dropped, and (3) the simulation message window which 

reports errors or success in simulations.  
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Figure 3.1. ACM simulation environment 

3.3. Constituents of the Membrane Gas Separation Model in ACM 

The membrane model in ACM is comprised of: 

- A component list and fluid package,  

- Specifications that are valued to run the membrane model (i.e. input parameters), 

- The sub-model “Cell”, 

- The model “MembraneUnit”  

Figure 3.2 shows a simplified schematic diagram of the membrane model structure 

in ACM. The hollow-fibre membrane module was chosen for modelling and its 

characteristics, as well as other inputs (which will be discussed later) were given to 

the membrane model via a port named InfoPort. The hollow-fibre membrane module 

was assumed as N equally divided cells in series each of which is representative of a 

perfectly-mixed membrane unit. The value of N was very important to the accuracy 

of simulations. The number of cells was fixed at 100 for the simulations of the thesis, 

as values greater than 100 did not significantly change the simulation results. Each 

cell had four ports which allowed the retentate and permeate flow of a given cell to 

be connected to the next cell. Each port had five main variables: flow rate (𝐹𝐹), 

composition (𝑥𝑥 or 𝑦𝑦 depending upon which side the ports referred to: retentate or 
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permeate), temperature (𝑇𝑇), pressure (𝑝𝑝) and enthalpy (𝐻𝐻). When connected, port 

variables were equated, meaning the flow rate, composition, temperature, pressure 

and enthalpy of the flow leaving a given cell were identical to those of the inlet flow 

to the next cell. The  model input and output streams, i.e. feed, retentate, permeate 

and sweep, were linked to the first and last cells as indicated in Figure 3.2, where 

flow rates, compositions, temperatures and pressures of the feed, retentate, permeate 

and sweep gases were equated to port variables corresponding to the first and last 

cells. The connection of a sweep gas was mandatory in the model, regardless of 

whether the sweep gas was required or not. Without the sweep gas, the specifications 

of the membrane model would become incomplete, thereby the membrane model 

was unable to run. In simulations where the sweep gas was not needed, its flowrate 

was set to a very small value. Therefore, it was essentially eliminated from the 

simulations. In the following sections, the individual constituents of the developed 

membrane model are explained. The ACM codes written for the membrane model 

are presented in Appendix A.  

3.3.1. Component List and Fluid Package 

ACM uses Aspen Plus component and fluid package databases that are accessible via 

Aspen Properties. Prior to running simulations with the membrane model, 

component lists and fluid packages were defined in Aspen Properties. Aspen 

Properties backup files (APRBKP) were saved and imported to ACM via Component 

Lists/Configure Properties/Use Aspen Property system/Import Aspen Properties 

file under simulation explorer window (Figure 3.3).   

For the simulations presented in this thesis, the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) 

equation of state was used to represent the gas phase. This equation of state 

adequately describes P-V-T behaviour of gas mixtures and was previously used in 

membrane modelling works by Coker et al. [110] and Scholz et al. [122].  
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Figure 3.2. The structure of the membrane model developed in ACM 
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Figure 3.3. Importing component list and fluid package to ACM from an Aspen Properties backup 
file 

3.3.2. Specifications 

Specifications show the attribute of variables defined in ACM and have two values: 

Fixed and Free. If the specification “Fixed” is allocated to a variable, it will remain 

constant in the model. Variables with “Free” specifications will be calculated in the 

model. With every specification, the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the 

model decreases by one. Models developed in ACM must have zero DOF which is 

defined by: 

DOF = 𝑙𝑙𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 − 𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 − 𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠                                                   Eq.3.1 

where 𝑙𝑙𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠, 𝑙𝑙𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 and 𝑙𝑙𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 represent the number of variables, 

equations and specifications in the model, respectively. Zero DOF is a necessary but 

not sufficient condition because the specifications must be independent of model 

equations.  

To perform a simulation with the membrane model, the sweep gas flow rate, 

composition, temperature, and pressure were fixed, regardless of whether or not the 
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membrane gas separation application actually needed a sweep gas. This was required 

to enforce DOF=0. However, the DOF of zero did not necessarily require the feed 

or sweep gas characteristics to be fixed. In essence, the DOF could be zero even if 

some of the feed or sweep characteristics were free but the retentate or permeate 

characteristics would be fixed.  

There were other variables with fixed specifications in the membrane model 

including:  

- Activation energies of permeation and the pre-exponential factors to calculate 

temperature dependent permeabilities 

- Parameters of the fugacity-dependent permeability model (see Chapter 5) 

- Characteristics of the hollow-fibre membrane module including internal and 

external diameters, length, module diameter, number of fibres, membrane thickness, 

thermal conductivity of hollow-fibre membranes and porosity of porous support. If 

not stated above, other variables of the membrane model had free specifications, 

thereby, their values were computed.  

3.3.3. Sub-model “Cell”  

The first step to develop the membrane model was to define variables and parameters 

required to describe the physical phenomena of gas permeation in membranes, as 

well as to undertake certain commands. Code lines shown in Figure 3.4 list some 

example variables used in sub-model Cell. Variables thickPorous (thickness of the 

porous layer) and porosity are of built-in physical type “length” and “fraction”. ACM 

provided numerous other built-in variable types such as temperature, pressure, 

concentration, etc. that were used in the membrane model developed. Variable 

“permeability” was evaluated for individual components as shown by the 

ComponentList term in the definition.  When appropriate types did not exist in the 

list of built-in physical types, variables were defined as “notype”, as suggested by the 

ACM model assistant. For instance, permeability and permeance were defined as 

variables of “notype” (see Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.4. An example of variable definition in the membrane model coded in ACM 

Similar to variable definitions, sub-model Cell used various parameters whose values 

were not to change during simulations.  Figure 3.5 shows a list of example parameters 

defined in the membrane model.   

 

Figure 3.5. An example of parameter definitions in the membrane model coded in ACM 

Parameter types feedMode, permMode, memTransMode, runSelector and simMode 

shown in Figure 3.5 did not exist in ACM and were created for the membrane model. 

These parameters were of type “String” and used to decide between two or more 

available options. For instance, permSelector enabled temperature- or fugacity-

dependent permeability scenarios to be chosen. 

In sub-model Cell, momentum, mass, and energy balance equations were solved 

along with an appropriate membrane transport equation. This way the port variables 

were provided with their values. A detailed description of the model equations is 

given in Chapters 4 and 5 and therefore not presented here to avoid repetition. 

Assuming a shell-side feed, portin_shell and portout_shell represent two ports for the 

inlet and outlet retentate flow for each cell. Similarly, portin_fibre and portout_fibre 

indicate ports for each cell on the permeate side.  

 

Figure 3.6. Ports defined for sub-model Cell 
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The variables participating in the balance equations were assigned to the port 

variables, as shown in Figure 3.7, and, the model equations were solved in terms of 

the assigned variables. ACM does not care about the order of the presentation of 

equations, therefore, rather than being defined at the end of sub-model Cell, these 

assignments were coded immediately after the port definitions.  

 

Figure 3.7. Assigning variables to port variables in the membrane model developed in ACM 

In the next step, sub-model Cell was used to select between different permeability 

scenarios and calculate the permeability of gases in the component list using the input 

parameters of port InfoPort (Figure 3.8).  
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Figure 3.8. Permeability calculations in sub-model Cell (note: the code has not been fully shown) 

In sub-model Cell, the flowrate of components through the membrane was defined 

as the product of permeance, the active area of permeation per cell and permeation 

driving force. Depending upon the complexity of the gas separation model, the 

permeation driving force was defined as: 

- The difference in the partial pressure of components on the retentate and permeate 

sides which was calculated using the composition of gases in the bulk retentate and 

permeate flow (Level 1). This level neglected the influence of real gas behaviour and 

concentration polarisation. 

- The difference in the fugacity of components on the retentate and permeate sides 

which was calculated using the composition of gases in the bulk retentate and 
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permeate flow (Level 2). This level considered real gas behaviour effects but ignored 

concentration polarisation.  

- The difference in the partial pressure of components on the retentate and permeate 

sides which was calculated using the composition of gases at the membrane surface 

due to concentration polarisation (Level 3). This level solely accounted for 

concentration polarisation. 

- The difference in the fugacity of components on the retentate and permeate sides 

which was calculated using the composition of gases at the membrane surface due to 

concentration polarisation (Level 4). This level considered both real gas behaviour 

and concentration polarisation effects.  

Figure 3.9 shows the calculation of the permeation driving force with the four 

different levels.  

The mathematical equations of concentration polarisation were solved in sub-model 

Cell for shell-side or fibre-side feed gases (Figure 3.10). This way the concentration 

of gases at the membrane surface was calculated. Concentration polarization 

equations were derived by performing mass balance equations between the bulk gas 

phase and boundary layer of the retentate or permeate side [122]. Mass transfer 

coefficients of the retentate and permeate boundary layers were calculated using 

empirical correlations as functions of Reynolds and Schmidt numbers of the retentate 

and permeate flow in each cell (see Chapter 4).  
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Figure 3.9. Four different levels of calculation of permeation driving force in sub-model Cell 

 

Figure 3.10. Concentration polarisation equations coded in sub-model Cell
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The Sub-model cell calculated pressure losses on both shell and lumen sides. 

Assuming laminar plug flow on both retentate and permeate sides, the Hagen-

Poiseuille equation was used to compute the pressure losses [123]. The Hagen-

Poiseuille equation was coded in sub-model Cell as shown in Figure 3.11.  

 

Figure 3.11. Pressure drop calculations in sub-model Cell 

Numerous physical and transport properties were used in developing the membrane 

model which were calculated in sub-model Cell. ACM provided built-in procedures 

that enabled the physical and transport properties to be determined in each cell. The 

procedures were simply called in sub-model Cell and used the component list and 

fluid package (i.e. SRK equation of state) which were already imported from Aspen 

Properties. These procedures calculated the physical and transport properties using 

the temperature, pressure and composition of the retentate and permeate flow leaving 

the cell. The calculation of physical and transport properties is shown in Figure 3.12.    

The convergence of the mathematical equations of the membrane model was strongly 

dependent on the initialization of unknown variables with suitable guess values. 

When the membrane model was ready to perform simulations, ACM automatically 

generated initial values for unknown variables, but the values were not reliable, as 

they were completely far from the convergence point and resulted in the failure of 

simulations. Therefore, an initialization procedure was created in sub-model cell 

(Figure 3.13).    

The initialization procedure assumed zero permeation under isothermal, no pressure 

loss and no concentration polarisation conditions, meaning flow rates, compositions, 

temperature and pressures of gases entering and leaving the cells were equal. This 

way the retentate and permeate sides were initialized by the characteristics of the feed 

and sweep gases, respectively, given these streams were linked with Cell 1 and Cell 

N. 
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Figure 3.12. Physical and transport properties calculated in sub-model cell using built-in procedures 
of ACM 

It should be noted that the initialization procedure provided the first guess not only 

for the flow rate, composition, temperature and pressure but also for other variables 

used in the membrane model, e.g. permeabilities, transmembrane flow rates, 

enthalpies, physical properties, etc., because their code lines were written outside the 

command if runType==”Initialization”. As a result, the initialization procedure 

appropriately valued all variables of the membrane model. After initializing, the 

membrane model would become ready to run. At steady-state, mass balance and 

pressure drop equations were solved (Figure 3.14).  
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Figure 3.13. Initialization procedure used in the developed membrane model 

 

Figure 3.14. Mass balance and pressure drop equations at steady-state conditions coded in sub-
model Cell 

Concentration polarisation and non-isothermal operation due to the Joule-Thomson 

effect could be enabled or disabled depending upon the rigor of the model. This is 

shown in Figure 3.15 where isothermal and negligible concentration polarisation 

assumptions are used for the “Simplistic” simulation type, while non-isothermal 

separation and concentration polarization effects are considered in the “Rigorous” 

simulation type.   
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Figure 3.15. Simplistic or rigorous simulation types in sub-model Cell 

3.3.4. Model “MembraneUnit” 

Model MembraneUnit integrated the solutions to the mass, energy and momentum 

balance equations provided by sub-model Cell. For this purpose, sub-model Cell was 

called as below: 

 

Figure 3.16. Calling sub-model Cell in model MembaneUnit 

where stage ([1:N]) represents the array of N number of cells in the membrane 

module and is of type sub-model Cell. The stages were connected via the ports of sub-

model Cell as shown in Figure 3.17. By connecting the stages, model variables were 

transferred from one to another cell and the distribution of flowrate, composition, 

temperature and pressure were obtained.  Figure 3.17 shows that the membrane 

model can simulate two flow configuration modes, co-current and counter-current, 

and be used for shell or fibre side feed.  
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Figure 3.17. Connecting sub-model cells in model MembraneUnit 

Model MembraneUnit also enabled the first and last cells to be linked with the feed, 

retentate, permeate and sweep streams (Figure 3.18) where the specifications of the 

retentate and permeate streams were obtained.   

Model MembraneUnit contained four ports of the feed, retentate, permeate and 

sweep streams, as well as one InfoPort. The role of the feed, retentate, permeate and 

sweep port is obvious. InfoPort is a user-defined port in the membrane model 

consisting of the variables and parameters of the hollow-fibre membrane module, 

temperature- and fugacity-dependent permeability scenarios, etc. InfoPort facilitated 

entering the fixed variables and parameters used in sub-model Cell. In model 

MembraneUnit, the values of InfoPort parameters and variables were assigned to 

their corresponding parameters and variables in sub-model stage of type Cell. Figure 

3.19 shows these assignments.        
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Figure 3.18. Linking cells to feed, retentate, permeate and sweep streams in model MembraneUnit 
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Figure 3.19. Assigning InfoPort parameters and variables to those of sub-model stage of type Cell 

3.4. Resolution of Mathematical Equations of Membrane Model  

Newton’s numerical method was used to solve the mathematical equations of the 

membrane model in ACM. To solve non-linear equations such as: 

𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 0                                                                                                                     Eq.3.2 

Newton’s method uses an iterative procedure. Assuming 𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘] as the value of 

unknown variable at the 𝑘𝑘th step, the value of 𝑥𝑥 at step 𝑘𝑘 + 1 is given by [124]: 

𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘+1] = 𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘] − 𝐽𝐽−1𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘])                                                                                             Eq.3.3 

where is the Jacobian matrix defined by: 

𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =
𝜕𝜕𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖
𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖

 
Eq.3.4 

Starting from an initial guess for 𝑥𝑥 (i.e. 𝑥𝑥[0]), the value of 𝑥𝑥 is calculated in the next 

step using Eq.3.3. The convergence is achieved when: 
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�
𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘+1] − 𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘]

𝑥𝑥[𝑘𝑘] � < 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 Eq.3.5 

where 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙 represents a pre-set tolerance, which is a very small value. For the 

simulations of the present thesis the absolute and relative tolerances were set to 10-10 

and the maximum number of iterations was fixed at 100.  Newton’s method strongly 

depends on the initial guesses. The initial guess should be close to the solution; 

otherwise, it will result in the divergence of mathematical equations or convergence 

at other roots of Eq.3.3 that are not the desired solution. As a result, the initialization 

procedure described in previous sections provided appropriate initial values for 

unknown variables.  

3.5. Export of Membrane Model  

Models created in ACM can be readily exported, allowing custom models to be used 

in Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys. In the present thesis ACM V9 was used. The 

exported ACM model is packaged in the new ATMLZ file in V9 or above and can 

be installed without administrative rights [125]. The ATMLZ file was simply created 

by right-clicking on the membrane model and choosing “Package Model for Aspen 

Plus/Hysys” (Figure 3.20). The ATMLZ file was saved and then installed in Aspen 

Plus and Aspen Hysys. To install the ATMLZ file in Aspen Hysys, the component 

database must be changed from Hysys to Aspen Properties.  In Aspen Hysys V9, the 

ATMLZ file was installed via Manage ACM Models under the Customize tab. In a 

similar way, the ATMLZ file was installed in Aspen Plus V9 via the route 

Customize/Manage Libraries.    
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Figure 3.20. Creating the ATMLZ file for exporting membrane model to Aspen Plus and Aspen 
Hysys 
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CHAPTER 4: NON-IDEAL MODELLING OF HOLLOW-

FIBRE MEMBRANE SYSTEMS: PRE-COMBUSTION 

CO2 CAPTURE CASE STUDY   

4.1. Perspective 

This chapter presents the development of a mathematical model for membrane gas 

separation in industrial scale hollow-fibre membrane modules. Under steady-state 

conditions, flow rate and composition of the feed and permeate gases undergo 

significant changes within commercial membrane gas separation modules and this 

has been addressed in most conventional membrane models. However, the majority 

of these models ignore temperature and pressure changes due to the presence of non-

ideal phenomena within membrane modules which result in considerable changes in 

both membrane permeability (and subsequently selectivity) and driving force for 

permeation. To effectively simulate membrane processes, the membrane model 

developed considers non-ideal phenomena in gas separation. The model is applied to 

simulate pre-combustion CO2 capture-an application for which membrane operation 

occurs under harsh industrial conditions. Simulation results are compared to an 

oversimplified membrane model that are mostly applicable for experimental scale 

membrane modules. Deviations between the model developed and the simplistic 

model are highlighted and attributed to the presence of non-ideal phenomena. 

This chapter has been published in the Journal of Membrane Science as follows: 

E. Soroodan Miandoab, S.E. Kentish, C.A. Scholes, Non-ideal modelling of 

polymeric hollow-fibre membrane systems: Pre-combustion CO2 capture case study, 

Journal of Membrane Science. 595 (2020).  DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2019.117470. 
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4.2. Abstract  

Some membrane gas separation applications operate at high temperature and 

pressure. However, the majority of membrane gas separation models employ 

simplifying assumptions which are not realistic under these conditions. In this study, 

a rigorous model is developed for polymeric hollow-fibre membrane modules 

incorporating non-isothermal separation (the Joule-Thomson effect), real gas 

behaviour and concentration polarisation. The model also accounts for temperature-

dependent permeability, friction-based pressure loss on both feed and permeate sides 

and variable physical and transport properties. The rigorous model is applied for pre-

combustion CO2 capture, i.e. CO2/H2 separation, and compared with a simplistic 

model for various polymeric membranes through changing temperature-independent 

activation energy of permeation and pre-exponential factor. Two types of H2- and 

CO2-selective membranes are then chosen for further analysis. As feed conditions 

change, the deviation between the rigorous and simplistic models ranges 

approximately from 2 to 12% for stage-cut and 2 to 20% for the permeate 

composition. The difference is mostly because of real gas behaviour at low stage-cuts, 

while the Joule-Thomson effect adds to this behaviour at high stage-cuts (≥40%) 

resulting in the greater deviation. The influence of concentration polarisation, 

however, is found negligible even at high stage-cuts.  

Keywords: Membrane, Modelling, Pre-combustion CO2 capture, Joule-Thomson 

effect, Real gas behaviour 

4.3. Introduction 

Polymeric membrane gas separation is an attractive technology for many industrial 

applications; because the process is conceptually straightforward and energy-

efficient, using a semi-permeable polymeric membrane that enables some gases to 

pass through easily, while other gases experience a barrier [1,15]. This provides 

greater versatility in separation applications compared to other technologies. 

Membrane gas separation is commercialised in natural gas sweetening and air 

enrichment [5,126], and research efforts are focused on applying membranes to other 

gas separation applications. One area in which membrane gas separation has strong 

potential is CO2 capture; a strategy proposed to reduce CO2 emissions from large 
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point sources. Pre-combustion CO2 capture in particular holds promise. In this case, 

an integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) process generates syngas (mainly 

CO and H2) through partial oxidation, which is further converted through the water-

gas shift reaction into CO2 and H2. The CO2 is separated from H2 to yield a low-

carbon high heating value fuel in combined cycle plants for power generation [127].  

The driving force for membrane gas separation is the chemical potential difference 

across the polymeric membrane [128]. However, in the majority of the membrane 

gas separation literature, difference between the partial pressure of components (i.e. 

ideal gas behaviour) in upstream and downstream is considered the driving force for 

permeation [53]. Given that chemical potential is a complex function of temperature 

and fugacity, a rigorous approach should be employed to better describe permeation 

through membrane. For most industrial applications, the systems under 

consideration are complex, given the high-pressure feed streams, mixture of gases 

and vapours, as well as, significant pressure drop through the membrane. Robust 

membrane models are therefore needed to characterise membrane processes under 

high pressure and temperature, to better assist in the development of membrane gas 

separation technology and ensure accurate process simulations are undertaken. 

Currently, membrane models are severely limited for industry, as the majority of 

commercial process simulators do not include membrane process unit operations in 

their software suites, or the membrane simulation is relatively basic. This is also the 

case in the academic literature, where membrane models are often simplistic 

[66,80,129]. For these models, the permeance of components is considered constant, 

whereas it is inherently dependent on temperature, pressure and concentration of 

individual components [83]. The conventional models often use simple correlations 

for required physical and transport properties and neglect the variations of the 

properties as a result of change in concentration, temperature and pressure [130].  

Pre-combustion CO2 capture represents a good model system to investigate more 

complex behaviour in membrane processes through simulations, since in this CO2 

capture scenario, high temperature and pressure gas is fed to the CO2/H2 separation 

unit. Xu et al. [131] conducted a parametric analysis of pre-combustion CO2 capture 

using single and double stage membrane separation but the model assumed 

isothermal operation and ignored both concentration polarisation and real gas 
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behaviour. Similar models which neglect some or all of these effects have been also 

developed by Choi et al. [132] and Giordano et al. [133]. Franz and Scherer 

developed a more detailed Aspen model to evaluate the separation and energy 

efficiency loss of an IGCC power plant but the model still assumed constant 

permeance of components [134].  

A number of robust mathematical models capable of simulating membrane 

operations have been presented in the literature. Scholz et al. [122] provided a 

detailed membrane gas separation model that included effects such as real gas 

behaviour, non-isothermal operation (the  Joule-Thomson effect) and concentration 

polarisation. They showed these non-ideal effects adversely influence membrane gas 

separation. However, physical and transport properties were taken as constant at feed 

and permeate conditions. In reality, these properties can change, as temperature, 

pressure and concentration of the gas vary along the membrane module.  

Here, a rigorous membrane model incorporating non-isothermal operation, real gas 

behaviour, concentration polarisation, pressure loss along the module, temperature-

dependent permeance and variable physical and transport properties is presented and 

applied to a membrane process undertaking pre-combustion CO2 capture. The 

rigorous model is validated against experimental data presented in the literature and 

compared with a simplistic model to demonstrate the deviation in performance due 

to individual effects of real gas behaviour, non-isothermal operation and 

concentration polarisation.  

4.4. Model Development 

4.4.1. Methodology 

The mathematical model is based on an asymmetric hollow-fibre membrane module, 

i.e. a dense polymeric membrane layer on a porous support. To build the rigorous 

model, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, the membrane module is discretised into N cells 

for each of which the mass, energy and momentum balance equations are 

simultaneously solved with the membrane transport equation.  
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Figure 4.1. Membrane module consisted of N cells (counter-current operation is shown here) 

The model can simulate co-current and counter-current operations, shell-side or 

lumen-side feed and constant or variable gas permeabilities, depending upon the 

nature of membrane and process being studied. The model also enables a sweep gas 

stream to be added, if it is assumed impermeable to the membrane. This last 

assumption can be justified if the feed gas is at high pressure and the sweep gas at 

ambient pressure, as the partial pressure of the sweep gas that will permeate is a trivial 

fraction of the feed.  

4.4.2. Mathematical Model 

Assumptions governing the proposed model are as follow:  

1. The membrane module operates at steady-state. 

2. Laminar plug flow occurs on both the shell and lumen sides of hollow fibres. 

Depending upon the feed flow rate being studied, the Reynolds numbers for 

the current simulation are less than 300 on both the retentate and permeate 

sides. By this simplification, the momentum balance is reduced to the 

Hagen-Poiseuille equation. This equation is then used to evaluate the 

pressure drop in each cell. Consequently, the pressure profile of the retentate 

and permeate sides can be determined along the membrane module.  

3. For the current simulation, the permeability of components is assumed 

independent of pressure and concentration. Permeability and selectivity are 

then assumed temperature-dependent. However, at a later stage the 
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proposed model can be easily modified to account for pressure and 

concentration dependent permeabilities.  

4. The concentration of components changes from the bulk flow to the 

membrane surface and inside the porous support due to concentration 

polarisation.  

5. The thickness of the dense layer, as well as, the inner and outer diameter of 

fibres remain uniform under high-pressure operation.  

In this work, the rigorous model is compared with a simplistic model which ignores 

real gas behaviour, concentration polarisation and pressure drop due to friction and 

assumes constant permeability, isothermal operation and hence, constant physical 

and transport properties along the membrane module.  

The degree of freedom (𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹) for the rigorous model in terms of the number of 

variables that must be fixed is given by:  

𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹 = 6 + 2 × (𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑝𝑝) Eq.4.1 

Once the model is provided with the 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹 number of fixed variables, a simulation 

can be successfully solved. For example, in case of a binary separation, it is required 

to fix 10 stream variables (i.e. flow rate, temperature, pressure and composition) in 

advance to perform the simulation.  

Figure 4.2 represents a single cell of the membrane module operating at the counter-

current mode where subscripts “𝑅𝑅” and “𝑃𝑃” represent information on the retentate 

and permeate sides, respectively. Superscripts “𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙” and “𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡” delineate inlet and 

outlet variables of the single cell, respectively. In the current simulation, variables 𝐹𝐹, 

𝑇𝑇, 𝑃𝑃, x and 𝑦𝑦 stand for flow rate, temperature, pressure, mole fraction on the retentate 

side and mole fraction on the permeate side, respectively. 
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Figure 4.2. A single cell of the membrane module 

The overall mole balance for the single cell is described as: 

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 Eq.4.2 

Likewise, the mole balance of an individual component 𝑖𝑖 is given by:  

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 Eq.4.3 

for which: 

�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 1
𝐶𝐶

𝑖𝑖=1

 Eq.4.4 

 

�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 1
𝐶𝐶

𝑖𝑖=1

 Eq.4.5 

where 𝑖𝑖=1, 2, 3,…, 𝐶𝐶 represents the index of components and 𝐶𝐶 is the number of 

streams components. To accomplish a mole balance, an appropriate equation is 

needed to describe the transmembrane flow rate. With a conservative approach, the 

mass transport across the polymeric membranes is obtained by: 

𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 =
℘𝑖𝑖

𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀
𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐�𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜� Eq.4.6 
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where: 

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 =
𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁

 Eq.4.7 

Here, parameters and variables taking superscript “𝑀𝑀” refer to the dense layer, ℘ is 

permeability, 𝛿𝛿 is thickness, 𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐 is the active membrane area in a single cell, 𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 is fibre 

external diameter, 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 is the number of hollow-fibre membranes, 𝑙𝑙 is active fibre 

length, 𝑁𝑁 is the number of cells and, 𝜑𝜑 is the fugacity coefficient (the fugacity 

coefficients and mole fractions on the right-hand side of Eq.4.6 are evaluated at the 

surfaces of the dense layer facing the retentate and permeate sides). For high-pressure 

applications, such as pre-combustion CO2 capture, deviation from the ideal gas 

behaviour may lead to inaccuracy in the simulation outcomes. Eq.4.6 considers the 

fugacity difference of components in the retentate and permeate sides as the driving 

force of permeation  [95]. The fugacity coefficients in Eq.4.6 were calculated using 

the composition of components at the membrane surface, as well as, temperature and 

pressure of the retentate and permeate flow in each cell. The Soave-Redlich-Kwong 

(SRK) equation of state (EOS) was used to calculate the fugacity coefficients [110].  

Because of concentration polarisation, the permeation of the more permeable 

component is retarded, while it is accelerated for the less permeable component [135]. 

If the feed stream enters the shell side and the dense membrane layer is located at the 

external surfaces of hollow-fibres, the governing equations considering concentration 

polarisation are provided by [21]:  

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗

𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗
= 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −

𝐽𝐽𝑜𝑜
𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜,𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

) Eq.4.8 

  

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗
= 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −

𝐽𝐽𝑜𝑜𝛿𝛿𝑆𝑆

𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜𝑆𝑆𝜀𝜀𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆
) Eq.4.9 

                                                                                                                                                                                                     

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗

𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗
= 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −

𝐽𝐽𝑜𝑜
𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜,𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃

) Eq.4.10 

where:  
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𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖∗ =
𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖
𝐽𝐽𝑜𝑜

=
℘𝑖𝑖
𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀 (𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)

∑ ℘𝑖𝑖
𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀 (𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)𝐶𝐶

𝑖𝑖=1

 Eq.4.11 

                                                                             

�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀 = 1
𝑖𝑖

 Eq.4.12 

  

�𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀 = 1
𝑖𝑖

 Eq.4.13 

                                                       

�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑆𝑆 = 1
𝑖𝑖

 Eq.4.14 

where variables and parameters with superscript “𝑆𝑆” are evaluated in the porous 

support of the hollow-fibre membranes, 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖 and 𝐽𝐽𝑜𝑜 are transmembrane flux of 

component 𝑖𝑖 and total transmembrane flux of all components, respectively, 𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜 is total 

molar density of components, 𝑘𝑘 is local mass transfer coefficient, 𝐷𝐷 is diffusivity and 

𝜀𝜀 is the porosity of the porous support. To obtain the mole fraction of components at 

the membrane surface and in the porous support, mass transfer coefficients should be 

calculated by applying appropriate empirical correlations for Sherwood numbers. For 

laminar flow regime with the Reynolds number (𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒) less than 2100, the Sherwood 

numbers (𝑆𝑆ℎ) of the retentate and permeate streams are evaluated by [21]: 

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑅𝑅 =
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

= 1.62�𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅
𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
𝑙𝑙
�

1
3
 

Eq.4.15 

 

𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑃𝑃 =
𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃

= 1.62 �𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑙𝑙
�
1
3
 

Eq.4.16 

where 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 is fibre internal diameter. The hydraulic diameter of the membrane module 

(𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) is given by [110,136,137]:  

𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 =
1 −𝛹𝛹
𝛹𝛹

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 Eq.4.17 

for which the packing fraction of the module, 𝛹𝛹, is determined by [110,136]: 
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𝛹𝛹 = 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆 �
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚

�
2

 Eq.4.18 

where 𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚 is the module diameter. To be consistent with the variables used for the 

present simulation, the Reynolds numbers of the retentate and permeate streams are 

estimated by [137]:  

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅 =
4𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑅𝑅

𝜋𝜋𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅
 Eq.4.19 

                                                                                                                      

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 =
4𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃

𝜋𝜋𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝜇𝜇𝑃𝑃
 Eq.4.20 

                                                                                                                          

in which 𝑀𝑀𝑊𝑊 and µ delineate total molecular weight of components and viscosity, 

respectively. Additionally, Schmidt numbers (𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐) of the retentate and permeate sides 

are calculated by [138]:  

𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅 =
𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅

𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜,𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅
 Eq.4.21 

                                                                                                                             

𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃 =
𝜇𝜇𝑃𝑃

𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜,𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
 Eq.4.22 

Friction forces inside fibres and on shell, create pressure drop (𝛥𝛥𝑃𝑃) leading to the 

decrease in the transmembrane driving force of permeation along the membrane 

module. Assuming laminar plug flow for both sides, the pressure drop of the retentate 

and permeate sides is given by [66]: 

∆𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅 =
128𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅

𝜋𝜋𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜,𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦2 (𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚2 − 𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜2)
𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁

 Eq.4.23 

 

∆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
128𝜇𝜇𝑃𝑃

𝜋𝜋𝜌𝜌𝑜𝑜,𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖4𝑁𝑁𝑆𝑆
𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝑙𝑙
𝑁𝑁

 Eq.4.24 

For the polymeric membranes, if permeation is temperature-dependent, the 

permeability of components is usually described by an Arrhenius type equation [23]: 
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℘𝑖𝑖 = ℘𝑖𝑖,0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
) Eq.4.25 

where ℘𝑖𝑖,0 and 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 are temperature-independent pre-exponential factor and 

activation energy of permeation for component 𝑖𝑖, respectively, and 𝑅𝑅 is the ideal gas 

law constant (8.314 J/mol.K). To provide an insight into the composition of the 

retentate and permeate streams, membrane selectivity should be taken into 

consideration [1]. For a binary mixture of components 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗, temperature-

dependent selectivity of 𝑖𝑖 with respect to 𝑗𝑗 is defined as [60,128]:  

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖 =
℘𝑖𝑖

℘𝑖𝑖
=
℘𝑖𝑖,0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −

𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

)

℘𝑖𝑖,0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

)
= 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −

∆𝐸𝐸
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

) Eq.4.26 

in which: 

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖0 =
℘𝑖𝑖
0

℘𝑖𝑖
0 Eq.4.27 

                                                                                                                                                

∆𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖 − 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖                                                                                                  Eq.4.28 

Selectivity is used as a criterion for determining the purity of components in the 

permeate and retentate streams. Applying Eq.4.6 for i and j, and dividing the 

transmembrane flow rate of i by j results in:  

𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸

𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜�1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜� − 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸�1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 �
 

= 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖

0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
∆𝐸𝐸
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑅𝑅 )

𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅
𝑀𝑀 (1− 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀)𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃

𝑀𝑀 (1 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀)𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
 

Eq.4.29 

 

In the model, appropriate values of Δ𝐸𝐸 and 𝛼𝛼0 are required as input. If the 

information of the previous cell (indicated by superscript “𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙”) and the mole fraction 

of components at the membrane surface are known, Eq.4.29 is solved to give the 

mole fraction of components in the permeate stream. Once the composition of the 

permeate stream is obtained, the mole fraction of components in the retentate stream 

can be calculated by solving the mass balance equations in each cell. 
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Enthalpy exchange along the membrane module and between the retentate and 

permeate streams accounts for temperature variations. This is likely to happen when 

membrane gas separation occurs at high pressure [139]. When this is the case, the 

permeability of components may be changing as temperature varies within the 

membrane module. Hence, to obtain the accurate results of simulation, an energy 

balance is considered. The overall energy balance equation for the single cell is 

expressed as: 

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜                                                                             Eq.4.30 

where H indicates enthalpy per unit mole. As the high-pressure gas passes across the 

membrane into a lower pressure environment, isenthalpic expansion happens similar 

to that which occurs across a throttling valve. This causes a significant change of gas 

temperature. Such temperature variations are often referred to as the Joule-Thomson 

effect [110,139]. As permeation continues, the permeation enthalpy is transported 

from the retentate to the permeate side. Due to gas expansion from high to low 

pressure, a temperature difference between the retentate and permeate streams may 

be induced, resulting in a net rate of heat transfer (𝑞𝑞) across the membrane material. 

These heat effects are summarized as: 

𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 + 𝐻𝐻𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸�
℘𝑖𝑖
𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀

𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐(𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑀𝑀 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)
𝐶𝐶

𝑖𝑖=1

+ 𝑞𝑞 Eq.4.31 

                         

𝑞𝑞 = 𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂𝐴𝐴𝑐𝑐(𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 − 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜)                                                                                      Eq.4.32 

for which 𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂 is overall heat transfer coefficient. Coker et al. [110] conducted a 

theoretical analysis and obtained the overall heat transfer coefficient by: 

𝑈𝑈𝑂𝑂 = �
1
ℎ𝑃𝑃
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 + 2𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
+
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜

2𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 + 2𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

) +
𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 + 𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀

𝜆𝜆𝑀𝑀
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 + 2𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜
) +

1
ℎ𝑅𝑅
�
−1

 Eq.4.33 

where ℎ and 𝜆𝜆 are local convective heat transfer coefficient and thermal conductivity, 

respectively. Here, feed is assumed on the shell side. Assuming laminar flow within 

the shell and in the lumen, convective heat transfer coefficients of the retentate and 

permeate  sides are determined by [110]:  
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ℎ𝑃𝑃 = 3.66
𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖

 Eq.4.34 

                                                                                                                              

ℎ𝑅𝑅 =
𝜆𝜆𝑅𝑅

𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 + 2𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀
�3.66 + 1.077�

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅(𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜 + 2𝛿𝛿𝑀𝑀)
2𝑑𝑑ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦

�

1
3
� Eq.4.35 

where the Prandtl number (𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛) of the retentate side is defined as: 

𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅 =
𝑐𝑐𝑅𝑅𝜇𝜇𝑅𝑅
𝜆𝜆𝑅𝑅

 Eq.4.36 

where 𝑐𝑐 delineates specific heat capacity. The effective conductivity of the porous 

support (𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆) is estimated by the conductivities of the polymeric material forming the 

support (𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃) and permeate gas molecules inside the pores of the support (𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃) [110]:  

𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆 = 𝜀𝜀𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃 + (1 − 𝜀𝜀)𝜆𝜆𝑃𝑃                                                                                                                      Eq.4.37   

The thermal conductivity of many polymers are reported in the literature [140–142]. 

In the current simulation, the polymer thermal conductivity was fixed at 0.2 W/mK 

(𝜆𝜆𝑀𝑀, 𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃) [110].  

The rigorous model is coded in Aspen Custom Modeller (V9) which provides access 

to the component database and thermodynamic packages of Aspen Properties. The 

present model can easily be exported to Aspen Plus to enable simulations of more 

complex processes.  

Figure 4.3 demonstrates the methodology of modelling. Gas components and the 

thermodynamic package (Equation of State, EOS) are defined in Aspen Properties 

and imported to the membrane model. The geometric characteristics of the hollow-

fibre membrane module (number of fibres, inner and outer diameter etc.) and number 

of cells (𝑁𝑁 which was fixed at 100 in this work) must also be input into the model. 

The membrane model is made up of two sub-models namely “cell” and “membrane 

transport” providing it with a solution to the mass, momentum and energy transport 

equations and the permeability of components, respectively. When the simulation 

has converged, flow rate, composition, temperature and pressure, as well as, enthalpy 

and density of the retentate and permeate streams will be determined through solving 
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transport equations, connecting the cells together and linking them to the feed, 

retentate and permeate streams.  

Aspen Custom Modeller utilizes an equation-oriented programming language (i.e. 

declarative) in which mathematical equations are decomposed to break down the sets 

of equations into groups. The groups are then solved sequentially by choosing an 

appropriate solver [31]. For the present simulation, Newton’s method was employed.  

The maximum number of iterations was fixed at 100 with convergence achieved once 

the following condition is met:  

�
∆𝑋𝑋
𝑋𝑋
� < 10−10 Eq.4.38 

where 𝛸𝛸 represents any unknown variables used in the membrane model and ∆𝛸𝛸 

indicates the difference between the values of the unknown variable in two successive 

iterations. Newton’s method relies on an accurate initial guess for unknown variables 

and hence, a detailed initialization procedure was applied to ensure the convergence 

of the simulation.  

The model also allows for easy calculation of physical and transport properties 

including density, viscosity, diffusivity, thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity 

and molecular weight of the retentate and permeate sides in each cell. The properties 

were calculated in each cell by calling built-in procedures of Aspen Custom Modeller. 

These procedures need temperature, pressure and mole fraction as input parameters. 

In this simulation, the temperature, pressure and mole fraction of the retentate and 

permeate flow exiting the cells (i.e. 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜,𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ,𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜) were considered 

as input to these built-in procedures to calculate physical and transport properties. 

Hence, the properties varied within cells. The enthalpies of the retentate and 

permeate flow in each cell were also calculated in the same manner.  
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Figure 4.3. Methodology of modelling 

4.5. Results and Discussion 

4.5.1. Model Validation 

The proposed membrane model is validated with experimental data published by Pan 

[69], Sidhoum [144] and Feng et al. [119].  The performance of the membrane 

modules is represented by the dimensionless parameter stage-cut which is the ratio of 

feed flow rate to permeate flow rate. The activation energies of permeation have not 

been reported for the systems described by Pan [69] and Sidhoum [144], and hence, 

constant permeabilities have been used in these cases. Temperature-dependent 

permeabilities are used for the air separation system reported by Feng et al. [119].  

The details of the membrane gas separation systems and the full model fitted to the 

experimental data are provided in Table S1 and Figure S1 to S4 of the Supplementary 

Information. In the current simulation, the number of cells (𝑁𝑁) was fixed at 100, as 

selecting values greater than 100 did not affect the simulation results. This is shown 

in Figure S2 of the Supplementary Information along with the model fitted to the 

experimental data of Sidhoum. As 𝑁𝑁 is doubled in value, there is no significant 

difference between the model predictions with 𝑁𝑁=100 and 𝑁𝑁=200. The residual error 
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between the model calculations and the experimental data of Sidhoum and Feng et 

al. was less than 1%, while it was less than 3% for the work of Pan. This relatively 

larger error is within the experimental error (3.5%) reported by Pan. The membrane 

model successfully simulated the different sets of experimental data highlighting the 

rigorous approach of the model to be applied for multi-component systems at both 

high or low feed pressures, as well as, temperature-dependent permeation case.   

4.5.2.   Pre-combustion CO2 Capture Simulations 

Having validated the model, simulations of CO2/H2 separation were conducted. 

These simulations assumed a base case of a feed gas of 60% CO2 and 40% H2 at 100 

ºC and 60 bara, with a permeate pressure of 1.5 bara. Table 4.1 represents the 

geometrical characterises of the hollow-fibre membrane module used for this case 

study.     

Table 4.1. Characteristics of the hollow-fibre membrane module [110] 

Feed Shell-side 

Fibre internal diameter 150 μm 

Fibre external diameter 300 μm 

Number of fibres 500000 

Fibre length 0.8 

Thickness of separative layer 0.5 μm 

Porosity of the porous support 0.5 

Module diameter 0.3048 m 

 

4.5.2.1. Comparison of the Rigorous and Simplistic Models: Effect 

of Membrane Selectivity 

The parameters influencing selectivity are the temperature-independent activation 

energy of permeation and pre-exponential factors. The case study varied the 

selectivity parameters to compare the rigorous and simplistic models at 50% stage-

cut in terms of the compositions of the retentate and permeate streams (Figure 4.4). 
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The parameters of the temperature-dependent selectivity are provided for selected 

polymers in Table 4.2.  

While constant H2/CO2 selectivity at the feed temperature (100ºC) is used for the 

simplistic model, this changes along the membrane module in the rigorous model 

due to temperature variations calculated from the energy balance. Compared to the 

simplistic model, the rigorous model predicts a retentate stream that is 2-5% lower in 

CO2 concentration and a permeate stream which has 0.5-8% more CO2 at 50% stage-

cut (Figure 4.4). Conversely, at 10% stage cut, the difference between the two models 

is less than 1% and 5-12% for the composition of the retentate and permeate streams 

respectively (see Figure S5 of the Supplementary Information). 

Table 4.2. Pre-exponential factor (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 ) and activation energy (Δ𝐸𝐸) for the H2/CO2 selectivity of 

selected polymers 

Polymer 
𝑬𝑬𝒑𝒑 (kJ/mol) ∆𝑬𝑬 (kJ/mol) 

𝜶𝜶𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐/𝐂𝐂𝐎𝐎𝟐𝟐
𝟎𝟎 =

℘𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐
𝟎𝟎

℘𝐂𝐂𝐎𝐎𝟐𝟐
𝟎𝟎  Ref. 

H2 CO2 𝑬𝑬𝒑𝒑,𝐇𝐇𝟐𝟐 − 𝑬𝑬𝒑𝒑,𝐂𝐂𝐎𝐎𝟐𝟐 

Polydimethylsiloxane 

(PDMS) 
13.4 2.2 11.2 26 [60] 

Poly (ether-b-amide) 

(PEBAX) 
12.3 2.7 9.6 26 [145] 

Polyethylene oxide 

(PEO) 
76 70 6 60 [146] 

Polybenzimidazole 

(PBI) 

10 9.2 0.8 24 [147] 

24 21.9 2.1 28 [148] 

Polyurethane (PU) 41 33.8 7.2 33 [149] 

 

As Δ𝐸𝐸 increases, the H2/CO2 selectivity decreases (Eq.4.26) and the retentate and 

permeate mole fractions of CO2 obtained by both models tend to converge. This 
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behaviour is independent of the values of 𝛼𝛼0 implying that the separation 

performance of polymers having large Δ𝐸𝐸, i.e. low H2/CO2 selectivity, can 

reasonably be simulated by the simplistic model. Conversely, the use of the simplistic 

model for the membranes with high H2/CO2 selectivity may make errors in 

simulation. Polymers having a small gap between the activation energies of the 

components can be good candidates for CO2/H2 separation. Referring to Table 4.2, 

this suggests that PBI has potential for CO2/H2 separation, as the difference in the 

activation energies of CO2 and H2 is least among similar polymers. More CO2 is 

recovered from the retentate side and less CO2 is withdrawn from the permeate side 

as the pre-exponential factor increases from 5 to 45 (Figure 4.4). A high value is thus 

desirable, although this parameter has less impact across the range of values 

presented in Table 4.2 than the activation energy. 

 

Figure 4.4. Mole fraction of CO2 in the retentate and permeate streams obtained by the rigorous 
(solid line) and simplistic (dash line) models as a function of the difference in CO2 and H2 activation 
energies of permeation and pre-exponential factor. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. Stage-cut 

is fixed at 50%. 
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4.5.2.2. Comparison of the Rigorous and Simplistic Models: Effect 

of Feed Temperature, Pressure and Composition 

H2-selective (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, ∆𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol) and CO2-selective (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, 

∆𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol) membranes were next compared (Δ𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,H2 − 𝐸𝐸𝑝𝑝,CO2). The 

deviation between the rigorous and simplistic models was highlighted for these two 

membranes and their ability to separate CO2/H2 for various feed conditions 

(composition, temperature and pressure) was investigated.  

The exiting permeate flow rate and stage-cut observed within the membrane module 

as a function of feed temperature and flowrate are provided in Figure 4.5. As feed 

flow rate increases, the proportion permeating (the stage-cut) decreases. In turn, this 

means that the retentate composition remains closer to that of the original feed. This 

increases the average driving force for permeation (the difference in composition 

between feed and permeate) leading both to a greater permeate flowrate (Figure 4.5) 

and a greater permeate purity (Figure 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.5. Permeate flow rate and stage-cut obtained by the rigorous (solid line) and simplistic 
(dash line) models as a function of feed temperature and flow rate. (a) and (c): H2-selective 

(𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol), (b) and (d): CO2- selective (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol). Feed 
is 60% CO2 and at 60 bara. 
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Increased feed temperature results in an increased permeate flow rate for both 

membranes, and this leads to a greater stage-cut at a fixed feed flow rate. Similarly, 

the membrane selectivity decreases with temperature for both membranes, reflecting 

the positive values of ∆𝐸𝐸 used in Eq.4.29. This results in greater permeate purities at 

lower temperature in both cases (Figure 4.6). However, achieving higher permeate 

purities comes at the expense of lower purity of the less permeable component in the 

retentate stream. The deviation between the simplistic and rigorous models 

developed here, is also shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The deviation ranges 

from being negligible to 20% depending upon the process parameters. The differences 

are generally greater at lower feed temperatures, as the Joule-Thomson effect 

escalates when temperature is reduced (see Section 4.6).  

 

Figure 4.6. Mole fraction of components in the permeate stream obtained by the rigorous (solid line) 
and simplistic models (dash line for 100ºC, dot line for 200ºC) as a function of feed temperature and 

flow rate. (a): H2-selective (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol), (b): CO2- selective (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, 
Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol). Feed is 60% CO2 and at 60 bara. 

The rigorous model predicts permeate flow rates slightly larger than what is given by 

the simplistic model for the H2-selective membrane, while for the CO2-selective 

membrane the permeate flow rates are lower. Similarly, the mole fraction of H2 is 

somewhat higher for the rigorous model than the simplistic model (Figure 4.6) for 
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the H2-selective membrane, while the reverse is true for most feed flowrates for the 

CO2-selective membrane.  These changes reflect the fact that H2 has a fugacity 

coefficient greater than unity, while that for CO2 is less than unity (see Section 4.6 

below).  

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 display the difference between the rigorous and simplistic models 

as a function of feed pressure and composition at 50% and 10% stage-cuts, 

respectively. In pre-combustion CO2 capture, the feed concentration of CO2 can vary 

from 15 to 60 percent (dry basis) with total feed pressure ranging from 20 to 70 bar 

[40]. Here, the results are demonstrated for 20, 40 and 60% CO2 (H2 balance) in the 

feed at pressures ranging from 30 to 60 bara. The deviation between the two models 

increases at elevated feed pressures. This is due to the stronger impact of real gas 

behaviour and Joule-Thomson effects at higher pressures (see Section 4.6). As CO2 

concentration increases, the deviation enlarges for the H2-selective membrane, so that 

it ranges from 0.2% (20% CO2) to 2% (60% CO2) at 50% stage-cut (Figure 4.7a). 

However, this difference is only 0.3% on average for the CO2-selective membrane 

(Figure 4.7b). As stage-cut is reduced to 10%, an average deviation of 0.8% is 

calculated for the H2-selective membrane, while an average difference of 1.2% is 

obtained for the CO2-selective membrane (Figure 4.8b). This reflects the greater 

magnitude of the Joule-Thomson effect on CO2 relative to H2 at high stage-cuts and 

the larger departure from ideal gas behaviour at lower stage-cuts (see Section 4.6 

below).  
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Figure 4.7. Mole fraction of components in the permeate stream obtained by the rigorous (solid line) 
and simplistic (dash line) as a function of feed pressure and composition. (a): H2-selective 

(𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol), (b): CO2- selective (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol). Feed is at 
100ºC. Stage-cut is fixed at 50%. 

 

 

Figure 4.8. Mole fraction of components in the permeate stream obtained by the rigorous (solid line) 
and simplistic (dash line) as a function of feed pressure and composition. (a): H2-selective 

(𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol), (b): CO2- selective (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol).  Feed is at 
100ºC. Stage-cut is fixed at 10%. 
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4.6. Individual Influence of Real Gas Behaviour, Concentration 

Polarisation and Non-isothermal Operation  

Figure 4.9 indicates the influence of real gas behaviour on the H2-selective membrane 

at 50% stage-cut, by plotting the driving force of permeation and fugacity coefficient 

along the membrane module. The fugacity coefficient of CO2 is approximately 0.9 

due to high pressure operation (60 bara) and mildly decreases along the module on 

the retentate side. This, in turn, means that the driving force for permeation decreases 

compared to the ideal behaviour.  On the other hand, the fugacity coefficient of H2 is 

1.1 on the retentate side and increases along the module resulting in a greater driving 

force of permeation in comparison to the simplistic model. Consequently, the 

rigorous model calculates a greater permeate side mole fraction of H2 than the 

simplistic model (Figure 4.6). In the Supplementary Information, Figure S6 provides 

the H2-selective membrane with the driving force of permeation and fugacity 

coefficients at 10% stage-cut where trends similar Figure 4.9 are observed. For both 

stage-cuts, the fugacity coefficients of CO2 and H2 are 0.9 and 1.09 on average. This 

results in an approximately constant difference between the driving force of 

permeation (3.4 bara for CO2 and 2.1 bara for H2). Therefore, real gas behaviour 

exists over a wide range of stage-cuts. 
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Figure 4.9. Driving force of permeation for the H2-selective membrane (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 

J/mol). Fugacity coefficients of components in the retentate and permeate streams along the 
membrane module. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. Stage-cut is fixed at 50%. 

For the CO2-selective membrane, the driving force of permeation and fugacity 

coefficients of components are presented in Figure 4.10 and Figure S7 of the 

Supplementary Information at 50% and 10% stage-cuts, respectively. With 50% 

stage-cut, the fugacity coefficient of CO2 slightly increases from 0.9 to 0.92 on the 

retentate side (Figure 4.10). This reduces permeation flux compared to the simplistic 

model. Conversely, the driving force of H2 increases with respect to the simplistic 

model. This is because H2 shows a small positive departure from the ideal gas 

behaviour with the fugacity coefficient above unity. The results clearly demonstrate 

the existence of real gas behaviour at different stage-cuts. 
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Figure 4.10. Driving force of permeation for the CO2-selective membrane (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2
0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 

J/mol). Fugacity coefficients of components in the retentate and permeate streams along the 
membrane module. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. Stage-cut is fixed at 50%. 

The ratio of the mole fraction on the retentate side (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜) to the mole fraction at the 

membrane surface (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀) is defined as parameter θ and plotted versus the module 

length (Figure 4.11). At the low stage-cut (10%), the parameter θ is essentially equal 

to unity meaning that the gas composition does not change from the bulk retentate 

flow to the membrane surface. This is expected, as concentration polarisation is 

reduced at lower stage-cuts [99]. The parameter θ decreases and becomes less than 

unity with increasing stage-cut, as concentration polarisation increases due to the 

greater transmembrane flux [99]. Although the trends observed in Figure 4.11 

confirms the existence of concentration polarisation, the magnitude of θ is still close 

to unity for even the extreme cases. For example, a stage-cut of 0.9 corresponds to θ 

of 0.9985 on average for the membrane systems studied. This confirms that the 

influence of concentration polarisation on the separation performance of the 

membrane module will be negligible.   
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Figure 4.11. The ratio of the mole fraction on the retentate side (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜) to the mole fraction at the 
membrane surface (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑀𝑀) for H2 and CO2. (a) the H2-selective membrane (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2

0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸=2000 
J/mol) and (b) the CO2-selective (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸=12000 J/mol). Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 
100 ºC. 

The impact of the non-isothermal operation on the H2-selective membrane is 

illustrated in Figure 4.12. The temperature change along the module is directly 

proportional to the feed pressure and stage-cut and increases at higher stage-cuts and 

elevated feed pressures. A similar trend was observed in the literature [109,110,150]. 

The temperature change from feed to retentate is positive, meaning that the retentate 

temperature is higher than the feed temperature. Such a positive temperature change 

from feed to retentate was predicted by Gorissen [139], for synthesis gas (carbon 

monoxide (CO) and H2) separation at 100 bara and 52% stage-cut. A qualitative 

explanation for the heating of the retentate stream may be described by using the 

isenthalpic Joule-Thomson coefficient given by [151]: 

𝜇𝜇𝐿𝐿𝐽𝐽 = �
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
𝜕𝜕𝑃𝑃
�
𝐻𝐻

=
1
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝
�𝑇𝑇 �

𝜕𝜕𝑉𝑉
𝜕𝜕𝑇𝑇
� − 𝑉𝑉� 

Eq.4.39 

 in which 𝑉𝑉 and 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 represent the molar volume and specific heat capacity, 

respectively. The Joule-Thomson coefficients of CO2 and H2 are calculated at 

different temperatures (Table 4.3) using molar volume and specific heat capacity data 
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provided by Aspen Properties. These values are in a good agreement with the 

literature [152,153].  

 

Figure 4.12. Temperature change from feed to retentate for the H2-selective membrane 
(𝛼𝛼H2/CO2

0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol) as a function of feed pressure. Feed is 60% CO2. 

Table 4.3. The Joule-Thomson coefficients of CO2 and H2 at 60 bara 

Temperature (°C) CO2 H2 

25 1.24 -0.031 

50 0.98 -0.034 

100 0.57 -0.038 

150 0.45 -0.04 

200 0.36 -0.042 

 

For the H2-selective membrane, H2 is the dominant permeating component. As the 

Joule-Thomson coefficient of H2 is negative within the temperature range of the 
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current study, the overall temperature deviation is positive, leading to the heating of 

the retentate stream.  

The temperature change along the module for the CO2-selective membrane is 

provided in Figure 4.13. In contrast to the H2-selective membrane, expansion driven 

cooling is seen for this CO2-selective membrane. This is because CO2 is the dominant 

permeating component and has positive Joule-Thomson coefficients within the 

temperature range of the current study (Table 4.3). Compared to the H2-selective 

membrane, the change in temperature is greater for the CO2-selective membrane, as 

the Joule-Thomson coefficient of CO2 is much larger than that for H2. For the feed 

pressure and temperature of 80 bar and 100ºC, respectively, there is a substantial 

temperature change of 39 ºC for a 50% stage-cut (feed flow rate of 3.2 kmol/h) and 

58 ºC for a 60% stage-cut (feed flow rate of 2.3 kmol/h). Such a large temperature 

drop was also predicted by Coker et al. for CO2 separation from methane (CH4), with 

a temperature drop of 40 ºC. This temperature drop was calculated at a 53% stage-

cut and corresponded to the feed flow rate of 12.8 kmol/h [110]. The Coker study 

neglected real gas behaviour and assumed constant physical and transport properties 

despite operating at elevated feed pressure and high concentration of CO2 (which 

would normally cause non-ideality in the system).  

The temperature change should affect the selectivity by changing permeability (see 

Eq.4.25) and hence, the rigorous model should diverge from the simplistic model due 

to these effects. Figure 4.14 illustrates the selectivity of the H2- and CO2-selective 

membranes along the membrane module as a result of these temperature variations. 

However, for the H2-selective membrane, there is a very small change in H2/CO2 

selectivity, although this variation is slightly greater at 100 ºC compared to 200 ºC. 

For the CO2-selective membrane, the CO2/H2 selectivity increases by around 10% 

and 40% at the feed temperatures of 200ºC and 100ºC, respectively. The ratio of the 

Joule-Thomson coefficient of CO2 to H2 drops from 15 to 8.5 as temperature rises 

from 100 ºC to 200 ºC. This decline results in the smaller temperature change at 200 

ºC, as confirmed by Figures 4.12 and 4.13. 
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Figure 4.13. Temperature change between feed and retentate for the CO2-selective membrane 
𝛼𝛼CO2/H2
0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol) as a function of feed pressure. Feed is 60% CO2. 

This can also be inferred from Figure 4.6, where the mole fraction of CO2 is larger at 

the lower temperature (100ºC). The average Joule-Thomson coefficient of the mixed 

H2/CO2 gas stream will decrease at 200ºC due to the lower CO2 content, leading to 

a smaller change in temperature at 200 ºC compared to 100 ºC. Consequently, this 

smaller temperature change means that the variation in the selectivity is much less 

significant at 200oC (Figure 4.14). Non-isothermal operation clearly has more impact 

on the CO2-selective membrane at lower temperatures. 

For the H2-selective membrane, concentration polarisation does not affect the 

simulation results (Figure 4.15). This conclusion is in agreement with the study by 

Mourgues and Sanchez in which they conducted a theoretical analysis of 

concentration polarisation in membrane gas separation and came to the conclusion 

that the phenomenon becomes noticeable when the permeances of components are 

greater than 1000 GPU and the selectivity of more permeable to less permeable 

component is higher than 100 [99]. 
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Figure 4.14. Selectivity of (a): H2-selective (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 J/mol), (b): CO2- selective 

(𝛼𝛼CO2/H2
0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol)  membranes along the membrane module. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 

bara. Stage-cut is fixed at 50%. 

For the current study, the selectivity of both H2- and CO2-selective membranes is 

below 100 (Figure 4.14) and hence, concentration polarisation is negligible. This is 

also confirmed by the discussion presented for Figure 4.11. As feed flow rate 

increases, the rigorous model converges on the model taking only real gas behaviour 

into account. This means the rigorous model is essentially described by real gas 

behaviour at lower stage-cuts. For the feed flow rates less than 20 kmol/h, i.e. at 

stage-cuts higher than 45%, the rigorous model slightly diverges from the curve of 

real gas behaviour and approaches to the model for which only non-isothermal 

operation, i.e. Joule-Thomson effect, is considered. This is verified by Figure 4.12 

where the Joule-Thomson effect is more pronounced at higher stage-cuts.   
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Figure 4.15. Influence of individual non-ideal effects on the mole fraction of H2 in the permeate 
stream as a function of the feed flow rate for the H2-selective membrane (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2

0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 
J/mol). The dashed curve represents both the simplistic model and one including concentration 

polarisation, as these curves are congruent. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. 

Figure 4.16 summarises how the individual effects of the rigorous model influence 

the CO2-selective membrane. The simplistic model converges on a model that solely 

takes concentration polarisation into consideration. Just like the H2-selective 

membrane, this implies that concentration polarisation has almost no impact on the 

separation performance of the CO2-selective membrane (see Figure 4.11). The 

rigorous model lies between the curves of real gas behaviour and non-isothermal 

operation within the flow rates (i.e. stage-cuts) studied in this simulation. Similar to 

the H2-selective membrane, the rigorous model tends towards the real gas behaviour 

at higher feed flow rates, i.e. lower stage-cuts. However, compared to the H2-selective 

membrane (Figure 4.15), these curves are not completely congruent. Given that there 

is no significant Joule-Thomson effect at lower stage cuts (Figure 4.13), this 

divergence implies that CO2 causes greater deviation from ideal gas behaviour 

compared to H2. By reducing the feed flow rate, i.e. increasing stage-cut, the influence 

of the Joule-Thomson effect is more induced (Figure 4.13), as the rigorous model 

diverges from real gas behaviour and rather approaches to the curve of non-
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isothermal operation. This confirms that it is the combination of these two effects 

determining the specifications of the retentate and permeate streams. 

 

Figure 4.16. Influence of individual non-ideal effects on the mole fraction of CO2 in the permeate 
stream as a function of the feed flow rate for the CO2-selective membrane (𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 
J/mol).  The dashed curve represents both the simplistic model and one including concentration 

polarisation, as these curves are congruent. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. 

4.7. Conclusion 

A model of single-stage membrane gas separation has been developed for hollow-

fibre modules. The model utilises non-isothermal operation with temperature-

dependent permeance, concentration polarisation, real gas behaviour, frictional 

pressure loss and variable physical and transport properties along the membrane 

module. The model has been coded in Aspen Custom Modeller enabling end-users 

to have access to the massive component database and thermodynamic properties of 

Aspen Properties. It is also capable of being exported to Aspen Plus, as a process 

simulator. The model has been validated by several experimental data. A case study 

of pre-combustion CO2 capture with H2-selective and CO2-selective membranes was 

chosen to demonstrate the difference in performance between this model and more 

simplistic ones. This comparison showed that concentration polarisation had the 

least impact on the separation performance of both CO2-selective and H2-selective 
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membranes for this application and at these process flowrates. Real gas behaviour 

was the most important effect for an H2-selective membrane, whereas a combination 

of the Joule-Thomson effect and real gas behaviour affected the separation 

performance of the CO2-selective membrane. Expansion driven heating and cooling 

of the retentate stream were observed due to the negative and positive Joule-

Thomson coefficients of H2 and CO2, respectively. Overall, the non-ideal behaviour 

of membrane-based pre-combustion carbon capture was primarily because of the 

non-ideal behaviour of both CO2 and H2 and the large Joule-Thomson coefficient of 

CO2.  
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4.9. Supplementary Information 

Experimental Validation of the Rigorous Model 

Table S1. Characteristics of hollow-fibre membrane gas separation modules for experimental 
validation 

Membrane 

Asymmetric 

cellulose acetate [69] 

Asymmetric 

cellulose acetate 

[144] 

Not reported [119] 

Feed mode 
Counter-current 

shell-side feed 

Counter-current 

shell-side feed 

Counter-current/co-

current shell-

side/fibre-side feed 

Number of fibres 20 70 368 

Inner diameter 

(µm) 
80 84 Not reported 

Outer diameter 

(µm) 
200 230 160 

Length (cm) 15 63.8 25 

Feed pressure 

(bara) 
35.28 4.04 7.91 

Permeate pressure 

(bara) 
0.928 1.01 1.01 

Feed temperature 

(ºC) 
10 25 23 and 45 

Feed composition 

0.485 CO2 

0.279 CH4                            

0.1626 C2H6                              

0.0734 C3H8 

 
0.4 CO2 

0.6 N2 

 
0.205 O2 

0.795 N2 

Permeance (GPU) 

40.05 CO2 
1.11 CH4 

0.31 C2H6 

0.06 C3H8 

 
63.6 CO2 

3.05 N2 

23 ºC:  1.5 N2 
         9 O2 

45 ºC:  3.5 N2 

           17 O2 
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Figure S1. Validation of the rigorous model for CO2 separation from a hydrocarbon mixture. The 
symbols are the experimental data from Pan [69], while the solid line is the rigorous model. 
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Figure S2:  Validation of the rigorous model for CO2/N2 separation.  The symbols are the 
experimental data from Sidhuom [144], while the solid line is the rigorous model. The results are 

also shown for different number of cells (N).  

 

Figure S3: Validation of air separation at different stage-cuts. The symbols are the experimental data 
from Feng et al. [119], while the solid line is the rigorous model. Temperature-dependent 

permeabilities were employed.  
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Figure S4: Validation of N2 recovery in air separation using temperature-dependent permeabilities. 
The symbols are the experimental data from Feng et al. [119], while the solid line is the rigorous 

model. Temperature-dependent permeabilities were employed.  

 

Figure S5: Mole fraction of CO2 in the retentate and permeate streams obtained by the rigorous 
(solid line) and simplistic (dash line) models as a function of the difference in CO2 and H2 activation 
energies of permeation and pre-exponential factor. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. Stage-cut 

is fixed at 10%. 
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Figure S6: Driving force of permeation for the H2-selective membrane (𝛼𝛼H2/CO2
0 =25, Δ𝐸𝐸 =2000 

J/mol). Fugacity coefficients of components in the retentate and permeate streams along the 
membrane module. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. Stage-cut is fixed at 10%. 

 

Figure S7: Driving force of permeation for the CO2-selective membrane CO2- selective 
(𝛼𝛼CO2/H2

0 =0.2, Δ𝐸𝐸 =12000 J/mol). Fugacity coefficients of components in the retentate and 
permeate streams along the membrane module. Feed is 60% CO2 at 60 bara and 100ºC. Stage-cut is 

fixed at 10%. 
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CHAPTER 5: MODELLING COMPETITIVE SORPTION 

AND PLASTICIZATION OF GLASSY POLYMERIC 

MEMBRANES USED IN BIOGAS UPGRADING  

5.1. Perspective 

Industrial membrane-based gas separations are always accompanied by mixed gas 

permeation effects which often cause the “true” separation performance of 

membranes to be less than the “ideal” separation performance. The inclusion of 

mixed gas permeation effects has been rarely addressed in conventional membrane 

gas separation models. This chapter aims to develop a permeability model that 

considers such mixed gas permeation effects. The model accounts for competitive 

sorption, free volume blocking by water vapour and plasticization that inevitably 

occur in permeation in glassy polymers. The membrane model developed in Chapter 

4 is then modified using the new permeability model to capture the mixed gas 

permeation effects for biogas upgrading process. Simulation results are compared 

under different scenarios such as pure versus mixed gas permeabilities and dry versus 

humidified conditions to show the rigorous approach of the membrane model 

developed. 

 

This chapter has been published in the Journal of Membrane Science as follows: 

E. Soroodan Miandoab, S.E. Kentish, C.A. Scholes, Modelling competitive sorption 

and plasticization of glassy polymeric membranes used in biogas upgrading, Journal 

of Membrane Science. 617 (2021). DOI: 10.1016/j.memsci.2020.118643. 
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5.2. Abstract 

A mathematical model of membrane performance is developed that incorporates 

fugacity-dependent permeabilities, competitive sorption, penetrant blocking and 

plasticization effects. The model also accounts for non-isothermal operation and 

includes real gas behaviour and concentration polarisation. Importantly, the model 

simultaneously considers plasticization caused by water vapour (H2O) and carbon 

dioxide (CO2). A simulation of biogas (composed of methane (CH4), CO2 and H2O) 

upgrading is performed using the new model and compared to models that use 

constant and pure gas permeability. Relative to these simplified models, the new 

model predicts differences up to 2% and 18% in CH4 recovery at low feed flowrates 

and the difference in CO2 removal can be as significant as 50%. Furthermore, 

simulations with and without water vapour in the feed give predictions that are 4.5% 

to 34% different. The differences are attributed to the changes in fugacity-dependent 

permeabilities, particularly the sensitivity of these permeabilities to feed composition. 

An analysis indicates that the contributions of competitive sorption and penetrant 

blocking/plasticization to these differences is 19% and 32% in terms of CH4 recovery 

and CO2 removal, respectively. The remaining differences are due to real gas 

behaviour, while concentration polarisation has a negligible impact under the chosen 

conditions.  

Keywords: Membrane modelling, competitive sorption, plasticization, biogas 

upgrading  

 5.3. Introduction 

Polymeric membrane gas separation is a technology that holds significant promise, 

as membranes by their simplistic design eliminate the need for energy-intensive 

processes in gas separation applications [1,154]. However, membrane technology 

faces several challenges that necessitate developing accurate membrane models for 

effective process design. These include concentration polarisation at the membrane 

surface, which retards the transport of more permeable penetrants by facilitating that 

of other penetrants [135]; localized Joule-Thomson effects which causes non-

isothermal operation due to the expansion of the permeating gases through the 

membrane [110]; as well as non-ideal gas behaviour particularly at high pressures 
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[95].  Further, most models of membrane performance assume a constant 

permeability whereas in reality this changes with temperature, pressure and feed gas 

composition, particularly when a glassy polymer is used. In multicomponent 

systems, penetrants compete for the non-equilibrium excess free volume sites present 

in glassy polymers which reduces the total sorption within the membrane, resulting 

in the depression of membrane permeability [155]. Penetrant-induced plasticization 

and swelling are also major challenges for glassy polymers, where the polymer chain 

segmental mobility and free volume increase, generally leading to a loss in selectivity 

and mechanical stability [11]. Upon plasticization the physical properties of the 

membrane such as its glass transition temperature, mechanical strength and refractive 

index may undergo significant changes [47]. Plasticization is a particular issue in the 

presence of highly-sorbing condensable penetrants such as carbon dioxide (CO2) 

[156], hydrogen sulfide (H2S) [69], water vapour (H2O) [157,158] and aromatic 

hydrocarbons [159]. The physical effect of plasticization is an increase in the 

diffusivity of penetrants, while solubility may remain unchanged except for vapour 

sorption [160]. Although there are methods such as thermal annealing [161,162], 

chemical and physical modification [163] and polymer blending [164] to suppress 

plasticization, these methods tend to reduce permeability and so are not always used.  

The addition of some penetrants can conversely cause a reduction in diffusivity. This 

reduction is believed to result from the blocking of free volume pathways and is often 

referred to as anti-plasticisation [165], or pore filling [39]. These blocking effects can 

be particularly significant when water or alcohols are added to hydrophobic 

polymers, as they can form clusters within the membrane structure [50,166,167]. 

The effects of competitive sorption, penetrant blocking and plasticization cause the 

permeability of membranes to become dependent on the fugacity of individual 

permeating gases in mixtures [63,93]. This results in the permeability changing as a 

function of composition and pressure, given fugacity itself is a function of the two 

variables [66,105,110]. Unfortunately, membrane models available in the academic 

literature usually treat permeability as a constant parameter which corresponds to the 

permeability of pure penetrants in most cases [120]. There are only a few models of 

membrane modules in the literature that take variable, rather than constant 

permeability, into account. Bounaceur et al. [94] employed a full immobilization 
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model to obtain pressure-dependent permeability. Their model, however, used 

constant rather than concentration dependent diffusivity and hence did not take 

plasticization effects into account. Similarly, Ahmad et al. assumed permeability as 

a simultaneous function of feed temperature and pressure but not composition [150].   

In our previous work, a rigorous membrane model was developed for hollow-fibre 

membrane modules to account for real gas behaviour, the Joule-Thomson effect, 

concentration polarisation and pressure loss due to friction [105]. The present work 

incorporates competitive sorption and plasticization effects for glassy polymers into 

this rigorous model. For this purpose, a fugacity-dependent permeability is used 

based on the combination of Fick’s first law of diffusion and the Partial 

Immobilization Model for glassy polymers [63]. The permeability model can account 

for simultaneous penetrant blocking by water vapour (H2O) and plasticisation by 

another plasticizing component (e.g. CO2). This is a unique feature, as H2O is a 

component of most membrane gas separation processes which behaves in a very 

complex way. The permeability model, albeit employing a simplified approach to 

predict H2O permeability, does not compromise on accuracy and can be applied for 

the process modelling of membrane gas separation.  

After validation with experimental permeation data found in the literature, the 

fugacity-dependent permeability expression is added to the rigorous membrane 

model to simulate a single-stage membrane process for biogas upgrading. Raw biogas 

is a renewable energy source produced from the anaerobic digestion of landfill, 

agricultural, industrial and sewage wastes [65]. Depending upon the waste source, 

the raw biogas can be composed of 35-40% CO2, 45-70% methane (CH4), 4-7% water 

vapour (H2O) with traces of other components such as  hydrogen sulfide (H2S), 

nitrogen (N2) and heavy hydrocarbons [71]. In the first set of simulations, the 

separation performance of a commercial-sized hollow-fibre membrane module is 

assessed using three different permeability scenarios: one fugacity-dependent, one a 

constant permeability at the feed conditions and one a pure gas permeability value. 

Next, simulations using humidified versus dry feed conditions are conducted, 

investigating the influence of H2O on the separation performance. Ultimately, the 

rigorous model is compared to a more simplistic one to isolate the influence of 

competitive sorption and plasticization on the overall separation performance.  
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5.4. Membrane Model Development 

The membrane model uses a hollow-fibre membrane module. A simple two-

dimensional schematic of the membrane module is depicted in Figure 5.1. Hollow 

fibres (shaded areas in Figure 5.1) consisting of an ultra-thin membrane layer on a 

porous support are contained inside a high-pressure housing or shell (light areas in 

Figure 5.1). In the present work, a feed stream is introduced into the shell side which 

partly permeates through the hollow-fibre walls. The permeated gas enters the inside 

of the hollow fibres (referred to as the lumen) and leaves the module counter-current 

to the feed stream. The non-permeating fraction of the feed stream exits from the 

membrane module as the retentate flow.  

The concentration of individual gases, as well as temperature and pressure change in 

the direction of flow [105]. As a result, to simulate gas permeation effectively, the 

membrane module must be discretised into a series of N fully mixed cells (dashed 

areas shown in Figure 5.1). Mass, energy and momentum balance equations are 

solved along with a membrane transport equation within each cell. As outlined by 

Coker et al. [66], the parameter N plays a crucial role in achieving the convergence 

of solutions to the mathematical model and it must be validated before performing 

simulations. In the present work, N is set to 100, as values greater than this gave 

insignificant changes to the simulation results.   

 

 

Figure 5.1. A two-dimensional side view of a hollow-fibre membrane module with feed on the shell 
side and permeate on the lumen side of the hollow fibres. The module is broken into N hypothetical 

cells for mathematical modelling. A counter-current flow configuration is used.   
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Further details of the model development, including the mass, energy and 

momentum conservation equations and required convergence criteria are provided 

in our earlier paper [105]. Solution requires iterative numerical schemes that solve 

the equations in each cell and then as an integrated whole.  The following section 

aims to derive the fugacity-dependent permeability parameter, which is the focus of 

the present work, as it incorporates the impact of competitive sorption, penetrant 

blocking and plasticization.  

5.4.1. Fick’s First Law of Diffusion and Partial Immobilization 

Model 

According to Fick’s first law of diffusion, the transmembrane flux 𝐽𝐽″ of component 𝑖𝑖 

in the 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜ℎ cell is given by [168]: 

𝐽𝐽″𝑖𝑖
𝑘𝑘 = −𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘

𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕
 Eq.5.1 

where 𝐷𝐷, 𝐶𝐶 and 𝜕𝜕 represent the Fickian diffusion coefficient, component molar 

concentration and location within the membrane thickness, respectively. The 

transmembrane flux and diffusivity are independent of 𝜕𝜕 in each cell. The 

concentration of sorbed gases, i.e. 𝐶𝐶, varies across the membrane thickness, but is 

otherwise constant within each cell.  

The Dual Mode Sorption (DMS) model can be used to relate the concentration 

within the membrane phase (𝐶𝐶) to the gas phase fugacity on both the retentate and 

permeate sides [35]. This is a phenomenological model rather than one based on 

thermodynamic principles [36] that attributes the concentration of gases in the glassy 

polymers to Henry’s Law  and Langmuir-type solubilities.  

In their Partial Immobilization model, Paul and Koros [169] assumed only a fraction 

of the molecules that are sorbed into glassy polymers are mobile and thus can 

contribute to the gas transport. The model has been extensively used to describe 

glassy polymer permeability [63,170–172], despite controversies over its physical 

basis. For gases such as CH4 and CO2 this mobile concentration within the membrane 

phase can then be related to the gas phase fugacity on both the retentate and permeate 

sides by [169]: 
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𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = (𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝑖𝑖 +
𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝑖𝑖

′ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 Eq.5.2 

where 𝑗𝑗 represents each of the components in the gas stream. 𝐹𝐹 represents the mobile 

fraction of the adsorbed molecules in the Langmuir region, 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷 is the Henry’s law 

solubility coefficient, 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻′  is the Langmuir’s sites saturation constant and, 𝑏𝑏 is an 

affinity constant. Parameters 𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷, 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻′  and 𝑏𝑏 are determined by fitting the classical 

DMS model to experimental single gas sorption data. The inclusion of the terms 

∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖  allows the membrane model to account for the competitive sorption between 

components [173]. This approach assumes that the presence of the second gas 

component does not affect the Henry’s Law component of the solubility, while the 

effect on the Langmuir solubility is identical to that derived for adsorption of gases 

to solid surfaces [174]. The use of the DMS model in this manner was suggested by 

Koros [175]. Story and Koros [176] successfully validated the DMS model for mixed 

CO2/CH4 sorption in poly(phenylene oxide) and a carboxylated derivative. More 

recently, Ricci and De Angelis  [177] used the DMS model for mixed CO2/CH4 

sorption in three high free volume glassy polymers-PTMSP, PIM-1 and PIM-1 (TZ-

PIM).  However, it should be noted that Minelli and Sarti [178] indicate that the use 

of single gas data to predict mixed gas concentrations in this manner is not always 

reliable.  

5.4.2. Permeability of Components in Binary CO2/CH4 Separation  

In a dry mixture of methane and carbon dioxide,  CO2 is a plasticizing component 

and the diffusivity of both CO2 (A) and CH4 (B) is dependent on the mobile 

concentration of A in the membrane [179]: 

𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 = 𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘)                                                                                                                           Eq.5.3 

𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘 = 𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘)                                                                                                                      Eq.5.4 

where 𝐷𝐷0 is the concentration-independent diffusivity at infinite dilution (𝐶𝐶 → 0). 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴 

is known as the plasticization factor of A which depends upon temperature and 

interactions between the component and polymer [93]. 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵 accounts for the effect 

of membrane plasticization due to A on the diffusivity of B. Substituting Eq.5.3 into 
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Eq.5.1 and integrating Eq.5.1 from the retentate (i.e. high pressure) to permeate (i.e. 

low pressure) side results in: 

� 𝐽𝐽″𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕

𝛿𝛿

𝑜𝑜
= −� 𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘)𝑑𝑑

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 Eq.5.5 

where subscripts 𝑅𝑅 and 𝑃𝑃 refer to the permeate and retentate respectively.  Given 𝐽𝐽″is 

independent of 𝜕𝜕, Eq.5.5 can be integrated to give Eq.5.6 as follows:  

𝐽𝐽″𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴
𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝛿𝛿

�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 ) − 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 )� Eq.5.6 

Substituting Eq.4.2 into Eq.4.6, the flux of A under dry conditions is obtained from:  

𝐽𝐽″𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴
𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝛿𝛿

× 

�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 � − 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 �� 

Eq.5.7 

where j=A,B. The flux of B is derived by a similar fashion as: 

𝐽𝐽″𝐵𝐵
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵
𝛿𝛿

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵 �𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

�𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 �× 

�(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐵𝐵 +
𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐵𝐵

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 − (𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐵𝐵 +

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐵𝐵
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 � 

Eq.5.8 

Here, 𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴,𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵,𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴,𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵,𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴,𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵 are adjustable parameters and need to be determined 

using experimental data. Such experimental data is usually reported in terms of 

permeability, rather than flux, which is defined by Eq.5.9 in cell k [1]:    

𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 =
(𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖″)𝑘𝑘𝛿𝛿
𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃𝑘𝑘

 Eq.5.9 

Substituting Eq.5.7 and Eq.5.8 into Eq.5.9, the fugacity-dependent permeabilities of 

A and B under dry conditions are given by:     

𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 =
𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴

𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴�𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 − 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 �
× Eq.5.10 
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�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +
𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 � − 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +

𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 �� 

 

𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘 =
𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵

𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 − 𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵 �𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

� 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 �× 

�(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐵𝐵 +
𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐵𝐵

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 − (𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐵𝐵 +

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 � 

Eq.5.11 

As the composition of A and B undergo a continuous change from feed to retentate 

which in turn leads to a change in A and B fugacity, these permeabilities vary within 

the membrane module.     

It should be noted that Minelli and Sarti [180] have developed an alternative 

permeability model which similarly accounts for CO2 plasticization and competitive 

sorption. In this model, the diffusivity is considered as the product of a gas mobility 

and a thermodynamic factor.  The gas mobility shows a similar exponential 

dependence upon concentration as in Eq. 5.3 here, while the thermodynamic factor 

and the gas solubility both derive their values from the non-equilibrium 

thermodynamics in glassy polymers (NET-GP) approach. This model uses a more 

theoretically sound thermodynamic model, but requires mixed gas sorption data to 

determine the interaction parameters within the equation of state and hence has not 

been used in the present case.   

5.4.3. Permeability of Components in Ternary CO2/CH4/H2O 

Separation  

Eq.5.2 is not valid for predicting H2O sorption into glassy polymers, as the shape of 

the isotherm is convex to the x-axis at higher fugacities [181]. In the present case, we 

use a modified DMS model as proposed by Feng [40] which can be combined with 

the PI model to describe the mobile water vapour (C) concentration in glassy 

polymers via Eq. 5.12:  

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 =
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘′(𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘/𝑓𝑓0)

1 − 𝑘𝑘′(𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘/𝑓𝑓0)
+

𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖
 Eq.5.12 
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in which �̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝, 𝑘𝑘′ and 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶 delineate the weighted mean sorption capacity, an interaction 

parameter and an affinity constant, respectively. 𝑓𝑓0 is the saturation fugacity of H2O 

at the sorption temperature.   

Under humidified conditions, CO2 and H2O can simultaneously induce membrane 

plasticization so that the diffusivity of all components not only depends upon the 

mobile concentration of A but also that of C. In the present work, the concentration-

dependent diffusivities are suggested as: 

𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 = 𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 + 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘)                                                                                                  Eq.5.13 

𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵𝑘𝑘 = 𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 + 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘)                                                                                      Eq.5.14 

𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 = 𝐷𝐷0𝐶𝐶 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 + 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘)                                                                                         Eq.5.15 

Where 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶 is the plasticization factor of H2O, 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴,𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵 are constants considering the 

effect of H2O-induced plasticization/penetrant blocking on the diffusivities of CO2 

and CH4, respectively, and 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶 is to account for the effect of CO2-induced 

plasticization on the diffusivity of H2O. Substituting Eq.5.13 into Eq.5.1 and 

integrating Eq.5.1 from retentate to permeate side leads to: 

� 𝐽𝐽″𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑𝜕𝜕

𝛿𝛿

𝑜𝑜
= −� 𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 + 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘)𝑑𝑑

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝑘𝑘 Eq.5.16 

𝐽𝐽″𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴
𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝛿𝛿

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 )�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘 ) − 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝(𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘 )� Eq.5.17 

                                                                               (17) 

Combining Eq.5.2 and 4.12 with Eq.5.17 gives the flux of A through the membrane: 

𝐽𝐽″𝐴𝐴
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴
𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴𝛿𝛿

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧
𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴

⎝

⎜
⎛
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘′ �

𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑓𝑓0
�

1− 𝑘𝑘′ �
𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑓𝑓0
�

+
𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖

⎠

⎟
⎞

⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

× 

�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 � − 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 �� 

Eq.5.18 

where j=A,B,C. Applying a similar approach for B and C, their transmembrane flux 

are found by: 
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𝐽𝐽″𝐵𝐵
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵
𝛿𝛿

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧
𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵 �𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
� 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘

+ 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵

⎝

⎜
⎛
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘′ �

𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑓𝑓0
�

1− 𝑘𝑘′ �
𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑓𝑓0
�

+
𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖

⎠

⎟
⎞

⎭
⎪
⎬

⎪
⎫

× 

�(𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐵𝐵 +
𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐵𝐵

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐵𝐵
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

)𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 − (𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴
′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑃𝑃
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)𝑓𝑓𝐵𝐵,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 � 

Eq.5.19 

  

𝐽𝐽″𝐶𝐶
𝑘𝑘 =

𝐷𝐷0𝐶𝐶
𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶𝛿𝛿

𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶 �𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷,𝐴𝐴 +
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻,𝐴𝐴

′ 𝑏𝑏𝐴𝐴
1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖

� 𝑓𝑓𝐴𝐴,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 � × 

�𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶(
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘′(𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘 /𝑓𝑓0)
1− 𝑘𝑘′(𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅

𝑘𝑘 /𝑓𝑓0)
+

𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

1 + ∑ 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘

𝑖𝑖
)�

− 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 �𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶(
�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘′(𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑃𝑃

𝑘𝑘 /𝑓𝑓0)
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Eq.5.20 

 

Here, 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶0,𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶 ,𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶 ,𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴,𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵,𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶  are adjustable parameters and need to be 

determined using experimental permeation data under humidified conditions. 

Substituting Eq.5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 into Eq.5.9, the permeability of components 

under humidified conditions are described as: 
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Eq.5.23 

 

If water is not present, then  𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶,𝑅𝑅
𝑘𝑘 = 0 and Eq.5.21 and 4.22 are reduced to Eq.5.10 

and 11, respectively.  

5.5. Case Study 

One application where competitive sorption and plasticization effects may have to be 

considered is in membrane-based CO2 separation from a raw biogas. Figure 5.2 

illustrates a simplified schematic of the biogas upgrading process proposed in this 

work.  
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Figure 5.2. A simplified biogas upgrading process with membrane-based CO2 separation  

A gas mixture, representative of the raw biogas, is composed of 40 mol% CO2, 56 

mol% CH4 and 4 mol% H2O and leaves the fermenter at 1 bar and 35°C. To provide 

enough permeation driving force, the raw biogas is compressed to 15 bar [65] and 

cooled to 35°C [71]. Upon cooling, the bulk of the H2O condenses and is removed 

upstream of the membrane unit. The vapour exiting the separator is saturated at the 

exit temperature of 35°C. Therefore, it is heated up to 60°C prior to entering the 

membrane unit, so that the gas mixture is comfortably above the dew point. The case 

study simulates a single-stage membrane process to separate CO2 from CH4 in this 

humidified feed, i.e. a ternary mixture of CO2/CH4/H2O. Table 5.1 summarizes the 

conditions of the feed to the membrane unit and the characteristics of a commercial 

hollow-fibre membrane module used in the current work. The details of the 

membrane module were extracted from Coker et al. [110]. 
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Table 5.1. Biogas upgrading process conditions and characteristics of hollow-fibre membrane 
module 

Feed composition CO2: 41 mol%, CH4: 58.6 mol%, H2O: 

0.42 mol% 

Feed temperature 60°C 

Feed pressure 15 bar 

Permeate pressure 1.7 bar 

Membrane thickness 1 × 10-5 cm 

Inner diameter of fibres 0.015 cm 

Outer diameter of fibres 0.03 cm 

Module diameter 30.5 cm 

Module length 80 cm 

Number of fibres 500,000 

Total membrane active area 3.77 ×106 cm2 

Feed side Shell 

Permeate side Lumen 

 

5.6. Results and Discussion 

5.6.1. Permeability Model Validation 

Matrimid, a commercialized soluble thermoplastic polyimide, is chosen as the 

membrane material for this simulation work, because it has a high CO2/CH4 

selectivity (e.g. 34 at 10 bar [182,183]) offering good potential for the biogas 

upgrading process [183].  

As provided in Table 5.2, the parameters of the classical DMS model (𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷 ,𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻′ , 𝑏𝑏) for 

CO2 and CH4 sorption in Matrimid, as well as those of the new DMS model (�̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝,𝑘𝑘′, 𝑏𝑏) 

for H2O sorption were found by Chen et al. [39] using single gas sorption studies and 
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are directly used for the validation of the permeability model in this work.  To find 

these parameters, Chen et al. [39] used experimental pure gas solubility data in the 

pressure range of 0 to 5 atm as reported by Scholes et al. [25].  

Table 5.2. Sorption parameters of CO2, CH4 and H2O in Matrimid at 35°C [39] 

Classical DMS model New DMS model 

Parameter CO2
 CH4

 Parameter H2O 

𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷  1.34 0.1263 𝑘𝑘′ 0.42 

𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻′  30.78 27.15 �̄�𝐶𝑝𝑝 47.7 

𝑏𝑏 0.395 0.092 𝑏𝑏 10.4 

𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷[cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer).bar], 𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻′  [cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer)], 𝑏𝑏 [1/bar] 

Xia et al. [184] observed CO2-induced plasticization in Matrimid at 10 bar CO2 

fugacity and 35°C. They reported the permeabilities of CO2 and CH4 for both pure 

and mixed gas (20%, 50% and 80% CO2 in balance CH4) conditions. The data is used 

here to acquire the adjustable parameters in Eq.5.10 and Eq.5.11. A total of 38 and 

36 experimental permeability values were used to generate the three adjustable 

parameters (𝐷𝐷0,𝛽𝛽,𝐹𝐹) for each of CO2 and CH4, respectively under dry conditions (see 

Eq.5.10 and Eq.5.11). To ensure the fitting parameters are statistically valid, Eq.5.10 

and 4.11 are simultaneously fitted to the pure and mixed gas permeability data, and 

the parameters are found by minimizing the sum of squared errors between the 

experimental and predicted permeabilities. Figure 5.3 shows the best fit of the model 

to the literature data for the permeabilities of CO2 and CH4 under dry conditions, 

based on the fitted parameters given in Table 5.3. As observed from Figure 5.3, there 

are some deviations in CO2 permeability predictions that exceed the experimental 

error margins. These deviations might be due to the simultaneous fitting of the model 

to the pure and mixed gas permeabilities with only three adjustable parameters 

(𝐷𝐷0,𝛽𝛽,𝐹𝐹). A better fit could be obtained by increasing the number of adjustable 

parameters but this would make the model less resilient and less applicable to other 

data sets.  

The estimated values of infinite dilution diffusivities are consistent with the values 

reported in the literature [18]. The plasticization factor of CO2 for Matrimid is a little 
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larger than that found by Minelli and Sarti [180] when converted to equivalent units 

(i.e. their value of 24.5 on a mass fraction basis becomes 0.039 

cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)). Similarly, Duthie et al. [185] reported the plasticization 

factor of another polyimide-based membrane, 6FDA-TMPDA as 0.024 at 35°C 

which is also of the same order of magnitude as that reported here. There is no data 

reported in the literature for the impact of CO2 plasticisation on methane (𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵) and 

hence, no comparison can be made. The mobile fraction of CO2 is also in a good 

agreement with the reported literature value of 0.595 ± 0.04 [39]. Conversely, the 

mobile fraction of CH4 is different from the value estimated by Chen et al. of 0.71 ± 

0.06 [39]. This might be due to the use of experimental data under humid conditions 

by Chen et al.  whereas the CH4 permeability under dry conditions (Eq.5.11) is used 

here.   

Table 5.3. Fitted parameters for the permeability models of CO2 and CH4 under dry conditions at 
35°C 

Component Fitted parameter Value 

CO2 (A) 

𝐷𝐷0𝐴𝐴 [cm2/s]  (1±0.3) ×10-8 

𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴 [cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)]  0.052±0.003  

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 0.51±0.16 

CH4 (B) 

𝐷𝐷0𝐵𝐵 [cm2/s]  (5.35±0.8) ×10-9 

𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵 [cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)] 0.022±0.004 

𝐹𝐹𝐵𝐵   0.07±0.02 

 

Chen et al. [158] measured CO2 and CH4 permeabilities through Matrimid for a 

humidified mixture of 10% CO2 in CH4 at 2 and 7.5 bar total pressure. They observed 

significant H2O-induced plasticization at both pressures. CO2-induced plasticization 

was observed at 7.5 bar, but modelling of this phenomenon was not undertaken, as 

their model did not account for the plasticization effects of both CO2 and H2O.  

Figure 5.5 demonstrates the experimental permeabilities from the Chen et al. paper 

versus the results from the fitting of Eq.5.21 to Eq.5.23 for CO2, CH4 and H2O. In 
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this case, 36 experimental data were used to obtain the 6 adjustable parameters 

shown in Table 5.4. The predicted permeability of H2O is in a good agreement with 

the experimental permeabilities for both 2 and 7.5 bar. The predicted CO2 and CH4 

permeabilities are within the range of the experimental data but there are deviations 

at 7.5 bar which might be due to experimental errors in the reported permeabilities 

[158].  

As listed in Table 5.4, the infinite-dilution diffusivity of H2O is almost identical to the 

value found by Chen et al. [39]. A negative value is obtained for the plasticization 

factor of H2O implying free volume blocking due to the water clustering effect [186] 

as also noted by Chen et al. In contrast to this, a positive value is reported for 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶 

which is indicative of increasing H2O permeability due to CO2-induced plasticization. 

The parameters 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴 and 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵 are negative, so the diffusivities of CO2 and CH4 are 

hindered due to the H2O clustering effect, leading to the observed decrease in CO2 

and CH4 permeabilities.  The permeability of components under humidified 

conditions thus demonstrates a trade-off in CO2-induced plasticization and the 

influence of H2O as a free volume blocking agent [166], so that the permeabilities 

increase with CO2 fugacity because 𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴,𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐵𝐵,𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶 are positive, but increasing H2O 

fugacity results in a decrease in the permeability of CO2 and CH4 due to negative 

values for 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶 ,𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴,𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵.  
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Figure 5.3. Experimental (symbols) [184] versus predicted CO2 and CH4 permeabilities in Matrimid 
at dry conditions and 35°C. 1 Barrer=10-10 cm3(STP).cm/(cm2.s.cmHg) 

Table 5.4. Fitted parameters for the permeability models of CO2 and CH4 under humidified 
conditions at 35°C 

Component Fitted parameter Value 

H2O (C) 

𝐷𝐷0𝐶𝐶  [cm2/s] (5.9±1.5)×10-8 

𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶 [cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)] -0.026±0.013 

𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶 0.025±0.015 

𝛽𝛽𝐴𝐴−𝐶𝐶 [cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)] 0.023±0.005 

CO2 (A) 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐴𝐴 [cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)] -0.011±0.004 

CH4 (B) 𝛽𝛽𝐶𝐶−𝐵𝐵 [cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP)] -0.003±0.0019 
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Figure 5.4. Experimental (symbols) [39] versus predicted CO2, CH4 and H2O permeability in 
Matrimid for a humidified feed composed of 10% CO2 in CH4 at 35°C. 1 Barrer= 10-10 

cm3(STP).cm/(cm2.s.cmHg)   

5.6.2. Simulation Results  

5.6.2.1. Fugacity-dependent versus Constant and Pure Gas 

Permeabilities 

The membrane model is developed for three scenarios. In the first scenario, the 

permeabilities are constant, fixed at the values for the feed gas mixture as listed in 

Table 5.1. These values are 3.66, 0.14 and 5260 Barrer for CO2, CH4 and H2O, 

respectively, using Eq.5.21-5.23.  In the second scenario, the permeabilities are also 

kept constant, but at the values determined for each of the pure components at the 

feed temperature (60°C) and pressure (15 bar). The permeabilities of pure CO2 and 
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CH4 are calculated as 8 and 0.2 Barrer using Eq.5.10 and Eq.5.11. These values are 

considerably higher than the values for the feed gas mixture, as there is no 

competitive sorption and no plasticisation effects.  Pure H2O is in the liquid phase at 

the feed conditions and its permeability cannot be calculated by Eq.5.23. The 

permeability of pure H2O is thus assumed as 5260 Barrer identical to the constant 

permeability mode. In the third scenario, the permeability is fugacity-dependent and 

thus varies along the membrane module length and with the feed flowrate. These 

changes reflect changes in gas composition along the membrane module, rather than 

pressure, as the pressure drop both on the feed (shell) and permeate (lumen) sides is 

not significant at any flowrate [66].  

Figure 5.5 illustrates the changes in composition within the hollow-fibre membrane 

module at an arbitrary feed flowrate (60 kmol/h) under the three scenarios. In all 

three cases, the retentate side is enriched in CH4 and depleted in CO2 and H2O as the 

gas passes through the module. For CO2 and CH4, the greatest changes occur for the 

pure gas case where permeabilities are highest and the smallest changes are 

anticipated for the constant permeability case where permeabilities are lowest. The 

changes are more pronounced between the fugacity-dependent and constant 

permeability modes for the H2O mole fractions. While the constant permeability 

mode predicts some H2O remaining in the exiting retentate stream, the fugacity-

dependent model gives negligible H2O content. This highlights the rigorous approach 

of the fugacity-dependent model to predict the separation performance.  
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Figure 5.5. Retentate composition as a function of membrane module length predicted by fugacity-
dependent, constant and pure gas permeability scenarios. Feed flowrate is 60 kmol/h and other 
simulation conditions are listed in Table 5.1. x and L represent locations along the membrane 

module and the module length, respectively.  

Coker et al. [66] showed the compositions of retentate and permeate streams are 

dependent on feed flowrate. In turn, this means that the fugacity-dependent 

permeability will vary with changes in the feed flowrate. As shown in Figure 5.6, the 

fugacity-dependent permeabilities not only change with changes in composition 

along the membrane module, but also depend upon the value of feed flowrate. The 

trends in permeability shown in Figure 5.6 are reflected in the gas composition data 

in Figure 5.5. At 5 and 60 kmol/h, the CO2 and CH4 permeabilities initially increase 

due to a rapid fall in H2O mole fraction (Figure 5.5), which reduces the free volume 
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blocking effects of this molecule.  However, once the retentate stream is effectively 

dry, these permeabilities fall as the retentate becomes increasingly depleted in CO2 

and thus plasticization by this molecule is reduced. It is noteworthy that the CH4 

permeability even falls below that of the constant permeability case at the lowest 

flowrate of 5 kmol/hr (Figure 5.6).   On the contrary, the CO2 and CH4 permeabilities 

show a continuous increase along the membrane module at 120 kmol/h. This is 

associated with the persistence of small mole fractions of H2O at 120 kmol/h due to 

the decreased residence time in the membrane module [110]. As the H2O mole 

fraction decreases more slowly, the CO2 and CH4 permeabilities increase 

accordingly. Consistent with these trends, the permeability of H2O is the smallest at 

5 kmol/h, as H2O activity rapidly becomes negligible. At 60 and 120 kmol/h, 

relatively greater mole fractions of H2O are present on the retentate side which in 

turn results in greater H2O activities and thus permeabilities. 

Figure 5.6. Fugacity-dependent, constant and pure gas permeabilities as a function of membrane 
module length at the feed flowrates of 5 kmol/h, 60 kmol/h and 120 kmol/h. Simulation conditions 

are listed in Table 5.1. x and L represent locations along the membrane module and the module 
length, respectively.  
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Figure 5.7 provides the distribution of CO2/CH4 selectivity at 5, 60 and 120 kmol/h. 

In this figure, the ideal selectivity is the ratio of the permeability of pure CO2 to the 

permeability of pure CH4 [11]. The ideal and constant selectivities are 40 and 26, 

respectively. The fugacity-dependent selectivity increases along the membrane 

module and is highest at decreased feed flowrates due to the more rapid loss of CO2 

plasticisation and H2O free volume blocking effects. Indeed, for the lowest feed 

flowrate of 5 kmol/h, the fugacity-dependent selectivity converges on the ideal 

selectivity value. As feed flowrate increases, the fugacity-dependent selectivity 

approaches the constant selectivity mode, as the composition approaches the feed 

composition due to  the increased feed flowrates (see Figure 5.8) [66,187].  

 

Figure 5.7. Fugacity-dependent, ideal and constant CO2/CH4 selectivity as a function of membrane 
module length at the feed flowrates of 5 kmol/h, 60 kmol/h and 120 kmol/h. Simulation conditions 

are listed in Table 5.1. x and L represent locations along the membrane module and the module 
length, respectively.    

Figure 5.8 demonstrates the composition of the retentate stream under each scenario 

at different feed flowrates. As the flowrate increases, there is less separation occurring 

and hence the exit retentate concentrations of the more permeable CO2 and H2O 

increase towards the feed values (41% and 0.42%) while that of CH4 decreases 

towards the feed value of 58.6%. As a result, the simulated compositions using the 

fugacity-dependent permeabilities approach those of the constant permeability mode 

at the increased feed flowrates, consistent with Figure 5.7. The changes with feed 
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flowrate are smallest for the pure gas permeability mode, as this model has the highest 

permeabilities of CO2 and CH4 (see Figure 5.6) and there is no loss in selectivity along 

the module length (see Figure 5.7). The changes with feed flowrate are greatest for 

the constant permeability mode, as in this case the CO2 and CH4 permeabilities are 

lowest (see Figure 5.6). The three scenarios differ most in the concentration of water 

retained in the retentate, which is somewhat surprising given the pure and constant 

permeability cases use of the same value for the water permeability. However, the 

differences in H2O/CO2 and H2O/CH4 selectivities between the permeability 

scenarios lead to significantly different H2O mole fractions in the retentate stream. 

On average, there is a 30% difference in the simulated retentate composition between 

the pure gas permeability and fugacity-dependent mode, while the difference is 16% 

between the constant and fugacity-dependent mode. These results indicate that 

modelling with either a pure or constant gas permeability might result in significant 

errors in estimating the separation performance, especially when pure gas 

permeabilities are used.  

 

Figure 5.8. Retentate composition as a function of feed flowrate predicted by fugacity-dependent, 
constant and pure gas permeability scenarios. Simulation conditions are listed in Table 5.1.  

The simulated stage-cut (i.e. the ratio of permeate flowrate to feed flowrate) as a 

function of the feed flowrate is given for each of these scenarios in Figure 5.9. As feed 

flowrate increases, the stage-cut is predicted to be 12 to 60% higher for the pure gas 
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permeability case, relative to that when a fugacity dependent approach is used, 

reflecting the greater CO2 and CH4 permeability shown in Figure 5.6.  The difference 

in the stage-cuts of the fugacity-dependent and constant permeability scenarios 

shrinks at low and high feed flowrates; the stage-cut is reduced by between 3% to 32% 

as the feed flowrate increases from 5 to 60 kmol/h when a constant permeability is 

used and then this reduction becomes 18% at 120 kmol/h. This is consistent with 

Figure 5.6, which shows that the permeability of both CO2 and CH4 deviates further 

from the constant permeability values across most of the module length at the 

intermediate flowrate of 60 kmol/hr.  

 

Figure 5.9. Stage-cut as a function of feed flowrate predicted by fugacity-dependent, constant and 
pure gas permeability scenarios. Simulation conditions are listed in Table 5.1. 

Figure 5.10 demonstrates the effect of feed flowrate on the CH4 recovery and CO2 

removal of the membrane module. Despite the CH4 recoveries simulated by the 

fugacity-dependent permeabilities being greater than those of the pure gas 

permeability mode, this comes at the expense of less CO2 removal.  Comparing the 

fugacity-dependent and pure gas permeability modes, the differences in the CH4 

recoveries are inversely proportional to feed flowrate; at 5 kmol/h the CH4 recoveries 

are 18% different, while at 120 kmol/h there is only 0.3% difference in the results. 

Conversely, the reduction in the CO2 removal increases with increasing feed flowrate 

and ranges from 0.6% to 62%. The greatest CH4 recoveries and lowest CO2 removals 
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are predicted by the constant permeability scenario. As feed flowrate increases, the 

differences between the CH4 recoveries of the fugacity-dependent and constant 

permeability models decrease and are less than 2%. The differences in the CO2 

removal between the constant and fugacity dependent permeability modes first 

expand with increasing feed flowrate and can be as significant as 50% at 60 kmol/h. 

Then, they shrink at elevated feed flowrates, verifying the trends observed in Figures 

5.6 and 5.9.    

 

Figure 5.10. CH4 recovery and CO2 removal as a function of feed flowrate predicted by fugacity-
dependent, constant and pure gas permeability scenarios. Simulation conditions are listed in Table 

5.1. 
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5.6.2.2. Humidified versus Dry Feed  

To highlight the influence of H2O on the separation performance, simulations are 

also performed using a dry feed. In this case, the feed contains 41% CO2 in CH4 

(balance).  Figure 5.11 compares the retentate composition for the dry and humidified 

feeds using fugacity dependent permeabilities. There is little difference at low feed 

flowrates, as for the humidified feed in this case, the retentate stream dries out very 

quickly (see Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.8). At higher feed flowrates the residual H2O in 

the feed adversely affects the retentate composition; the purity of CH4 decreases 

through increasing CO2 content, reflecting the reduced CO2 permeability by H2O-

induced free volume blocking effect. Differences in simulated stage-cuts using the 

two feeds are insignificant for most feed flowrates studied, meaning the retentate and 

permeate flowrates remain almost unchanged. On the other hand, the mole fraction 

of H2O in the retentate is small, even at high feed flowrates (see Figure 5.8). As a 

result, there are negligible differences in CH4 recoveries obtained by the two feed 

conditions.  

 

Figure 5.11. Retentate composition predicted by humidified versus dry feed conditions using the 
fugacity-dependent membrane model. Simulation conditions are listed in Table 5.1. 

As indicted in Figure 5.12, simulations with the humidified feed reduces the CO2 

removal, particularly at high feed flowrates where the permeate concentration of H2O 
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is considerable. The differences between the CO2 removals are negligible at 5 kmol/h 

but increase to 4.5% at 60 kmol/h and 34% at 120 kmol/h.    

 

Figure 5.12. CO2 removal predicted by humidified versus dry feed conditions using fugacity 
dependent model. Simulation conditions are listed in Table 5.1. 

5.6.2.3. Competitive Sorption, Blocking and Plasticization as Non-

ideal Effects 

The membrane model developed here operates under non-isothermal steady state 

conditions and considers effects such as real gas behaviour and concentration 

polarisation [105,139] in addition to competitive sorption, blocking and 

plasticization. In this section, the impact of each of these effects individually on the 

overall system is considered. It should be noted that the influence of temperature 

variations due to the Joule-Thomson effect on the permeabilities is not included. This 

is because a suitable experimental data set of permeability at different temperatures, 

pressures and compositions was not present in the literature to allow construction of 

a resilient permeability model.  

Figure 5.13 shows the CH4 recovery and CO2 removal of the membrane module as a 

function of feed flowrate predicted by considering the individual or accumulated non-

ideal effects. The curve labelled as simplistic ignores all non-ideal effects and uses the 
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permeability of pure gases.  In terms of the CH4 recovery, there is no difference 

between this simplistic model and the models considering only concentration 

polarisation or real gas behaviour at the simulation conditions outlined in Table 5.1 

and within the studied feed flowrates. Therefore, these two non-ideal effects have 

negligible impact on the CH4 recovery. However, when competitive sorption, 

blocking and plasticization effects are included, the CH4 recovery increases. As real 

gas behaviour and concentration polarisation do not impact on the CH4 recovery, the 

CH4 recovery curve for the accumulated non-ideal effects converges on the one 

considering competitive sorption and plasticization only.  

For modelling  the CO2 removal, the real gas behaviour curve diverges from that of 

the simplistic model, as the lower CO2 fugacities lead to reduced permeation driving 

forces and subsequently, a decrease in the CO2 removal [188,189]. Again, 

concentration polarisation has an insignificant effect on the CO2 removal, with the 

corresponding curve congruent to the one for the simplistic model. Taking 

competitive sorption, blocking and plasticization into account, the CO2 removal is 

further reduced compared to that of the real gas behaviour and simplistic model. 

Finally, the least CO2 removal is predicted by the accumulation of all non-ideal 

effects. The results of Figure 5.13 reveal the difference between the simplistic and 

rigorous (considering all non-ideal effects) approach of modelling. The CH4 recovery 

changes by up to 21% at the lowest feed flowrate of 5 kmol/h while the CO2 removal 

changes by 43%.  

The impact reduces as feed flowrates increase, with differences of only 0.35% to 

0.64% at 120 kmol/h. Therefore, the differences would be greater at high stage-cuts. 

Most of these differences originate from changes in permeability and selectivity due 

to competitive sorption and plasticization; depending upon the feed flowrate the 

permeabilities of CO2, CH4 and H2O undergo changes by 7%, 12% and 42%, 

respectively, while the CO2/CH4 selectivity decreases by 21% as feed flowrate 

increases (see Figures 5.6 and 5.7). Considering competitive sorption and 

plasticization only, the differences are 0.3-19% and 0.3-32% for CH4 recovery and 

CO2 removal, respectively. The remaining deviations are mainly due to the real gas 

behaviour.  
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Figure 5.13. The individual influence of non-ideal effects on the CH4 recovery and CO2 removal of 
the membrane module. The feed conditions are listed in Table 5.1.    

5.7. Conclusion 

The membrane model developed here uses a simple permeability model to account 

for the influence of competitive sorption and plasticization on the separation 

performance of hollow-fibre membrane modules. This is contrary to conventional 

membrane gas separation models which often use pure component permeabilities. 
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Equally importantly, the fugacity-dependent permeability allows the membrane 

model to consider water vapour permeation effects which are usually neglected in 

conventional membrane models, even though water vapour is almost always present 

for most membrane gas separation processes.  

The fugacity-dependent permeabilities for CO2 and CH4 are below those of the pure 

gas components due to the impacts of competitive sorption and free volume blocking 

by water vapour. However, for the majority of the membrane length they are greater 

than that predicted for the initial feed gas mixture. This reflects the rapid permeation 

of water vapour, eliminating the competitive sorption and diffusivity hinderance 

induced by this molecule. These differences in permeability result in significantly 

different simulation results in terms of stage-cut, retentate and permeate 

compositions. The differences also depend upon the feed flowrate, as this affects the 

residence time in the module and hence the extent of permeation.  

The simulations of humidified versus dry feed conditions show the stage-cut and final 

retentate compositions deviate more from each other at high feed flowrates, as this 

influences the amount of water retained on the retentate side. An analysis also shows 

that the impact of such competitive sorption, plasticisation by CO2 and H2O-induced 

free volume blocking is significantly greater than that of concentration polarisation 

or the inclusion of real gas behaviour. Ultimately, the membrane model shows that 

a simplistic model that does not account for such complex effects can deviate more 

than 20% from a more rigorous approach.  
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CHAPTER 6: XENON AND KRYPTON SEPARATION 

BY MEMBRANES AT SUBAMBIENT TEMPERATURES 

AND ITS COMPARISON WITH CRYOGENIC 

DISTILLATION  

6.1. Perspective 

This chapter shows the use of the rigorous membrane model developed for the 

simulation of multi-stage membrane processes. The membrane model developed in 

Aspen Custom Modeller is readily interfaced with Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys 

allowing it to be used along with common unit operations in these software suites. 

The membrane model exported to Aspen Hysys is employed to simulate two- and 

three-stage membrane processes undertaking Xenon (Xe) and Krypton (Kr) 

separation at sub-ambient temperatures. The energy demand of the membrane 

processes is calculated and compared with that of the cryogenic distillation-the 

commercial technology for Xe and Kr Separation.  

 

This chapter has been published in Separation and Purification Technology journal 

as follows: 

E. Soroodan Miandoab, S.H. Mousavi, S.E. Kentish, C.A. Scholes, Xenon and 

Krypton separation by membranes at sub-ambient temperatures and its comparison 

with cryogenic distillation, Separation and Purification Technology. 262 (2021) 

DOI: 10.1016/j.seppur.2021.118349. 
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6.2. Abstract 

The potential of membrane technology for Xenon (Xe) and Krypton (Kr) separation 

is evaluated at sub-ambient temperatures (−30 to 20°C) by simulating two- and three-

stage membrane processes. Unlike conventional membrane simulations, a rigorous 

approach of modelling is employed to capture the non-ideal behavior of Xe and Kr 

at the sub-ambient temperatures and permeability changes due to the Joule-Thomson 

effect. A selectivity target of ≥99 mol% in Xe and Kr purity is used, based on the 

activation energy of permeation. Results show the membrane processes require 

moderate Xe/Kr selectivity, achievable with current membranes, and reasonable 

pressure ratios of 5-15 to produce high purity Xe and Kr at the sub-ambient 

temperatures. The energy demand of the three-stage membrane process is determined 

and compared to that of conventional cryogenic distillation. The comparison shows 

significantly lower energy demand for the membrane process.  

Keywords: Membrane gas separation, Xenon, Krypton, Simulations, Cryogenic 

6.3. Introduction 

For decades, a considerable amount of research and development in separation 

processes has been devoted to inventing novel energy-efficient technologies. This has 

been partly because the most mature technologies, such as distillation, consume an 

enormous amount of energy. In the United States alone, 4500 trillion Btu of energy 

is consumed in chemical separation processes of which 49% is associated with 

distillation [1]. Membrane technology, with its simplistic design and energy-efficient 

nature, exhibits tremendous potential for reducing the operational costs of gas 

separation processes [190]. For example, from an energy consumption perspective, 

the membrane technology can be competitive with distillation for the purification of 

low boiling point substances such as volatile inorganic hydrides [191]. One area 

where this technology has a strong potential to replace conventional technology is in 

the separation of noble gases, such as Xe and Kr. Currently, a mixture of the two 

gases is recovered as a by-product of air separation units (ASU) and further purified 

by an energy-intensive cryogenic distillation process to produce a mixture of around 

80% Kr and 20% Xe [192]. In this paper, we explore the potential of membrane 

separation to further refine this crude mixture to produce pure components.  
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For a membrane-based process to be viable for Xe and Kr separation, the membranes 

must have sufficient inherent selectivity. Moreover, the operational conditions must 

be adjusted to take advantage of this selectivity. Permeability (Ρ) and selectivity (𝛼𝛼) 

of some membrane materials is provided in Table 6.1. At the reported testing 

conditions, polymeric membranes show low to moderate selectivity, regardless of 

being Xe- or Kr-selective. Silicone rubber is a rubbery polymer where solubility 

selectivity usually dominates over the size-sieving ability [193]. Xe is more 

condensable than Kr, with a critical temperature of 289.7 K versus 209.4 K [194] and 

so for this polymer, the selectivity of Xe over Kr is 3.15. The metal organic 

frameworks (MOFs) ZIF-2, PAQFIY, NAZBAT and ZIF-8 similarly demonstrate 

good selectivity for Xe over Kr. In contrast, the crosslinked microporous poly-arylate 

(PAR) exhibits size-sieving characteristics with a Kr over Xe selectivity of 3.3 [195], 

resulting from the smaller kinetic diameter of Kr over Xe (0.360 versus 0.396 nm) 

[196]. Likewise, SAPO-34, is an excellent inorganic Kr-selective membrane with 

Kr/Xe selectivity of 31.  

Hence, membrane materials exist with good to excellent Xe and Kr separation 

properties, that are based on conventional polymers. Equally importantly, there are 

a range of techniques available that can modify the characteristics of the separation, 

by enhancing selectivity at the expense of permeability or vice versa. These 

modifications include thermal annealing [197,198], the formation of mixed matrix 

membranes [199], as well as cross-linking [200]. Most modification techniques lead 

to changes in activation energy of permeation of each individual gas species 

[55,198,201]. Therefore, in the present work, we adopt a method upon which the 

activation energies of permeation are varied for Xe and Kr, then simulations are 

undertaken with these hypothetical, yet producible membranes. In this way, the 

separation potential of membranes with a wide range of Xe/Kr selectivities and over 

a wide range of temperature conditions is investigated.   
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Table 6.1. Selectivity of gas separation membranes for the separation of Xe and Kr. 

Xe-selective Membranes 

Materials Testing Conditions ΡXe [Barrer] 𝛼𝛼Xe/Kr 

Poly-dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [202] 1 bar 3420 2.2 

Poly-vinyltrimethylsilane (PVTMS)/PDMS 

(30/70 wt %) block copolymer [202] 
1 bar 630 1.4 

Silicone Rubber [28] −37°C 2050 3.15 

Poly-ethylene (PE) [203] Not specified 8 1.8 

Zeolitic Immidazolate Framework (ZIF-2) [204] 
20% Xe in 80% Kr, 

1 bar, 25°C 
286 8 a 

PAQFIY b [205] 
20% Xe in 80% Kr, 

1 bar, 25°C 
4.22×105 19.4 a 

NAZBAT b [205] 
20% Xe in 80% Kr, 

1 bar, 25°C 
1.12×105 65.6 a 

BioMOF-11 [206] 
20% Xe in 80% Kr, 

10 bar, 25°C 
190 6.7 a 

Kr-selective Membranes 

Materials Testing Conditions ΡKr [Barrer] 𝛼𝛼Kr/Xe 

PVTMS [202] 1 bar 27 1.5 

Crosslinked Microporous Poly-arylate (PAR) 

[195] 

2 bar, ~21°C, 1% 

Kr, 9% Xe and 

90% He 

0.044 3.6 

Poly-carbonate (PC) [203] Not specified 0.5 2.5 

Silica Alumina Phosphate (SAPO-34) [207] 
90% Kr in 10% Xe, 

1.4 bar, 25°C 
100.7 31 

ZIF-8 [208] 
92% Kr in 8% Xe, 

1.4 bar, 25°C 
103 14.2 

Alumino Phosphate Molecular Sieve (AlPO-18) 

[209] 

92% Kr in 8% Xe, 

1 bar, 25°C 
87.9 6.4 

a Obtained from molecular simulations, b Refer to Chung et al. [210] for details of the chemical structure. 
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Proposed by Robeson in 1991 and later revisited in 2008 [12,13], the upper bound 

line shows a distinct trade-off between selectivity and permeability of membranes, 

with the slope of this line theoretically validated by Freeman et al. [14]. Rowe et al. 

[211] showed that the upper bound line shifts upwards while retaining this slope as 

temperature decreases, meaning that separation properties improve at sub-ambient 

temperatures. For example, Liu et al. [212] successfully demonstrated that CO2/N2 

selectivity of Matrimid hollow-fibre membranes continuously increased from 26.9 at 

35°C to 157 at −50°C without a significant loss of permeability. Air Liquide has 

developed a carbon capture process based on such sub-ambient operation of hollow-

fibre membrane modules combined with cryogenic separation [213]. Some research 

works also show promising results for improved Xe and Kr separation at sub-ambient 

temperatures. For instance, Barrer and Chio  [28] observed Xe/Kr selectivity 

increased as temperature decreased from 0 to −37°C. Similarly, Kwon et al. [214] 

reported that the Kr/Xe separation factor increased by more than 58% for their ion-

exchanged SAPO-34 membrane when temperature decreased from 25 to −20°C.  

The use of membrane processes at sub-ambient temperatures, however, may increase 

the operation cost due to the extra energy demand for cooling. The present work not 

only studies the potential of membrane gas separation for Xe and Kr separation at 

sub-ambient temperatures, but also evaluates the energy demand of the membrane 

processes in comparison to conventional cryogenic distillation, to demonstrate the 

membrane processes can be expanded into noble gas processing.  

6.4. Methodology 

In most academic literature, the membrane module is simulated by a simplistic model 

that operates at isothermal conditions and does not account for the changes in the 

membrane separation performance due to real gas behaviour [71,187,215]. Here, a 

more sophisticated model is used that considers the influence of non-ideal gas 

behaviour at sub-ambient temperatures, as the departure from ideal gas behaviour is 

intensified at such temperatures. In addition, the model considers non-isothermal 

operation due to the expansion-driven Joule-Thomson effect [105]. This causes the 

temperature  to vary in the axial direction of flow [110].  
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To consider the non-ideal gas behaviour, the membrane transport equation for 

component 𝑖𝑖 is defined by [216]: 

𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖 =
Ρ𝑖𝑖
𝛿𝛿
𝐴𝐴(𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑉𝑉 − 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖

𝑝𝑝) Eq.6.1 

where 𝐽𝐽𝑖𝑖, Pi, and 𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑖 represent the molar flowrate across the membrane, the 

permeability and the fugacity of species 𝑖𝑖. Superscripts “𝑛𝑛” and “𝑝𝑝” refer to the 

retentate and permeate sides of the membrane, respectively. Similarly, 𝛿𝛿 and 𝐴𝐴 

represent the membrane thickness and the membrane area for permeation. The 

temperature-dependence of permeability is described by an Arrhenius-type equation 

as given by [11]:     

Ρ𝑖𝑖(𝑇𝑇) = Ρ𝑖𝑖,0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇

) Eq.6.2 

where 𝑃𝑃0, 𝐸𝐸, 𝑅𝑅 and 𝑇𝑇 delineate the temperature-independent pre-exponential factor, 

activation energy of permeation, ideal gas constant (8.314 J/(mol.K)) and absolute 

temperature, respectively. For a gas pair comprised of 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗, the ideal selectivity of 

𝑖𝑖 over 𝑗𝑗 is defined as [1]:  

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖 =
Ρ𝑖𝑖
Ρ𝑖𝑖

 Eq.6.3 

Substituting Eq.6.2 into Eq.6.3 results in the temperature-dependent selectivity of 𝑖𝑖 

over 𝑗𝑗 [105]: 

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖 = 𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖,0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝( −
Δ𝐸𝐸
𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇

) 
Eq.6.4 

where:  

𝛼𝛼𝑖𝑖/𝑖𝑖,0 =
Ρ𝑖𝑖,0
Ρ𝑖𝑖,0

 Eq.6.5 

Δ𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 − 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖                                                                                                         Eq.6.6                                                                                                                                               

The model used here assumes no concentration polarisation as our previous works 

have shown this to have a negligible influence on simulations [105,216]. Similarly, 

Scholz et al. [122] showed that the separation performance is insignificantly altered 

by friction-based pressure losses along the  membrane module length and this 
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conclusion was also verified in our earlier study [216]. Therefore, the present 

membrane model assumes no pressure losses in this axial direction. The membrane 

model also neglects competitive sorption and the loss of selectivity due to 

plasticization, as the experimental data required to account for these effects, to the 

best of the authors’ knowledge, is not present in the literature. As a result, membrane 

permeability is only a function of temperature.  

The membrane model operates at steady-state conditions using a counter-current 

flow configuration. To predict the concentration and flowrate of the retentate and 

permeate streams, the membrane module is divided into 100 cells within which the 

mass and energy balance equations are solved along with the membrane transport 

equation (Eq.6.1). In addition to membrane permeability, stage-cut and pressure ratio 

are two parameters determining the purity and recovery of products, as well as the 

required membrane area. Stage-cut is defined as permeate to feed flowrate [83] and 

pressure ratio (represented by θ hereafter) is described as feed to permeate pressure 

[67]. In simulations, the stage-cut and pressure ratio are fixed, while the membrane 

area is a calculated variable. Huang et al. [67] argued that the optimum pressure ratio 

should be in the range of 5-15 in order for membrane processes to be economically 

viable. This pressure ratio range is adopted here as the basis for the driving force 

across the membrane. The membrane model is programmed in Aspen Custom 

Modeller (ACM) with further details found in our prior work [105]. This model is 

exported to Aspen Hysys (V9) for the simulation of the broader process flowsheet. 

In the majority of membrane-based gas separations, processes with more than one 

membrane unit are required to meet the desired product purity and recovery [64]. 

Here, two- and three-stage membrane processes are simulated using Xe-selective 

membranes, as shown in Figure 6.1. The two-stage process is used for applications 

such as natural gas sweetening and biogas upgrading [6,71], while the three-stage 

process is viable for helium separation [74].  Feed flowrate, composition and 

temperature are important boundary conditions and a gas mixture of 20 mol% Xe in 

Kr (balanced) is assumed [217]. This gas mixture is produced through cryogenic 

distillation of a liquid oxygen purge stream from the ASU [192,217] and is usually 

compressed and stored in gas cylinders at a high pressure (e.g. 150 bar [213]). In our 

analysis, we assume other noble gases such as Helium (He) and Neon (Ne) are either 
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already separated in the ASU or their content is negligible. Radon (Ra), a radioactive 

noble gas, is rarely present in the air composition, so its presence is also neglected in 

the present simulations. The final separation of Xe and Kr (pure Xe and Kr) is 

performed outside the ASU. In the present work, we assume the membrane processes 

for Xe and Kr separation are also located outside the ASU and the feed mixture is 

already pressurized (e.g. 150 bar). Thus, the membrane processes shown in Figure 

6.1 do not use a compressor to generate the pressure driving force for the first 

membrane unit.  

In both two- and three-stage membrane processes, the feed gas is cooled to sub-

ambient temperatures by a heat exchanger prior to entering the first membrane unit 

(ambient temperature is assumed as 20°C). The cooling of the feed gas is achieved by 

a propane refrigeration loop (PRL) [68] where the liquefied propane at sub-ambient 

temperatures removes heat from the process gas at ambient temperature. The energy 

used in cooling the feed gas is provided by vapourising liquid propane. The propane 

vapour is then compressed prior to re-liquefaction in an air-cooled condenser. To 

simulate the evapourator and condenser in the PRL, the minimum temperature 

difference between the process gas and propane is set to 5°C, while the pressure drops 

are assumed negligible. Using this PRL, the minimum achievable temperature for the 

process gas is −30°C [68]. As a result, the simulations of the membrane processes are 

performed within the temperature range −30°C to 20°C. In the two- and three-stage 

membrane processes, compressors are used to pressurize the outgoing permeate 

streams. After compression, the process gas is initially cooled by air-blown coolers, 

followed by cooling to sub-ambient temperatures using the PRL. The isentropic 

efficiency of all compressors is 75%. The compressors and heat exchangers are 

simulated in Aspen Hysys V9. In all simulations, the Soave-Redlich-Kwong (SRK) 

equation of state is used.   
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Figure 6.1. Two- and three-stage membrane processes for Xe and Kr separation. 

6.5. Results and Discussion 

6.5.1. Selectivity Target 

A series of simulations were conducted to determine what membrane properties 

might be needed to achieve a ≥99 mol% purity of both Xe and Kr. Such purity is 

important for special applications, for example medical, where Xe is used as an 

anaesthetic gas with purities above 99.995% [218]. In these simulations, ∆𝐸𝐸 in Eq.6.4 

was varied while keeping the value of 𝛼𝛼Xe/Kr,0 identical to that of silicone rubber (0.6) 

[28].  The value of ∆𝐸𝐸 was varied from −10 kJ/mol to −2 kJ/mol, so that Xe/Kr 

selectivity changed from 1.4 at ∆𝐸𝐸 = −2 kJ/mol and 20°C to 84 at ∆𝐸𝐸 = −10 kJ/mol 

and −30°C. In this manner, the purity of Xe and Kr is predicted within a vast span 

of Xe/Kr selectivities. The recovery of Xe and Kr are set to greater than 98% for Xe 

and 99% for Kr for the processes studied here.  
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For the two-stage membrane process, the temperatures, pressure ratios and  ∆𝐸𝐸 

values for which Xe and Kr purity exceeds 99 mol% are provided in Figure 6.2. A 

membrane material with ∆𝐸𝐸 = −10 kJ/mol yields a Kr purity of 99 mol% or greater 

within the entire range of temperatures studied at a pressure ratio of θ=10 and 15. If 

the pressure ratio drops to 5, then a greater Xe/Kr selectivity is required and only 

processing temperatures below 14°C can provide the necessary purity. Choosing a 

membrane with ∆𝐸𝐸 = −8 kJ/mol means the Kr purity exceeds 99 mol% at 6°C and 

−8°C at θ=10 and θ=15, respectively. The success of the two-stage membrane 

process, however, depends on Xe purity, as only membranes with ∆𝐸𝐸 ≤ −10 kJ/mol 

will produce ≥99 mol% of both Xe and Kr at any temperature. The two-stage 

membrane process provides adequate purity of both gases at  ∆𝐸𝐸 ≤ −10 kJ/mol only 

when  𝑇𝑇 ≤8°C and θ=15 or 𝑇𝑇 ≤ −6°C and θ=10.    

 

Figure 6.2. Kr (a) and Xe (b) purity as a function of processing temperature, pressure ratio (θ) and 
∆𝐸𝐸 using the two-stage membrane process. 
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For the three-stage membrane process, 99 mol% or greater purity of Kr is achieved 

across a wider range of ∆𝐸𝐸 values (−6 kJ/mol to −10 kJ/mol) as illustrated in Figure 

6.3. When ∆𝐸𝐸 = −6 kJ/mol, the three-stage process needs to operate at the higher 

pressure ratios (10 to 15), to produce this minimum purity. However, Xe is again the 

controlling component, meaning only membranes with ∆𝐸𝐸 ≤ −8 kJ/mol are capable 

of producing the minimum 99 mol% purity for both gases. Interestingly, pressure 

ratios as low as 5 can effectively lead to 99 mol% or more of the two gases. For 

example, with ∆𝐸𝐸 ≤ −8 kJ/mol, θ=5 results in a purity of Xe and Kr more than 99 

mol% if the feed gas to the three-stage membrane process cools down to −8°C or 

below. 

 

Figure 6.3. Kr (a) and Xe (b) purity as a function of processing temperature, pressure ratio (θ) and 
∆𝐸𝐸 using the three-stage membrane process.   

At the processing temperatures shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the simulation results 

can be interpreted in terms of Xe/Kr selectivity as provided in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
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For the two-stage membrane process, if 𝛼𝛼Xe/Kr ≥56, a minimum of 99 mol% purity 

is achieved for both Xe and Kr at θ=10 (Figure 6.4). This selectivity threshold is 

reduced to 44 at the elevated pressure ratio [66,67], i.e. θ=15.  

 

Figure 6.4. Kr (a) and Xe (b) purity as a function of Xe/Kr selectivity and pressure ratio (θ) using the 
two-stage membrane process. The simulation temperatures range from−30°C to 20°C.    

For the three-stage membrane process, a lower Xe/Kr selectivity is needed to 

effectively separate Xe from Kr (Figure 6.5). Considering the simulated purity of Xe 

as the limiting component, the minimum Xe/Kr selectivity is  24 at θ=5, while it is 

reduced to 16 at  θ=10 and 15 (there are no significant improvements in purity by 

increasing the pressure ratio from 10 to 15, as a result the minimum Xe/Kr selectivity 

does not considerably differ at these two pressure ratios). Referring to Table 6.1, such 

selectivities can be achieved for Xe and Kr separation (e.g. metal organic frameworks 

(MOFs) such as PAQFIY and NAZBAT). This indicates that the three-stage 

membrane process holds great promise for Xe and Kr separation.  
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Figure 6.5. Kr (a) and Xe (b) purity as a function of Xe/Kr selectivity and pressure ratio (θ) using the 
three-stage membrane process. The simulation temperatures range from−30°C to 20°C. 

6.5.2. Energy Analysis 

The electrical energy demand of the three-stage membrane process is calculated, as 

the process has greater potential for Xe and Kr separation than that of the two-stage 

process. To provide the maximum purity of Xe and Kr, 𝛼𝛼Xe/Kr,0 and 𝛥𝛥𝐸𝐸 are set to 0.6 

and −10 kJ/mol (Figure 6.3). To evaluate the energy demand, the total electrical 

power (kWh/kmol feed gas) is calculated. This electrical energy demand is the sum 

of compressor powers for the cooling cycles (PRLs) and the recompression of 

permeate streams in the three-stage membrane process. Figure 6.6 shows the 

individual energy demand of recompression and cooling cycles, as well as, the total 

energy demand at θ=5.  
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Figure 6.6. Energy demand of permeate recompression and cooling cycles as a function of 
temperature at θ=5. The total energy demand is the sum of cooling and recompression energies. 

Recompression of the permeate streams dominates the total energy demand; the 

recompression share of the total energy demand varies between 83-100% at θ=5. The 

significantly lower cooling energy demand is because of using a simple propane 

cooling cycle to achieve moderate sub-ambient temperatures. This can be an 

advantage for a membrane-based separation, relative to cryogenic distillation where 

the temperatures are much lower (see below). The isentropic compression energy for 

a single-stage compressor directly increases with the inlet gas temperature [9]. As a 

result, the recompression energy of the three-stage membrane process also increases 

with temperature (Figure 6.6). Conversely, the energy consumption of the cooling 

cycles, i.e. PRL, increases at lower temperatures. This means there is an energy trade-

off in terms of cooling and recompression, resulting in a minimum energy 

consumption at a certain temperature. At θ=5, the energy demand is minimized at 

𝑇𝑇~ −10°C. This minimum in energy demand is in agreement with Alders et al.[68] 

in the optimization of membrane-based biogas upgrading process at sub-ambient 

temperatures. The recompression energy clearly increases with pressure ratio 

resulting in greater total energy demand (Figure 6.7). The recompression share of 

total energy demand increases to 88-100% at θ=10 and 90-100% at θ=15, while the 

energy consumption of cooling changes insignificantly with pressure ratio. As a 

result, the total energy demand shows a mild increasing trend within almost the entire 

range of temperatures studied. The optimal temperature at which the total energy 
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demand experiences a minimum is shifted towards lower values, i.e. 𝑇𝑇~ −20°C and 

𝑇𝑇~ −25°C at θ=10 and θ=15, respectively (Figure 6.7).  

 

Figure 6.7. Total energy demand of the three-stage membrane process at pressure ratios of 5, 10 and 
15. The results are generated with ∆𝐸𝐸 = −10 kJ/mol and 𝛼𝛼Xe/Kr,0=0.6. 

6.5.3. Membrane versus Cryogenic Distillation  

The electrical energy demand of the three-stage membrane process at θ=5 (Figure 

6.7) is compared to a cryogenic distillation process undertaking the same Xe/Kr 

separation. The membrane process at θ=5, has a total energy demand minimum at 

𝑇𝑇~ −8°C where the final purities are: ~99.6 mol% Kr and ~99.93 mol% Xe. 

Therefore, the cryogenic distillation is simulated to yield the same purities. The feed 

to the distillation column is the same composition as the feed to the membrane 

process (20 mol% Xe in 80 mol% Kr at 20°C). As recommended by Wang et al.[219], 

Rosendahl et al.[220] and Aprile et al.[221], the pressure of the distillation column is 

chosen as 2 bar, as the relative volatility of Kr to Xe decreases at higher pressures 

which results in the distillation requiring more equilibrium stages to undertake the 

desired separation. As a result, it would not be economical for the distillation column 

to be operated at the pressures used in the membrane processes.  

A preliminary simulation of the distillation column shows the temperature of the 

distillate, is far below −30°C. Hence, the required cooling cannot be achieved by a 

simple refrigeration cycle [68]. Air Product and Chemicals, Inc. developed a “single 
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mixed refrigerant gas liquefaction process” [222], abbreviated as SMR-APCI, where 

a mixed refrigerant composed of methane (CH4), ethane (C2H6), propane (C3H8), 

normal butane (n-C4H10) and nitrogen (N2) is used for the gas liquefaction. Figure 6.8 

indicates the process flow diagram of cryogenic distillation with the SMR-APCI 

process for Xe and Kr separation. The vapour and liquid fractions (S-09 and S-10) of 

the mixed refrigerant (S-08) are separated in SEP-03 and introduced to HEX-01. The 

liquid refrigerant (S-12) passes through a throttling valve (V-01) and is recycled back 

to HEX-01 to pre-cool the gaseous refrigerant (S-09). The pre-cooled refrigerant (S-

11) is then introduced to HEX-02. The condensation of the distillate (S-02) occurs in 

HEX-02 using the refrigerant that passes through a throttling valve (V-02) to give a 

temperature below −150°C. Finally, the refrigerants leaving HEX-01 and HEX-02 

undergo a series of compression operations (COMP-01, COMP-02, COMP-03 and 

PUMP-01) to complete the cooling cycle.  The energy demand of the cryogenic 

distillation process is defined as the sum of electrical energies consumed by COMP-

01, COMP-02, COMP-03 and PUMP-01. Similar to the energy-analysis of the three-

stage membrane process, the energy consumption of the air coolers is neglected, and 

the isentropic efficiency of compressors is set to 75%.   

The total energy demand of the cryogenic distillation depends on: (1) the composition 

of the mixed refrigerant (CH4, C2H6, C3H8, n-C4H10 and N2), (2) the pressures of the 

streams exiting from the compressors (S-18, S-21, S-26), the throttling valves (S-13, 

S-16) and the pump (S-25), and (3) the temperatures of the streams leaving the heat 

exchangers and passing through the throttling valves (S-12, S-15). This means there 

are 13 variables to be optimized. However, the number of optimization variables can 

be reduced. According to the SMR-APCI process, the pressure of S-13 should be 

identical to that of S-18 [222]. Moreover, the pressures of S-25 and S-26 should be 

equal to that of the mixed refrigerant entering SEP-03. As a result, the number of the 

optimization variables is reduced to 11. Using a built-in genetic algorithm and linking 

MATLAB with Aspen Hysys, an optimized process is obtained that minimises the 

electrical energy consumption. 
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Figure 6.8. Process flow diagram of cryogenic distillation with single mixed refrigerant gas liquefaction process developed by Air Products and Chemicals, Inc. The 
refrigerant is a mixture of CH4, C2H6, C3H8, n-C4H10 and N2.  
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It should be noted that a minimum approach temperature of 1.5°C is used in these 

simulations, as is customary for LNG-type heat exchangers (HEX-01 and HEX-02). 

The energy demand of cryogenic distillation process is estimated as 9.8 kWh/kmol 

feed gas, while that of the three-stage membrane process is approximately 2.5 

kWh/kmol feed gas (Figure 6.9). This means the energy demand of the cryogenic 

distillation is nearly four times greater. However, the total energy demand of the 

three-stage membrane process excludes the energy consumed to pressurize the Xe 

and Kr by-product from the ASU. Therefore, the energy demand of compressing 

the concentrated Xe and Kr by-product to 150 bar is added to that of the three-stage 

membrane process (2.5 kWh/kmol feed gas) for a better comparison of the two 

processes. To estimate the energy demand of compression to 150 bar, we assume 

the concentrated Xe and Kr by-product is at 1 bar and 20°C. Providing a 

compression ratio as high as 150 is impossible using a single-stage compression 

unit. Employing centrifugal compressors, it is recommended to use pressure ratios 

between 3-4.5 with a maximum  of  ten compression stages [223]. Here, a five-stage 

compression unit with interstage cooling is used. The compression ratios are set to 

1.8-3 and the cooling of compressed gases is achieved by air coolers which have 

negligible energy demand compared to the compressors.  The energy demand of 

this compression is estimated as 5.4 kWh/kmol feed gas. As a result, the “true” 

energy demand of the three-stage membrane process is evaluated as 7.9 kWh/kmol 

feed gas. Even with considering the compression energy to 150 bar, the energy 

demand of the membrane-based process is around 20% lower than that of cryogenic 

distillation, reflecting the cost-competitiveness of the membrane process. 

6.6. Conclusion 

A rigorous simulation of Xe and Kr separation at sub-ambient temperatures has been 

conducted. The simulation results reveal there is no need to develop membranes with 

very high Xe/Kr selectivity to achieve Xe and Kr purities of over 99 mol%. Indeed, 

membranes with moderate Xe/Kr selectivity which operate at easily achievable sub-

ambient temperatures, i.e. −30 to 20°C, and reasonable pressure ratios, i.e. 5-15, can 

successfully separate Xe from Kr. Metal organic framework membranes developed 

with the current state-of-the-art synthesis techniques can achieve the necessary 

selectivity. 
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Figure 6.9. Energy demand of the three-stage membrane and cryogenic distillation processes. The 
energy demand of the feed compression to 150 bar is indicated for comparison. The target purity of 

Xe and Kr is set to 99.93 mol% and 99.6 mol% for both processes. 

Equally importantly, the sub-ambient temperatures used for the separation of Xe and 

Kr are achieved by a simple single-step propane refrigeration loop, resulting in a low 

to moderate total energy demand. Furthermore, this refrigeration loop is simplistic 

in design compared to that required for cryogenic distillation. This may significantly 

reduce the capital costs of the membrane processes. Ultimately, the comparison of 

membrane-based Xe and Kr separation with an optimized cryogenic distillation 

process shows the energy demand of the cryogenic distillation approach is nearly four 

times greater than that of the membrane-based process. This positive outcome 

indicates that membranes are competitive for Xe and Kr separation and that this gas 

separation application should be developed further.   
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

7.1. Conclusions 

Membrane gas separation technology offers energy-efficient solutions to different 

applications. One effective way to show the competitiveness of membranes with 

other technologies is to develop membrane models that allow a technology and 

economic analysis. In industrial applications, where multicomponent separation may 

be needed at very high or very low temperatures and pressures, the separation 

properties of membranes can be significantly impacted and deviate from ideal 

separation performance. As a result, membrane gas separation models with simplistic 

assumptions can result in significant errors in simulation. In this thesis, a membrane 

gas separation model with the inclusion of non-ideal effects was developed. The 

model was compared with an oversimplified membrane model neglecting non-ideal 

effects. Moreover, this model was applied to demonstrate the viability of membrane 

gas separation technology for the important applications of pre-combustion carbon 

capture and biogas upgrading, as well as the relatively new application Xe and Kr 

separation. 

In chapter 3, the model was coded in Aspen Custom Modeller (ACM) and two 

distinct features were highlighted: (1) it provided access to well-established 

component and fluid package libraries of Aspen Properties. Therefore, the model 

could easily simulate multicomponent separation and it did not need to include 

algorithms to calculate physical properties , (2) the model could use a simple 

procedure to be installed in Aspen Hysys and Aspen Plus, unlike conventional 

membrane models coded in object-oriented programming languages. The membrane 

model operated at steady-state and accounted for real gas behaviour, Joule-Thomson 

effects, concentration polarisation, competitive sorption, plasticization, and free 

volume blocking by water vapour. Using a simple procedure, this membrane model 

was exported to Aspen Plus and Aspen Hysys and successfully simulated multi-stage 

membrane processes.  

In chapter 4, the membrane model was applied for the simulation of a single-stage 

membrane process for CO2/H2 separation at conditions representative of pre-
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combustion carbon capture. The non-ideal influences of real gas behaviour, the 

Joule-Thomson effect and concentration polarisation on the separation performance 

of the membrane process were investigated. The comparison of the rigorous with a 

simplistic membrane model revealed that H2/CO2 selectivity was an important 

factor; the rigorous model deviations from the simplistic model were intensified as 

the H2/CO2 selectivity increased. This meant that the accumulated influence of non-

ideal phenomena was more pronounced for highly selective membranes. At given 

feed flow rates, the rigorous and simplistic membrane models predicted significantly 

different (in some cases up to 50%) module stage-cuts and permeate purity. The 

differences were greater at low feed flow rates and vice versa. The individual analysis 

of the non-ideal effects showed that low feed flow rates resulted in greater impacts of 

Joule-Thomson effects and real gas behaviour, while Joule-Thomson effects started 

to fade away as feed flow rates increased. Concentration polarisation effects were 

found to have insignificant impact on simulation results even at very low feed flow 

rates. The influence of non-ideal phenomena increased at lower feed temperatures 

and higher feed pressures, as real gas behaviour and Joule-Thomson effects were 

intensified under such conditions.  

In chapter 5, a fugacity-dependent permeability model was extended for glassy 

polymers and incorporated into the membrane model which was applied to simulate 

a single-stage membrane process for biogas upgrading. The permeability model was 

able to consider the plasticization effect of CO2, free volume blocking by water 

vapour and competitive sorption between CO2, CH4 and water vapour. The 

permeability model demonstrated a good agreement with experimental data under 

dry and humidified conditions. Simulation results showed that CO2/CH4 selectivity 

was considerably deviated from ideal CO2/CH4 selectivity at elevated feed flow rates, 

as water vapour persisted in the retentate flow. In contrast, the retentate flow was 

rapidly depleted from water vapour at low feed flow rates which resulted in lesser 

deviations of CO2/CH4 selectivity from its ideal value. Using three scenarios, i.e. 

fugacity-dependent versus pure versus constant permeabilities, the composition of 

retentate stream was predicted and deviations as large as 50% was reported at some 

circumstances. The analysis of individual non-ideal effects demonstrated that the 

influence of competitive sorption, free volume blocking, and plasticization on CH4 
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recovery and CO2 removal was more pronounced than real gas behaviour and 

concentration polarisation.   

In chapter 6, the rigorous membrane model exported to Aspen Hysys simulated two- 

and three-stage membrane processes undertaking Xe and Kr separation at sub-

ambient temperatures. The use of sub-ambient temperatures resulted in higher Xe/Kr 

selectivity, as the selectivity of currently available membranes was not sufficient to 

ensure effective separation of Xe from Kr at ambient temperature. One analysis 

showed selectivites as moderate as 16 and 24 can essentially lead to 99 mol% or 

greater purity of both components. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) were 

proposed as promising materials for this application. The membrane model exported 

to Aspen Hysys enabled the energy demand of the membrane processes to be 

determined, as it operated along with other unit operations in Aspen Hysys. This 

energy demand was the sum of electrical energies consumed by compressors used for 

a propane refrigeration loop and permeate recompression. Comparing the energy 

consumption of the membrane-based Xe and Kr separation with that of cryogenic 

separation indicated that membrane technology could save at least 20% energy. 

Therefore, the membrane processes hold promise for the efficient separation of Xe 

from Kr. 

7.2. Future Work 

The following recommendations are made for future research: 

 It is recommended to expand the application of the present model to other 

membrane-based technologies such as pervaporation and gas-solvent 

membrane contactors. 

  It is recommended to apply the present model for the techno-economic 

analysis of future fuels such as H2 using membrane processes   

 It is suggested to use this model to answer unsolved problems in gas separation 

applications such as CO2 capture, O2/N2 separation. 

The primary aim of the thesis is to present a rigorous model that can be used for 

industrial scale membrane gas separations. This is because most conventional 

membrane models use oversimplified assumptions restricting their applicability. The 

membrane model developed in the present thesis was shown to successfully simulate 
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industrial scale membrane gas separations under different scenarios. Therefore, this 

PhD thesis has achieved its aims.   
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APPENDIX A: THE MODEL OF HOLLOW-FIBRE 

MEMBRANE MODULES IN ASPEN CUSTOM 

MODELLER 

A.1. ACM Code for Sub-model Cell 

Model Cell 

//===================================================

//PARAMETER TO CHANGE THE NUMBER OF CELLS 

N               as                   IntegerParameter   (description:"Number of stages"); 

pi              as                   RealParameter         (description:"Pi number", value: 

3.1415); 

R               as                  RealParameter          (description:"Ideal gas constant", 

value:8.314); //J/mole.K 

//===================================================

//PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY THE CAHRACTERISTICS OF 

SIMULATION  

feedSide                as     feedMode                    (description:"Parameter to change the 

feed side: shell or fibre"); 

permSelector        as     permMode                  (description:"Parameter to change the 

permeability model"); 

transportMode     as     memTransMode         (description:"Selecting membrane 

transport equation"); 

runType                as     runSelector                  (description:"Parameter to initialize 

simulation"); 

simType                as     simMode                     (description:"Parameter to change the 

level of simulation"); 

//=================================================== 
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//MODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

num_fibre                                  as              IntegerParameter    (description:"Number 

of fibers");  

din_fibre                                    as              length                       (description:"Internal 

diameter of fibres", spec:fixed); //m 

dout_fibre                                  as              length                       (description:"External 

diameter of fibres", spec:fixed);//m 

din_shell                                    as               length                       (description:"Internal 

diameter of shell", spec:fixed); //m   

lengthModule                            as               length                       (description:"Module 

length"); //m  

areaCell                                      as               area                         (description:"Cell 

area");//m2 

packFrac                                     as               fraction                  (description:"Packing 

fraction of the module"); 

thickMem                                   as               micro_length       (description:"Thickness 

of membrane separating layer in micron"); //micro meter 

thickPorous                                as               length                   (description:"Thickness 

of porous support"); //m 

porosity                                   as                   fraction                (description:"Porousity 

of the porous support (assymetric membrane considered)", spec:fixed); 

//=================================================== 

//MEMBRANE PERMEABILITY  

permeability(ComponentList)                 as   notype           (description:"Permeability 

of penetrants in barrer"); //1 barrer=10^-10 cm3(STP).cm/(cmHg.cm2.s)) 

permeability_const(ComponentList)     as   notype             (description:"Constant 

permeability in barrer");  
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permeance_GPU(ComponentList)           as   notype             (description:"Permeability 

of penetrants in GPU"); //1 GPU=10^-6 cm3(STP)/(cmHg.cm2.s) 

permeance(ComponentList)                     as notype            (description:"Permeability 

of penetrants in GPU"); //1 GPU=200.76e-8 kmole/(bar.m2.hr)     

GPU_to_metric                                        as notype             (description:"Unit 

conversion of GPU to metric", spec:fixed, value:0.000121104); 

drivingForce(ComponentList)                 as notype             (description:"Driving 

force of mass transfer across membrane depending on the fibre or shell feed"); 

 

//TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT PERMEABILITY 

permeability_base(ComponentList)           as   notype      (description:"Permeability 

of penetrants at base temperature"); //barrer 

actEnergy(ComponentList)                         as  notype     (description:"Activation 

energy of permeation"); //J/mole 

gamma(ComponentList)                             as notype      (description:"Dimensionless 

exponent of Arhenius type permeability model"); //dimensionless 

 

//CONCENTRATION DEPENDENT PERMEABILITY (PARAMETERS OF 

PARTIAL IMMOBILIZATION MODEL)  

Cm(ComponentList)                          as     notype             (description:"Mobile 

concentration (Henry plus Langmuir)"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 

kD(ComponentList)                           as       notype             (description:"Henry's law 

constant"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer).bar 

F(ComponentList)                              as       notype             (description:"Mobile 

fraction"); //Dimensionless 

CH(ComponentList)                           as        notype             (description:"Langmuir 

sorption capacity"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 
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b(ComponentList)                              as         notype             (description:"Langmuir 

affinity parameter"); //1/bar 

 

k_H2O                                        as      notype             (description:"Interaction 

parameter betwween H2O molecules and polymer segment"); //dimensionless 

Cp_H2O                                     as      notype             (description:"Weighted mean 

value of the sorption capacity"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(pol) 

b_H2O                                        as      notype             (description:"Microvoid affinity 

constant"); // 1/bar 

fug_sat_H2O                              as      notype             (description:"H2O staturation 

fugacity"); //bar 

F_H2O                                       as       notype             (description:"Mobile fraction of 

H2O"); //dimensionless 

act_H2O                                     as       notype             (description:"Water activity"); 

//dimensionless 

 

Cm_H2O                                   as         notype             (description:"Mobile 

concentration (Henry plus Langmuir) for H2O"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 

CHen_H2O                               as         notype             (description:"Henry-type 

solubility for H2O"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 

CLang_H2O                              as         notype             (description:"Langmuir-type 

solubility for H2O"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 

 

fug(ComponentList)                  as         notype             (description:"The fugacity of 

components in the upstream"); //bar 
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CHen(ComponentList)               as         notype             (description:"Henry-type 

solubility"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 

CLang(ComponentList)             as          notype             (description:"Langmuir-type 

solubility"); //cm3(STP)/cm3(polymer) 

 

IsPlasticization                           as          plstMode           (description:"To decide 

whether plasticization exists or not"); 

 

D(ComponentList)                     as           notype             (description:"Diffusivity"); 

//cm2/s 

 

D0_CO2                                     as            notype             (description:"Pre-

exponential factor of concentration-dependent diffusivity for CO2"); //cm2/s 

D0_CH4                                     as            notype             (description:"Pre-

exponential factor of concentration-dependent diffusivity for CH4"); //cm2/s 

D0_H2O                                     as           notype             (description:"Pre-

exponential factor of concentration-dependent diffusivity for H2O"); //cm2/s 

 

beta_CO2                                   as            notype             (description:"Plasticization 

factor for CO2"); //cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP) 

beta_H2O                                   as           notype             (description:"Plasticization 

factor for H2O"); //cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP) 

beta_H2O_CO2                         as           notype             (description:"Plasticization 

factor for CO2 due to H2O-induced penetrant blocking"); 

//cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP) 

beta_CO2_H2O                         as           notype             (description:"Plasticization 

factor for H2O due to CO2-induced plasticization"); //cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP) 
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beta_CO2_CH4                          as           notype             (description:"A parameter 

considering CO2-induced plasticization effects on CH4 diffusivity"); 

//cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP) 

beta_H2O_CH4                          as          notype             (description:"A parameter 

considering H2O-induced penetrant blocing effects on CH4 diffusivity"); 

//cm3(polymer)/cm3(STP) 

zeta                                              as          notype             (description:"fugacity times 

afinity parameter (b*f)"); //dimensionless 

//=================================================== 

//MASS BALANCE VARIABLES 

Fin_fibre                                   as       flow_mol           (description:"Inlet mole flow 

to the fibre side"); //kmole/hr 

Fout_fibre                                 as       flow_mol           (description:"Oulet mole flow 

from the fibre side"); //kmole/hr 

Fin_shell                                   as       flow_mol           (description:"Inlet mole flow 

to the shell side"); //kmole/hr 

Fout_shell                                 as       flow_mol           (description:"Oulet mole flow 

from the shell side"); //kmole/hr 

  

Zin_fibre(ComponentList)      as       molefraction       (description:"Mole fraction at 

inlet flow to the fibre side");  

Zout_fibre(ComponentList)    as       molefraction       (description:"Mole fraction at 

outlet flow from the fibre side"); 

Zin_shell(ComponentList)      as        molefraction       (description:"Mole fraction at 

inlet flow to the shell side"); 

Zout_shell(ComponentList)    as        molefraction       (description:"Mole fraction at 

outlet flow from the shell side"); 
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molarMemFlow(ComponentList)                as           flow_mol           

(description:"Transmembrane mole flow of an arbitrary component"); //kmol/hr 

molarMemFlux(ComponentList)                as            flux_mol           

(description:"Transmembrane flux"); //kmol/hr.m2 

totalMemFlow                                               as            flow_mol           

(description:"Total transmembrane mole flow"); //kmole/hr 

//=================================================== 

//MASS TRANSFER VARIABLES 

hydDia                                     as          length             (description:"Shell-side 

hydraulic diameter"); //m 

 

Re_fibre                                   as          RealVariable       (description:"Reynolds 

number on fibre side"); //dimensionless 

Sc_fibre(ComponentList)       as          RealVariable       (description:"Schmidt 

number on fibre side"); //dimensionless 

Sh_fibre(ComponentList)       as          RealVariable       (description:"Sherwood 

number on fibre side"); //dimensionless 

massTransCoeff_fibre(ComponentList)        as        RealVariable       

(description:"Mass transfer coefficient on fibre side bounadary layer"); 

 

Re_shell                                   as         RealVariable       (description:"Reynolds 

number on shell side"); //dimensionless 

Sc_shell(ComponentList)       as        RealVariable       (description:"Schmidt 

number on shell side"); //dimensionless 

Sh_shell(ComponentList)      as         RealVariable       (description:"Sherwood 

number on shell side"); //dimensionless 
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massTransCoeff_shell(ComponentList)        as       RealVariable       

(description:"Mass transfer coefficient on shell side bounadary layer"); 

//=================================================== 

//VARIABLES RELATED TO CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION  

zStar(ComponentList)                    as        molefraction       (description:"Local mole 

fraction of each gas component in the membrane"); 

zPorous(ComponentList)               as        molefraction       (description:"Mole 

fraction at the surface of porous structure"); 

ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)        as        molefraction       (description:"Mole 

fraction of component in membrane facing the fibre side"); 

ZMem_shell(ComponentList)        as       molefraction       (description:"Mole 

fraction of component in membrane facing the shell side"); 

 

exp1(ComponentList)                        as            notype             (description:"Assistive 

exponential factor to work out concentration polarization"); 

exp2(ComponentList)                        as           notype             (description:"Assistive 

exponential factor to work out concentration polarization"); 

exp3(ComponentList)                        as           notype             (description:"Assistive 

exponential factor to work out concentration polarization"); 

 

alpha1(ComponentList)                    as            notype             (description:"First 

exponent"); 

alpha2(ComponentList)                    as            notype             (description:"Second 

exponent"); 

alpha3(ComponentList)                    as            notype             (description:"Third 

exponent"); 

//=================================================== 
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//PRESSURE DROP 

Pin_fibre                                   as       pressure           (description:"Inlet fibre 

pressure"); //bar 

Pout_fibre                                 as       pressure           (description:"Outlet fibre 

pressure"); //bar 

 

Pin_shell                                   as       pressure           (description:"Inlet shell 

pressure"); //bar 

Pout_shell                                 as       pressure           (description:"Oulet shell 

pressure"); //bar 

 

deltaP_fibre                               as       pressure           (description:"Pressure drop on 

fibre side"); //bar 

deltaP_shell                               as      pressure           (description:"Pressure drop on 

shell side"); //bar 

//=================================================== 

//HEAT TRANSFER PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES  

Tin_fibre                                   as        temperature        (description:"Inlet fibre 

temperature"); //C 

Tout_fibre                                 as        temperature        (description:"Outlet fibre 

temperature"); //C 

Tin_shell                                   as        temperature        (description:"Inlet shell 

temperature"); //C 

Tout_shell                                 as         temperature        (description:"Outlet shell 

temperature"); //C 
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Hin_fibre                                    as         enth_mol           (description:"Inlet fibre 

enthalpy"); //GJ/kmole 

Hout_fibre                                 as          enth_mol           (description:"Outlet fibre 

enthalpy"); //GJ/kmole 

Hin_shell                                   as           enth_mol           (description:"Inlet shell 

enthalpy"); //GJ/kmole 

Hout_shell                                 as           enth_mol           (description:"Outlet shell 

enthalpy"); //GJ/kmole 

 

heatTransMem                          as            heat_flux          (description:"Conductive 

transmembrane heat flux");//kW/m2 

ovHeatTransCoeff                     as            heat_trans_coeff   (description:"Overall 

heat transfer coefficient");//kW/m2/K 

heatTransCoeff_fibre                as           heat_trans_coeff   (description:"Heat 

transfer coefficient on fibre side");//kW/m2/K 

heatTransCoeff_shell               as             heat_trans_coeff   (description:"Heat 

transfer coefficient on shell side");//kW/m2/K 

 

U1                                         as           notype             (description:"Variable to assist 

overal heat transfer coefficient calculation"); 

U2                                         as           notype             (description:"Variable to assist 

overal heat transfer coefficient calculation"); 

U3                                         as           notype             (description:"Variable to assist 

overal heat transfer coefficient calculation"); 

U4                                         as           notype             (description:"Variable to assist 

overal heat transfer coefficient calculation"); 
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Nu_fibre                                   as        RealVariable       (description:"Nusselt number 

of gas flowing on fibre side"); 

Nu_shell                                   as        RealVariable       (description:"Nusselt number 

of gas flowing on fibre side"); 

Pr_shell                                     as       RealVariable       (description:"Prandtl number 

of gas flowing on shell side"); 

//=================================================== 

//PHYSICAL AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 

phi_fibre(ComponentList)                   as         fugacity           (description:"Fugacity 

coefficient of gas on fibre side"); 

phi_shell(ComponentList)                   as         fugacity           (description:"Fugacity 

coefficient of gas on shell side"); 

phiMem_fibre(ComponentList)          as         fugacity           (description:"Fugacity 

coefficient of gas on membrane facing the fibre side"); 

phiMem_shell(ComponentList)          as         fugacity           (description:"Fugacity 

coefficient of gas on membrane facing the shell side"); 

 

MW_fibre                                    as             molweight          (description:"Molecular 

weight of gas on fibre side"); //kg/kmole 

MW_shell                                    as             molweight          (description:"Molecular 

weight of gas on shell side"); //kg/kmole 

MWPorous                                 as              molweight          (description:"Molecular 

weight of gas on porous structure"); //kg/kmole 

 

vis_fibre                                       as               viscosity          (description:"Viscosity of 

gas on fibre side"); //cP 
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vis_shell                                       as                  viscosity          (description:"Viscosity 

of gas on shell side"); //cP 

 

dens_fibre                                     as                  dens_mol           (description:"Density 

of gas on fibre"); //kmole/m3 

dens_shell                                     as                   dens_mol           (description:"Density 

of gas on shell"); //kmole/m3 

densPorous                                   as                  dens_mol           (description:"Density 

of gas on porous support"); //kmole/m3 

 

cpMass_shell                               as     cp_mass_vap            (description:"Heat 

capacity of gas flowing on shell side", upper:1000);//kJ/kg/K 

cpMole_shell                               as     cp_mol_vap             (description:"Mole-based 

heat capacity of gas flowing on shell side", upper:1000);//kJ/kmole/K 

 

diff_fibre(ComponentList)                    as     diffusivity        (description:"Diffusivity 

on fibre side boundary layer", upper:10); //cm2/s 

diffPorous(ComponentList)                  as     diffusivity        (description:"Diffusivity 

in porous support", upper:10); //cm2/s 

diff_shell(ComponentList)                     as     diffusivity        (description:"Diffusivity 

on shell side boundary layer", upper:10); //cm2/s 

 

condPorous                                 as      conductivity       (description:"Overal thermal 

conductivity of porous support including gas flowing into it and porous polymer 

support");//kW/m/K 

condPorousPol                           as      conductivity       (description:"Thermal 

conductivity of porous support", spec:fixed);//W/m/K 
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condMem                                    as        conductivity       (description:"Membrane 

thermal conductivity", spec:fixed);//W/m/K 

cond_fibre                                   as         conductivity       (description:"Thermal 

conductivity of bulk gas on fibre side");//W/m/K 

cond_shell                                   as         conductivity       (description:"Thermal 

conductivity of bulk gas on shell side");//W/m/K 

//=================================================== 

//PORTS 

portin_fibre                                as          input  MoleFractionPort; 

portout_fibre                              as          output MoleFractionPort; 

portin_shell                                as           input  MoleFractionPort; 

portout_shell                              as           output MoleFractionPort; 

//=================================================== 

//ASSIGNING PORT VARIABLES 

portin_fibre.F=Fin_fibre; 

portin_fibre.T=Tin_fibre; 

portin_fibre.P=Pin_fibre; 

portin_fibre.Z=Zin_fibre(ComponentList); 

portin_fibre.H=Hin_fibre; 

 

portout_fibre.F=Fout_fibre; 

portout_fibre.T=Tout_fibre; 

portout_fibre.P=Pout_fibre; 

portout_fibre.Z=Zout_fibre(ComponentList); 

portout_fibre.H=Hout_fibre; 
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portin_shell.F=Fin_shell; 

portin_shell.T=Tin_shell; 

portin_shell.P=Pin_shell; 

portin_shell.Z=Zin_shell(ComponentList); 

portin_shell.H=Hin_shell; 

 

portout_shell.F=Fout_shell; 

portout_shell.T=Tout_shell; 

portout_shell.P=Pout_shell; 

portout_shell.Z=Zout_shell(ComponentList); 

portout_shell.H=Hout_shell; 

//=================================================== 

//CALCULATING PERMEANCES 

  permeance_GPU(ComponentList)=permeability(ComponentList)/thickMem;  

  permeance(ComponentList)=permeance_GPU(ComponentList)*GPU_to_metric; 

 

//CALCULATING PERMEABILITIES 

if permSelector=="Constant" then 

          permeability(ComponentList)=permeability_const(ComponentList); 

elseif permSelector=="Temperature-dependent" then 

          permeability(ComponentList)=permeability_base(ComponentList)* 

          exp(-gamma(ComponentList)); 
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          if feedSide=="Shell" then 

                gamma(ComponentList)*R*(Tout_shell+273.15)= 

                actEnergy(ComponentList); 

                  elseif feedSide=="Fibre" then 

                gamma(ComponentList)*R*(Tout_fibre+273.15)= 

                actEnergy(ComponentList); 

          endif 

 elseif permselector=="Fugacity-dependent" then 

            if feedSide=="Shell" then 

                    for comp in ComponentList do 

                             if Zout_shell(comp)<=1e-5 then 

                                     fug(comp)=1e-10; 

                             else  

                                     fug(comp)=phi_shell(comp)*Zout_shell(comp)*Pout_shell; 

                             endif 

                    endfor 

              elseif feedSide=="Fibre" then 

                      for comp in ComponentList do 

                               if Zout_fibre(comp)<=1e-5 then 

                                     fug(comp)=1e-10; 

                               else  

                                      fug(comp)=phi_shell(comp)*Zout_shell(comp)*Pout_shell; 

                                 endif 

                         endfor  
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                     endif 

              zeta=sigma(b(ComponentList)*fug(ComponentList)); 

              For comp in ComponentList Do 

                           Cm(comp)=CHen(comp)+CLang(comp); 

                                      if comp=="H2O" then 

                                                kD(comp)=k_H2O; 

                                                F(comp)=F_H2O; 

                                                CH(comp)=Cp_H2O; 

                                                b(comp)=b_H2O; 

                                                Cm(comp)=Cm_H2O; 

                                                CHen(comp)=CHen_H2O; 

                                                CLang(comp)=CLang_H2O; 

                            //Calculations for H2O 

                           CHen_H2O*(1-k_H2O*fug(comp)/fug_sat_H2O)= 

                           Cp_H2O*k_H2O*fug(comp)/fug_sat_H2O; 

                          CLang_H2O*(1+zeta)=F_H2O*Cp_H2O*b_H2O*fug(comp); 

                                      else 

                           CHen(comp)=kD(comp)*fug(comp); 

                           CLang(comp)*(1+zeta)=F(comp)*CH(comp)*b(comp)*fug(comp); 

                                     endif 

                endfor 

                                 if IsPlasticization=="No" then 

                                      D(ComponentList).spec: fixed; 
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                                      Permeability(ComponentList)*fug(ComponentList)= 

                                         D(ComponentList)*Cm(ComponentList); 

                                   elseif IsPlasticization=="Yes" then 

    //CO2/CH4/H2O permeation: CO2 induces plasticization and H2O causes 

penetrant blocking.  

         

permeability("CO2")*beta_CO2*(fug("CO2"))*75.0062=D0_CO2*exp(beta_H2O_

CO2*Cm("H2O"))*(exp(beta_CO2*Cm("CO2"))-1)*10^10; 

        

permeability("CH4")*fug("CH4")*75.0062=D0_CH4*exp(beta_CO2_CH4*Cm("C

O2"))*exp(beta_H2O_CH4*Cm("H2O"))*Cm("CH4")*10^10; 

        

permeability("H2O")*75.0062*fug("H2O")*beta_H2O=D0_H2O*exp(beta_CO2_H

2O*Cm("CO2"))*(exp(beta_H2O*Cm("H2O"))-1)*10^10;                                 

                                    endif 

endif 

//===================================================  

//CALCULATING CELL AREA 

  areaCell=pi*dout_fibre*num_fibre*lengthModule/N; 

//===================================================  

//CALCULATING THE THICKNESS OF POROUS SUPPORT 

  thickPorous=(dout_fibre-din_fibre)/2; 

//=================================================== 

//CALCULATING PACKING FRACTION 

  packFrac=num_fibre*(dout_fibre+thickMem*10^-6)^2/(din_shell^2); //10^-

6:converting micro meter to meter 
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//=================================================== 

//CALCULATING HYDRAULIC DIAMETER 

  hydDia=4*(((dout_fibre/2)+thickMem*10^-6)/2)*((1-packFrac)/packFrac); 

//=================================================== 

//MEMBRANE TRANSPORT EQUATION 

molarMemFlux(ComponentList)=permeance(ComponentList)*drivingForce(Com

ponentList); 

molarMemFlow(ComponentList)=permeance(ComponentList)*areaCell*drivingF

orce(ComponentList); 

totalMemFlow=sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlow(comp)); 

//=================================================== 

//PERMEATION DRIVING FORCES 

if feedSide=="Shell" then 

     if transportMode=="Level1" then 

              drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

              Zout_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell- 

              Zout_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre; 

       

     elseif transportMode=="Level2" then 

             drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

             phi_shell(ComponentList)* 

             Zout_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell-    

             phi_fibre(ComponentList)* 

             Zout_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre; 
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        elseif transportMode=="Level3" then 

             drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

             ZMem_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell-  

             ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre; 

 

       elseif transportMode=="Level4" then 

             drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

             phiMem_shell(ComponentList)* 

             ZMem_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell- 

             phiMem_fibre(ComponentList)* 

             ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre; 

        endif 

 

elseif feedSide=="Fibre" then 

      if transportMode=="Level1" then 

           drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

           Zout_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre- 

          Zout_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell; 

 

      elseif transportMode=="Level2" then 

          drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

          phi_fibre(ComponentList)* 

          Zout_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre- 
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          phi_shell(ComponentList)* 

          Zout_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell; 

 

        elseif transportMode=="Level3" then 

           drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

           ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre- 

           ZMem_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell; 

 

        elseif transportMode=="Level4" then 

          drivingForce(ComponentList)= 

           phiMem_fibre(ComponentList)* 

           ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)*Pout_fibre- 

           phiMem_shell(ComponentList)* 

          ZMem_shell(ComponentList)*Pout_shell; 

    endif 

endif  

//=================================================== 

//CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION 

if feedSide=="Shell" then 

sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))= 

alpha1(ComponentList)*(dens_shell*massTransCoeff_shell(ComponentList)*3600)

; //3600: converting s to hr 

 

 sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))*thickPorous= 
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alpha2(ComponentList)*(densPorous*porosity*diffPorous(ComponentList)*10^-

4*3600); //10^-4:converting cm2/s to m2/s & 3600: converting s to hr  

 

 sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))= 

alpha3(ComponentList)*(dens_fibre*massTransCoeff_fibre(ComponentList)*3600)

; //3600: converting s to hr 

            

Zout_shell(ComponentList)- ZStar(ComponentList)=  

exp1(ComponentList)*(ZMem_shell(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)); 

 

ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)- ZStar(ComponentList)=  

exp2(ComponentList)*(ZPorous(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)); 

 

ZPorous(ComponentList)- ZStar(ComponentList)=  

exp3(ComponentList)*(Zout_fibre(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)); 

            

  elseif feedSide=="Fibre" then 

sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))= 

alpha1(ComponentList)*(dens_fibre*massTransCoeff_fibre(ComponentList)*3600; 

 

 sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))*thickPorous= 

alpha2(ComponentList)*(densPorous*porosity*diffPorous(ComponentList)*10^-

4*3600); 

 

sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))= 
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alpha3(ComponentList)*(dens_shell*massTransCoeff_shell(ComponentList)*3600; 

 

 

Zout_fibre(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)= 

exp1(ComponentList)*(ZPorous(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)); 

 

ZPorous(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)= 

exp2(ComponentList)*(ZMem_fibre(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)); 

 

ZMem_shell(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)= 

exp3(ComponentList)*(Zout_shell(ComponentList)-ZStar(ComponentList)); 

     

endif 

 

ZStar(ComponentList)* 

sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) molarMemFlux(comp))= 

molarMemFlux(ComponentList); 

//=================================================== 

//PRESSURE DROP CALCULATIONS 

deltaP_fibre*dens_fibre*pi*din_fibre^4*num_fibre=(128*(lengthModule/N)*vis_fib

re*0.001*(Fout_fibre/3600))*10^-5; 

deltaP_shell*dens_shell*pi*hydDia^2*(din_shell^2-

num_fibre*dout_fibre^2)=(128*(lengthModule/N)*vis_shell*0.001*(Fout_shell/36

00))*10^-5; 

//=================================================== 
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//DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS TO CALCULATE MASS TRANSFER 

COEFFICIENTS 

  

//REYNOLDS NUMBER ON SHELL AND FIBRE SIDES 

      

Re_fibre*pi*num_fibre*din_fibre*(vis_fibre*0.001)=(4*Fout_fibre*MW_fibre)/360

0; 

      

Re_shell*pi*num_fibre*dout_fibre*(vis_shell*0.001)=(4*Fout_shell*MW_shell)/36

00; 

 

//SCHIMDT AND SHERWOOD NUMBERS: CALCULATING MASS 

TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

  for comp in ComponentList do 

  Sc_fibre(comp)*(dens_fibre*MW_fibre*diff_fibre(comp)*10^-4)=vis_fibre*0.001; 

  (Sh_fibre(comp))^3=1.62^3*(Re_fibre*Sc_fibre(comp)*din_fibre/lengthModule); 

  massTransCoeff_fibre(comp)=Sh_fibre(comp)*diff_fibre(comp)*10^-4/din_fibre; 

  endfor 

 

  for comp in ComponentList Do 

  Sc_shell(comp)*(dens_shell*MW_shell*diff_shell(comp)*10^-4)=vis_shell*0.001; 

  (Sh_shell(comp))^3=1.62^3*(Re_shell*Sc_shell(comp)*hydDia/lengthModule); 

  massTransCoeff_shell(comp)=Sh_shell(comp)*diff_shell(comp)*10^-4/hydDia; 

  endfor 

//=================================================== 
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//DIMENSIONLESS NUMBERS AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

REQUIRED FOR ENERGY BALANCE 

 

//NUSSELT NUMBERS AND HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 

  Nu_fibre=3.66;  //BASED ON LAMINAR FLOW ASSUMPTION 

  heatTransCoeff_fibre=(Nu_fibre*cond_fibre/din_fibre)/1000; //1000: to convert 

to kw/m2.K 

  

Nu_shell*(cond_shell/1000)=heatTransCoeff_shell*(dout_fibre+2*thickMem*10^-

6); //10^-6: converting micro to meter //1000: to convert kw/m2.K 

 (Nu_shell-3.66)^3=1.077^3*(Re_shell*Pr_shell*(dout_fibre+2*thickMem*10^-

6)/(2*hydDia)); 

 

//PRANDTL NUMBER OF SHELL SIDE 

  Pr_shell*cond_shell=cpMass_shell*vis_shell; 

  cpMass_shell*MW_shell=cpMole_shell; 

 

//THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF POROUS SUPPORT 

  condPorous=porosity*condPorousPol+(1-porosity)*cond_fibre; 

 

//CALCULATING OVERAL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 

  U1*heatTransCoeff_fibre*din_fibre=dout_fibre+2*thickMem*10^-6; 

  U2*(condPorous/1000)=(dout_fibre/2+thickMem*10^-

6)*loge(dout_fibre/din_fibre); //1000: to convert kw/m2.K 

  U3=((dout_fibre/2+thickMem*10^-

6)/(condMem/1000))*loge((dout_fibre/2+thickmem*10^-6)/(dout_fibre/2)); 
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  U4*heatTransCoeff_shell=1.0; 

  ovHeatTransCoeff*(U1+U2+U3+U4)=1.0; 

//=================================================== 

//PHYSICAL AND TRANSPORT PROPERTIES 

Call (cond_fibre) = pCond_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

Call (cond_shell) = pCond_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) ComponentList;   

 

Call (cpMole_shell) = pCp_Mol_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) 

ComponentList;  

 

Call (phi_fibre) = pFuga_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

Call (phi_shell) = pFuga_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) ComponentList;  

 

Call (dens_fibre) = pDens_Mol_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) 

ComponentList; 

Call (dens_shell) = pDens_Mol_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) 

ComponentList; 

 

portout_fibre.V*dens_fibre=1; 

portout_shell.V*dens_shell=1; 

 

Call (Hout_fibre) = pEnth_Mol(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

Call (Hout_shell) = pEnth_Mol(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) ComponentList; 
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Call (phiMem_fibre) = pFuga_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) 

ComponentList;   

Call (phiMem_shell) = pFuga_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) 

ComponentList; 

 

Call (densPorous) = pDens_Mol_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) 

ComponentList; 

 

Call (diff_fibre) = pDiffus_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

Call (diff_shell) = pDiffus_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) ComponentList; 

Call (diffPorous) = pDiffus_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

 

Call (vis_fibre) = pVisc_Vap(Tout_fibre,Pout_fibre,Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

Call (vis_shell) = pVisc_Vap(Tout_shell,Pout_shell,Zout_shell) ComponentList; 

 

Call (MW_fibre) = pMolWeight(Zout_fibre) ComponentList; 

Call (MW_shell) = pMolWeight(Zout_shell) ComponentList; 

//=================================================== 

//GAS PERMEATION MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS HAVE BEEN 

CODED BELOW. 

 

//MASS, ENERGY AND MOMENTUM BALANCES 

//$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

 

//INITIALIZATION 
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if runType=="Initialization" then 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//MASS BALANCE  

Fin_fibre=Fout_fibre; 

Fin_shell=Fout_shell; 

Zin_fibre=Zout_fibre; 

Zin_shell=Zout_shell; 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//ENERGY BALANCE 

Tin_fibre=Tout_fibre; 

Tin_shell=Tout_shell; 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//NO CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION 

exp1(ComponentList)=exp(0); 

exp2(ComponentList)=exp(0); 

exp3(ComponentList)=exp(0); 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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//NO PRESSURE DROP DROP  

Pout_fibre=Pin_fibre; 

Pout_shell=Pin_shell; 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//************************************************************************* 

//STEADY-STATE SIMULATIONS 

elseif runType=="Steady-state" then 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//MASS BALANCE 

Fin_fibre+Fin_shell=Fout_fibre+Fout_shell;   

Fin_fibre*Zin_fibre(ComponentList)+Fin_shell*Zin_shell(ComponentList) 

=Fout_fibre*Zout_fibre(ComponentList)+Fout_shell*Zout_shell(ComponentList); 

sigma(foreach (comp in ComponentList) Zout_fibre(comp))=1.0; 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------       

//MEMBRANE TRANSPORT EQUATION 

if feedSide=="Shell" then 

  molarMemFlow(ComponentList)=Zin_shell(ComponentList)*Fin_shell-

Zout_shell(ComponentList)*Fout_shell; 

elseif feedSide=="Fibre" then 
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  molarMemFlow(ComponentList)=Zin_fibre(ComponentList)*Fin_fibre-

Zout_fibre(ComponentList)*Fout_fibre; 

endif 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//PRESSURE CALCULATIONS  

Pout_fibre=Pin_fibre-deltaP_fibre; 

Pout_shell=Pin_shell-deltaP_shell; 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//SIMPLISTIC OR RIGOROUS MODELS 

if simType=="Simplistic" then 

   

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//ENERGY BALANCE 

Tin_fibre=Tout_fibre; 

Tin_shell=Tout_shell; 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//NO CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION 

exp1(ComponentList)=exp(0); 

exp2(ComponentList)=exp(0); 
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exp3(ComponentList)=exp(0); 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

elseif simType=="Rigorous" then 

 

//ENERGY BALANCE 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Fin_fibre*Hin_fibre+Fin_shell*Hin_shell=Fout_fibre*Hout_fibre+Fout_shell*Hout

_shell; 

if feedSide=="Shell" then 

  Fin_shell*Hin_shell=Fout_shell*Hout_shell+Hin_shell*totalMemFlow-

heatTransMem*areaCell*(3600/10^6); 

  heatTransMem=ovHeatTransCoeff*(Tout_fibre-Tout_shell);  

elseif feedSide=="Fibre" then 

  Fin_fibre*Hin_fibre=Fout_fibre*Hout_fibre+Hin_fibre*totalMemFlow-

heatTransMem*areaCell*(3600/10^6); 

  heatTransMem=ovHeatTransCoeff*(Tout_shell-Tout_fibre); 

endif 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//CONCENTRATION POLARIZATION 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

exp1(ComponentList)=exp(-alpha1(ComponentList)); 

exp2(ComponentList)=exp(-alpha2(ComponentList)); 

exp3(ComponentList)=exp(-alpha3(ComponentList)); 

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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//$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 

endif 

endif 

End 
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A.2. ACM Code for Model MembraneUnit 

Model MembraneUnit 

//=================================================== 

//PARAMETERS TO SPECIFY THE NUMBER OF CELLS  

N                                          as            IntegerParameter            (description:"Number 

of stages"); 

//=================================================== 

//VARIABLES 

StageCut                               as          notype                             (description:"Stage cut 

of the module"); //dimensionless 

 

Permeability([1:N],ComponentList)  as       notype     (description:"Permeability of 

penetrants"); //barrer 

Permeance([1:N],ComponentList)     as       notype     (description:"Permeance of 

penetrants in metric units"); //kmole/m2.hr.bar 

                         

moleFlow_fibre([1:N])              as           flow_mol   (description:"Mole flow inside 

the fibres"); //kmole/hr 

moleFlow_shell([1:N])              as           flow_mol   (description:"Mole flow inside 

the shell"); //kmole/hr 

 

moleFraction_fibre([1:N],ComponentList)    as   molefraction    (description:"Mole 

fraction inside the fibres");  

moleFraction_shell([1:N],ComponentList)    as  molefraction     (description:"Mole 

fraction inside the shell"); 
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temperature_fibre([1:N])               as temperature        (description:"Temperature 

inside the fibres"); //C 

temperature_shell([1:N])               as temperature        (description:"Temperature 

inside the shell"); //C 

pressure_fibre([1:N])                      as pressure               (description:"Pressure inside 

the fibres"); //bar 

pressure_shell([1:N])                      as pressure               (description:"Pressure inside 

the shell"); //bar 

 

enthalpy_shell([1:N])                      as enth_mol             (description:"Enthalpy of gas 

on the shell side"); //GJ/kmole 

enthalpy_fibre([1:N])                      as enth_mol             (description:"Enthalpy of gas 

in the fibre side"); //GJ/kmole 

//=================================================== 

//PORTS MISSING VARIABLES  

densFeed                                   as     dens_mol                       (description:"Molar 

density of feed"); //kmole/m3 

densSweep                                as     dens_mol                          (description:"Molar 

density of sweep"); //kmole/m3 

densPermeate                           as      dens_mol                         (description:"Molar 

density of permeate"); //kmole/m3 

//=================================================== 

//PORTS 

Feed                   as input             MoleFractionPort                (description:"Feed gas 

entering the membrane unit"); 

Retentate            as output          MoleFractionPort                (description:"Retentate 

flow"); 
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Sweep                    as input           MoleFractionPort             (description:"Sweep gas 

to collect permeate flow (optional)"); 

Permeate               as output        MoleFractionPort             (description:"Permeate 

flow"); 

InfoPort                 as input          MembraneUnitInfo         (description:"Information 

required to perform a simulation"); 

//=================================================== 

//SPECIFYING THE NUMBER OF CELLS 

N.value                                    :InfoPort.N; 

//=================================================== 

//CALLING SUBMODELS 

stage([1:N])                               as Cell;  

//=================================================== 

//ASSIGNING PERMEABILITY PARAMETERS 

for k in [1:N] do 

    

stage(k).permeability_const(ComponentList)=InfoPort.Permeability_const(Compo

nentList); 

    stage(k).actEnergy(ComponentList)=InfoPort.actEnergy(ComponentList); 

    

stage(k).permeability_base(ComponentList)=InfoPort.Permeability_base(Compone

ntList); 

    stage(k).kD(ComponentList)=InfoPort.kD(ComponentList); 

    stage(k).b(ComponentList)=InfoPort.b(ComponentList); 

    stage(k).CH(ComponentList)=InfoPort.CH(ComponentList); 

    stage(k).F(ComponentList)=InfoPort.F(ComponentList); 
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    stage(k).D(ComponentList)=InfoPort.D(ComponentList); 

    stage(k).D0_CO2=InfoPort.D0_CO2; 

    stage(k).D0_CH4=InfoPort.D0_CH4; 

    stage(k).D0_H2O=InfoPort.D0_H2O; 

    stage(k).beta_CO2=InfoPort.beta_CO2; 

    stage(k).beta_H2O=InfoPort.beta_H2O; 

    stage(k).beta_H2O_CO2=InfoPort.beta_H2O_CO2; 

    stage(k).beta_CO2_H2O=InfoPort.beta_CO2_H2O; 

    stage(k).beta_CO2_CH4=InfoPort.beta_CO2_CH4; 

    stage(k).beta_H2O_CH4=InfoPort.beta_H2O_CH4; 

    stage(k).fug_sat_H2O=InfoPort.fug_sat_H2O; 

endfor 

 

  InfoPort.Permeability_const(ComponentList).spec      :fixed; 

  InfoPort.actEnergy(ComponentList).spec               :fixed; 

  InfoPort.Permeability_base(ComponentList).spec       :fixed; 

  InfoPort.kD(ComponentList).spec                      :fixed; 

  InfoPort.b(ComponentList).spec                       :fixed; 

  InfoPort.CH(ComponentList).spec                      :fixed; 

  InfoPort.F(ComponentList).spec                       :fixed; 

  InfoPort.D(ComponentList).spec                       :fixed; 

  InfoPort.D0_CO2.spec                                 :fixed; 

  InfoPort.D0_CH4.spec                                 :fixed; 

  InfoPort.D0_H2O.spec                                 :fixed; 
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  InfoPort.beta_CO2.spec                               :fixed; 

  InfoPort.beta_H2O.spec                               :fixed; 

  InfoPort.beta_H2O_CO2.spec                           :fixed; 

  InfoPort.beta_CO2_H2O.spec                           :fixed; 

  InfoPort.beta_CO2_CH4.spec                           :fixed; 

  InfoPort.beta_H2O_CH4.spec                           :fixed; 

  InfoPort.fug_sat_H2O.spec                            :fixed; 

//=================================================== 

//CONNECTING SUBMODELS 

if InfoPort.ops=="counter-Current" then 

    if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

      for k in [1:N-1] do 

        connect stage(k).portout_shell and stage(k+1).portin_shell; 

        connect stage(k+1).portout_fibre and stage(k).portin_fibre; 

      endfor 

    elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 

      for k in [1:N-1] do 

        connect stage(k).portout_fibre and stage(k+1).portin_fibre; 

        connect stage(k+1).portout_shell and stage(k).portin_shell; 

      endfor 

   endif 

elseif InfoPort.ops=="co-Current" then  

    if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

      for k in [1:N-1] do 
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        connect stage(k).portout_shell and stage(k+1).portin_shell; 

        connect stage(k).portout_fibre and stage(k+1).portin_fibre; 

      endfor 

    elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 

      for k in [1:N-1] do 

        connect stage(k).portout_fibre and stage(k+1).portin_fibre; 

        connect stage(k).portout_shell and stage(k+1).portin_shell; 

      endfor 

    endif 

endif 

 

if Feed.isconnected then 

  if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

    link Feed and stage(1).portin_shell; 

  elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 

    link Feed and stage(1).portin_fibre; 

  endif 

endif 

 

if Sweep.isconnected then 

  if InfoPort.ops=="counter-Current" then 

    if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

      link Sweep and stage(N).portin_fibre; 

    elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 
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      link Sweep and stage(N).portin_shell; 

    endif 

  elseif InfoPort.ops=="co-Current" then 

    if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

      link Sweep and stage(1).portin_fibre; 

    elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 

      link Sweep and stage(1).portin_shell; 

    endif 

  endif 

endif 

    

if Retentate.isconnected then 

  if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

    link Retentate and stage(N).portout_shell; 

  elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 

    link Retentate and stage(N).portout_fibre; 

  endif 

endif 

 

if Permeate.isconnected then 

  if InfoPort.ops=="counter-Current" then 

    if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

      link Permeate and stage(1).portout_fibre; 

    elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 
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      link Permeate and stage(1).portout_shell; 

    endif 

  elseif InfoPort.ops=="co-Current" then 

    if InfoPort.feedSide=="Shell" then 

      link Permeate and stage(N).portout_fibre; 

    elseif InfoPort.feedSide=="Fibre" then 

      link Permeate and stage(N).portout_shell; 

    endif 

  endif 

endif   

 

//=================================================== 

//ALLOCATING THE PERAMETERS AND VARIABLES OF MEMBRANE 

UNIT MODEL TO CELL SUBMODEL 

for k in [1:N] do 

 

// NUMBER OF CELLS 

  stage(k).N                   :N; 

 

// NUMBER OF FIBRES 

  stage(k).num_fibre           :InfoPort.num_fibre; 

   

//LOGICAL PARAMETERS 

  stage(k).feedSide            :InfoPort.feedSide; 
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  stage(k).simType             :InfoPort.simType; 

  stage(k).runType             :InfoPort.runType; 

  stage(k).permSelector        :InfoPort.permSelector; 

  stage(k).transportMode       :InfoPort.transportMode; 

  stage(k).IsPlasticization    :InfoPort.IsPlasticization; 

 

//MODULE CHARACTERISTICS 

  stage(k).din_fibre           :InfoPort.din_fibre; 

  stage(k).dout_fibre          :InfoPort.dout_fibre; 

  stage(k).din_shell           :InfoPort.din_shell; 

  stage(k).thickMem            =InfoPort.thickMem; 

  stage(k).lengthModule        =InfoPort.lengthModule; 

  stage(k).condMem             :InfoPort.condMem; 

  stage(k).condPorousPol       :InfoPort.condPorousPol; 

 

  

//OBTAINING VARIABLES  

  //FIBRE SIDE        

  stage(k).Fout_fibre=moleFlow_fibre(k); 

  stage(k).Zout_fibre(ComponentList)=moleFraction_fibre(k,ComponentList); 

  stage(k).Tout_fibre=temperature_fibre(k); 

  stage(k).Hout_fibre=enthalpy_fibre(k); 

  stage(k).Pout_fibre=pressure_fibre(k); 
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//MEMBRANE  

  stage(k).permeability(ComponentList)=Permeability(k,ComponentList); 

  stage(k).permeance(ComponentList)=Permeance(k,ComponentList); 

 

 

//SHELL SIDE 

  stage(k).Fout_shell=moleFlow_shell(k); 

  stage(k).Zout_shell(ComponentList)=moleFraction_shell(k,ComponentList); 

  stage(k).Tout_shell=temperature_shell(k); 

  stage(k).Hout_shell=enthalpy_shell(k); 

  stage(k).Pout_shell=pressure_shell(k); 

 

  endfor 

//===================================================  

//CALCULATING STAGE-CUT 

StageCut*Feed.F=Permeate.F; 

InfoPort.StageCut=StageCut; 

//=================================================== 

//PORTS' MISSING VARIABLES 

Call (Feed.h) = pEnth_Mol(Feed.T, Feed.P, Feed.Z) ComponentList; 

Call (Sweep.h) = pEnth_Mol(Sweep.T, Sweep.P, Sweep.Z) ComponentList; 

 

Call (densFeed) = pDens_Mol_Vap(Feed.T, Feed.P, Feed.Z) ComponentList; 
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Call (densSweep) = pDens_Mol_Vap(Sweep.T, Sweep.P, Sweep.Z) 

ComponentList; 

Call (densPermeate) = pDens_Mol_Vap(Permeate.T, Permeate.P, Permeate.Z) 

ComponentList; 

 

Feed.v=1/densFeed; 

Sweep.v=1/densSweep; 

 

END 
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